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ABSTRACT 

Protein adsorption, the first event in the interaction of tissue with a foreign 

material, is a complex process. Understanding and controlling protein adsorption is an 

important issue in biomaterials. Many different techniques have been developed to study 

protein adsorption from different aspects. In this work, two soft X-ray 

spectromicroscopy techniques, photoemission electron microscopy (X -PEEM) and 

scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) were used to map the interaction of 

blood proteins on a phase segregated polymer film polystyrene/ 

polymethylmethacrylate (PSIPMMA) blend. The two techniques provide high chemical 

sensitivity, through near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy, 

and high spatial resolution (~50 nm). 

As a surface sensitive technique, X-PEEM was used to study adsorption of 

albumin onto a PS/PMMA blend under different conditions (concentration, adsorption 

time, pH, temperature and ionic strength), as well as to compare adsorption of albumin 

and fibrinogen. STXM, a less surface sensitive technique, was used to study albumin 

adsorption in the presence of a overlayer protein solution, a study which can not be 

conducted using X-PEEM. 

The results give quantitative spatial distributions of adsorbed protein on 

chemically different regions of the PSIPMMA blend at the studied conditions. This helps 

understand protein adsorption in a way different from other techniques. Through 

technique development and an intensive study of the albumin covered PS/PMMA system, 

this work has made a contribution to development ofbiomaterials. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter presents a general introduction to protein adsorption and the 

motivation for this thesis. Some major techniques employed in the study of protein 

adsorption are reviewed and then the major technique I have used, soft X-ray 

spectromicroscopy, is presented This chapter ends with an outline of the whole thesis. 

§ 1.1 Why "Protein Adsorption"? 

Artificial medical devices implanted into people are important in that they have 

increased the length and quality of life. During the past several decades, polymer 

materials have become widely used as components of medical devices. Many medical 

devices involve blood contact. The first event which occurs after exposure of a device to 

blood is the adsorption of blood proteins, such as albumin and fibrinogen. 

When a surface is exposed to a protein solution, it will quickly be covered by 

proteins. Protein adsorption will result in significant changes in the physicochemical and 

biological properties of the surface-solution interface. It is the first step in the biological 

response to materials and one that may ultimately determine biocompatibility in the end 

use [CR02]. The study of protein adsorption and interactions between proteins and 

surfaces is a major concern to various fields such as biology, medicine, biotechnology, 

and food processing [NSIOI]. Table 1.1 lists various fields concerned with the 

adsorption of proteins and categorizes them with regard to several important factors 

[NSIOl]. 
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Table 1.1 Various fields or events in which adsorption of protein onto a sol id surface 
plays an important role [NSro 1]. 

Various fields or events 

Design of biocompatible 
materials 

Adsorption 
chromatography 

Membrane separation 

Foods/bioproducts 
manufacturing processes 

Bioscnsors 

Cultivation of animal cells 

Drug delivery systems 

Adsorbed 
amount 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Important factors 
Selectivity for Orientation/ 
adsorption conformation of the 

adsorbed protein 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ 

For the factors that are primarily important in the function or efficiency, a "plus" 
symbol is given. 

Protein adsorption on solid surfaccs is a very complex process that depends on the 

nature of various interactions between protein and substrate, as well as the state of 

hydration of the protein and the surface, and the structural arrangement of the protein 

[M03]. Adsorption is very sensitive to many variables. Small changes in pH, temperature 

or ionic strength can make a large difference in the amount of adsorbed protein or which 

protcin in a mixture is prefercntially adsorbed. However, all protcin adsorption 

phenomcna share a common feature in the initial stages in that the process is only 

possible ifthc Gibbs energy, G, of the system decreases: 
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( I ) 

where H, S, and T refer to the enthalpy, entropy, and absolute temperature, respectively, 

and ~'('''I\ indicates the change of the thermodynamic state functions resulting from the 

adsorption process [N L91]. During the adsorption process, a number of interactions in 

the system contribute to the enthalpy and entropy changes and thus drive the process of 

protein adsorption. These driving forces include Lifshitz-van der Waals forces (i.e., 

dispersive, and induction forces), Lewis acid-base forces (including hydrogen bonding), 

electrostatic forces (including ion pairing), hydrophobic forces, and steric effects [KH02]. 

Among these interactions, enthalpic contributions include van der Waals interactions and 

electrostatic interactions whereas entropic contributions may involve release of 

counterions and lor solvation water (dehydration) as well as reduction of amount of 

ordered structure due to adsorption-induced conformation changes ([M03], [M98], 

[N86]). 

Hydrophobic interactions have been reported to play an important role in protein 

adsorption. For instance, hydrophobic interactions were found to be the main driving 

forces in the adsorption of collagen on hydrophobic polystyrene surfaces [DBS&97]. 

The amount of bovine serum albumin (BSA) adsorbed on polystyrene was found to 

decreasc when the surface was modified by hydrophilic substances such as saccharide 

[REC&96] or 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate [PB62]. These examples indicate the 

importancc of hydrophobic interactions in protein adsorption. The most important factor 

accounting for hydrophobic interaction between a hydrophobic surface and protein in 

water environment is the dehydration of hydrophobic surfaces and proteins. This 
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dehydration promotes adsorption of proteins from aqueous solution by lowering the 

Gibbs energy of the system as a result of a large entropy gain [NL91]. This can cause 

spontaneous adsorption. 

When a charged surface is exposed to a protein solution, electrostatic attraction 

forces are important. This is because protein molecules are charged to an extent and 

polarity that depends on pH. Most proteins have a net negative charge at neutral pH, thus 

adsorption at positively charged surfaces can be expected to be particularly strong 

[KH02]. However, it is not always true that opposing charges promote strong 

interactions between proteins and surfaces. Sometimes a protein can absorb to a greater 

extent on a surface with the same net charge than on a surface with opposite charge. It 

was reported that "hard" proteins (proteins that almost do not change conformation upon 

adsorption) hardly adsorb on a surface when the proteins and surface have opposite 

charges ([NSIO I] [N86] [HN94]). For a situation where both the protein and the surface 

arc ncgatively charged, the adsorption of the protein to the surface may be promoted by 

positively charged groups of the protein interacting with the negatively charged surface. 

Therefore in order to fully understand the interactions involved in the adsorption process 

one needs to consider the individual interactions between charged groups of the protein 

and the sol id surface, not just the net charge of the protein and surface. 

It was believed that hydrogen bonding and/or dipolar interaction between groups 

of the protein molecule and the surface contribute only to a minor extent, because such 

interactions would occur at the expense of the same type of interaction inside the protein 

molecules, between protein and water, and between the surface and water [NL91]. 
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However, hydrogen bonding can be a favorable force for protein adsorption when it leads 

to an overall increased conformational entropy [M03]. For instance, it was found that 

increasing the acrylic acid or methacrylic acid comonomer content in polystyrene 

microspheres resulted in increased BSA adsorption which was attributed to hydrogen 

bonding [SSS89]. 

In most cases protein adsorption is driven by a combination of different forces. 

For example, many surfaces contain both hydrophobic domains and charged or chargablc 

groups. Protein adsorption on such surfaces will be driven by a combination of 

hydrophobic interactions and electrostatic attractions. 

Apart from hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic attractions, hydrogen bonding 

and/or dipolar interaction, protein adsorption is influenced by factors such as the degree 

of conformational flexibility of the protein, the ability of the surface to rearrange in order 

to expose different groups, etc [KH02]. 

Protein adsorption could be a desired event or not. Many medical and 

biotechnological techniques arc based on specific interactions between protcins in 

solution and surface-bound molecules such as antigens, antibodies, haptens, affinity 

ligands, etc. Uncontrolled (non-specific) adsorption of proteins at solid surfaces is a 

problem in many biotechnological applications. If nonspecific adsorption competes 

favorably with the specific interactions, it would be hard to achieve a high sensitivity 

(signal-to-noise ratio) in analytical procedures and a high efficiency in therapeutic 

applications ([KH02], [M03]). For example, in chromatographic separation of proteins, 

the ion-exchange and size-exclusion mechanisms of separation require mmllTIlzmg 
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interactions between the protein and the chromatographic support matrix to prevent 

unwanted nonspecific interactions ([CS7], [GW87], [HU92]) 

Protein adsorption on heterogeneous surfaces rather than homogeneous surfaces is 

important in many practical cases, such as a biomaterial implant in a living body, cell 

growth in a culture, or the functionality of biosensors [K02], A homogeneous surface 

with only one component is modified in different ways in order to achieve different 

surface properties. For example, oligocthylene glycol monolayers have been used to 

modify gold ([PSP&91], [OYW99]), Si02 ([SJD99], [FSL&04]), silicon and diamond 

surfaces [LCA&04] in order to resist the nonspecific adsorption of proteins and cells. 

This is important for the design ofbioeompatible coatings for implants and for biosensors 

([CR02], [LCH04]). Rather than modifying the surfaces with one glycol, it was 

demonstrated that mixed monolayers of amine and triethylene glycol on silicon and 

diamond surface can optimize the ratio of specific to nonspecific binding in a model 

protein sensing assay [LCA&04]. 

Despite the clear motivation to eliminate or reduce the non-specific adhesion of 

proteins on surfaces, in some cases the ability to enable protein adhesion to certain 

restricted regions on a device surface is very desirable. Such spatially controlled 

heterogeneous surfaces can be advantageolls 111 the operation of some 

biomicroelectromechanical systems (bioM EMS) [PHL&O I]. Therefore it IS useful to 

achieve precisely patterned surfaces consisting of protein adhesive and non-adhesive 

micro-domains designed to enhance electrochemical sensors [PHL&O I], protein 

microarrays [MSOO], and control of cell growth on surfaces [KKH&88]. For example, 
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Kane et al [KTO&99] patterned a gold surface into regions of hexadecanethiolate and 

undecanethiolate terminated with tri(ethyleneglycol) by microcontact printing. As shown 

in Fig.l.l (A), it was found that fibronectin (light) adsorbed on the hydrophobic squares 

of hexadecanethiolate but not on the tri( ethyleneglycol) terminated undecanethiolate 

(dark). Fibronectin is an extracellular matix protein of bovine capillary endothelial (BeE) 

.. 

• r .; 

-, .. _,4'~" _ "",/'" ~ 

• 
" , 

Fig. 1.1 (A) A gold surface was patterned into regions of hexadecanethiolate (I) and 
undecanethiolate terminated with tri(ethylene glycol) (II). Fibronectin (light) adsorbed on 
the hydrophobic squares of (I) but not on the region of (II) (dark). (B) Bovine capillary 
endothelial (BCE) cells patterned by culturing on a substrate presenting hydrophobic 
squares of varying sizes that were coated with fibronectin, prior to incubation with cells 
[KTO&99]I 

I Reprinted from Biomaterial.\' 20, R. S. Kane, S. Takayama, E. Ostuni, D. E. Ingber, G. 
M. Whiteside, "Patterning proteins and cells using soft lithography", Page 2363-2376, 
Copyright Elsevier (1999), with permission from Elsevier. 
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cells and it can promote the adhesion of BCE cells to substrates. As shown in Fig.I.1 (B), 

the control of the adsorption of adhesive protein of fibronectin enables the patterning of 

BCE cells on the substrate. BCE only adheres to the hydrophobic squares coated with 

fibronectin. 

§ 1.2 Capabilities of Common Techniques for Biomaterials Development 

Due to its significance in various fields, protein adsorption has been extensively 

studied for decades with different experimental techniques in an attempt to understand 

the complex process of protein adsorption. However, a broader understanding of protein 

adsorption still remains a challenge in order to improve existing materials. In addition to 

developing new methods of assessing protein adsorption, a multi-technique analysis 

approach is necessary. Individual methods are not capable of providing a complete 

picture of the process. The methods should be capable of providing different types of 

information about the adsorption process, including the amount of adsorbed protein, the 

rate of adsorption, the conformation and/or orientation of the adsorbed protein layer, 

investigations of competitive adsorption from complex biological media, and the time-

dependent change in the structure of the protein layers. Table 1.2 gives an overview of 

some major techniques for assessing protein adsorption [NSIO I] [KH02]. This table does 

not include X-ray spectromicroscopy which is discussed in the following section. 

Table 1.2 Techniques used to investigate protein adsorption behavior [NSIO I] [KH02]. 
(Note that in the column of 'Information to be obtained', I refers to imaging mode, Q 
refers to guantitative, C refers to fompetition of multiple proteins, 0 refers to Qrientation 
(or conformation) and S refers to .§.ubstrate.) 
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The goals of different techniques developed for the study of protein adsorption 

can be classified into two groups: adsorbed amount and conformational changes upon 

adsorption. Some techniques have the capacity of achieving both goals but other 

techniques are capable of only one goal. For the measurement of adsorbed amount of 

proteins, detection limits, precision and accuracy are important issues due to the low 

amounts on the surface, especially when the surface of interest has small area. 

Depletion method is a conventional adsorption experiment. The amount of 

adsorbed proteins is determined based on the decrease in the protein concentration in the 

solution after exposure to the surface. This method requires a large surface area to be 

sufficiently accurate but may not require any labeling ([NSIO I], [FJ~W], [KL89], 

[KMH93], [INT&95]). 

The radiotracer technique labels the adsorbate in the solution using a radioisotope 

such as 12:i( ([CB84], [AB04]). Then the adsorption is measured as the decrease in 

radioactivity in the solution. In this method, one assumes that the radio label does not 

affect the adsorption behavior of the protein. It can be used to study the competitive 

adsorption oi'various components ofa mixture of proteins [AN86]. 

Scveral techniques can be used for direct measurement of proteins adsorbed on thc 

surface. They include enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [SHK95], 

radiolabeling [DN83], and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) ([HRB&98], [HKO I J). 

The QCM technique is based on the change in the oscillating frequency of piezoelectric 

devices upon mass loading. This technique can monitor both adsorption and desorption 

processes [M 000]. 
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Ell ipsometry and reflectometry are two optical techniques used to measure the 

amount of protein absorbed on a surface ([GK88], [WAL95]). These two techniques arc 

closcly related, both detect the changes in the state of polarized light upon reflection at an 

interface [KH02]. There are some restrictions on the surfaces used for ellipsometry and 

reflectometry investigations for protein adsorption. The surface must be smooth and 

highly reflcctive and optical isotropic. The most common substrate is silica. However, 

metal surfaces ([AN88], [CHH78], [MA95]) have also been found to be suitable for 

ellipsometric investigations. Moreover, mineral surfaces [NAG97] and ceramic materials 

[[BMA&96]] have also proved to be practical substrates. Most interestingly, polymers 

such as polystyrene and poly (methacrylic acid) [ML W &96] arc also used as substrates 

for cllipsol11ctric measurement. Ellipsometry and ret1cctometry can not only detect the 

static absorbed amount but they can also monitor in situ adsorption and desorption of 

protcins ([ABN86], [EPS&96]). Ellipsometry is good at monitoring the total amount of 

proteins at the solution/substrate interface with time but it has no structural sensitivity. 

Total internal retlection fluorescence (TIRF) is also an optical technique ([GK88], 

[W AL 95]). In this technique, a beam of light is shone on an interface between two 

transparent media, starting from the media with the higher refractive index. The light is 

completely retlected at the interface and becomes an evanescent wave penetrating into the 

medium with a lower refractive index. This evanescent wave excites fluorescent 

molecules attached to proteins at the surface, and the tluorescent intensity is detected. 

This technique can provide rich information on protein adsorption including competitive 
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adsorption, interfacial conformational changes of proteins and mobility of adsorbed 

proteins [LM96]. 

Neutron reflection is a technique for probing the structural details of both protein 

and surfactant involved in the interfacial interaction ([L98], [PT90], [LL T96], [L T98]). 

The principles and applications of neutron reflection have been reviewed by Jian R. Lu 

[L98]. The essence of a neutron reflection experiment is to measure the specular 

reflection of a neutron beam as a function of the momentum transfer perpendicular to the 

reflecting surface. This can be related to the neutron refractive index profile normal to 

the interface. The resulting scattering length density yields information about the 

composition and density gradients of surfaces and interfaces [PT90]. Therefore neutron 

reflectivity offers the opportunity of measuring not only adsorbed amounts, but the 

surface/ interfacial structure of the adsorbed protein at a high resolution [SL T &99]. 

Neutron scattering amplitUdes vary from clement to element, and isotopic substitution can 

be used to produce large contrasts in scattering amplitude. Of particular importance is the 

large difference in scattering powers of hydrogen and deuterium. The characteristic 

feature of neutron reflection is that its signal can be altered by isotopic substitution. 

Isotopic substitution is used to vary the contrast between water, protein, and solid 

substrate. Variation between H20 and D~O allows a reliable determination of the extent 

to which water penetrates the protein layer. This information combined with the known 

dimensions of proteins often provides useful insights into the physical state of an 

adsorbed protein layer. 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) IS a technique which detects 

photoelectrons ejected from the atoms after X-ray adsorption. The photoelectron energy 

is clement speci fic and sensitive to the chemical state of the clement. XPS can provide 

information about the chemical composition and chemical structure of surface layers 

[BS90]. This technique has high surface sensitivity with a sampling depth of 1-2 nm 

(with a detection limit of 10-
2 

of a monolayer [894]) typically and as good as 0.3 nm if 

one uses grazing emission and a photon energy such that the electron kinetic energy is 

around 50 - 100 e V [S92]. Angle dependent XPS allows the analysis depth to be varied 

between 0.3 - 2 nm, enabling detection of very small amounts (~I 0 ng/cm2) of surface 

adsorbed protein [M03]. XPS has been used to monitor adsorption of protein 

([GMC&93], [MMJ&OI]) and quantify amounts of protein ([EBC&97], [FLE&92]). 

This technique is incapable of identi(ying particular proteins. 

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometry 

(MALDI-TOF-MS) is a technique that was developed by Karas et al [KH88]. MALDI-

TOF-MS detects the parent molecule as an ion rather than detecting only fragments of the 

parent molecule. To prepare the sample for conventional MALDI-TOF-MS, analyte 

molecules such as protein molecules are pre-adsorbed on a solid surface. Then matrix 

solution (a solution typically with aromatic acids or aromatic carbonyl compounds 

dissolved in an appropriate mixture of organic solvent/water solvent) is added to the 

analyte-covered surface. The solvent is allowed to evaporate and matrix crystals arc 

formed with analyte included. The sample is then irradiated with nitrogen laser pulses 

(3ns). The matrix molecules absorb the energy and act as proton donors, which results in 
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the rapid ejection of protonated analyte molecules which are evaporated and analysed by 

a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 

MALDI-TOF-MS can directly detect adsorbed proteins on varIOUS synthetic 

material surfaces and has been used to determine the mass of biological macromolecules 

([WTL99], [BH99]) with an accuracy of 0.1 ~ 0.00 I % [OKH91]. The high mass 

resolution makes MALDI-TOF-MS unique at characterization of complex adsorbed 

protein layers and competitive adsorptions of different proteins. There are some 

issues/limits in the MALDI-TOF-MS technique. The upper mass limit of the detector is 

such that it can only detect ions up to mass of 550, 000 [CCD92]. The most critical issue 

is that MALDI-TOF-MS is not capable for detecting some specific adsorbed proteins 

which are detectable by other techniques such as XPS and ELISA for some unknown 

reasons. The second issue is that the protein-surface interaction has to be in the 'right' 

range ~ strong enough to resist removed in rinsing but not too strong to prevent laser 

desorption from the surface. There are several cases in which proteins bind too tightly to 

the surface so that the protein signals detected are weaken or negligible. One case is 

protein denaturation, which often happens after a long time of adsorption for some 

proteins. The other is that some sticky proteins have very strong surface affinity to many 

surfaces in a natured state. Sometimes a protein does not incorporate well into the matrix 

crystals due to incompatibility. This also causes the problem of losing protein signals. A 

recent review by Griesser et al [GKM&04] discusses different aspects of the MALDI-

TOF-MS technique. 
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Static time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) can be used to 

study the conformation of adsorbed proteins due to its extreme surface sensitivity 

(sampling depth of 1-1.5 nm) ([BGC03], [WHC03], [R95], [LDA&98], [TCG&OI]). The 

TOF-SIMS technique has been reviewed by Belu et al [BGC03]. In this technique, an 

absorbed protein layer is bombarded with ions, breaking off short segments (as much as 

several peptides) fl'om the upper nanometer of the adsorbed layer. After identifying these 

segments using mass spectroscopy, the orientation of the protein or its state of unfolding 

can be inferred [G04]. This technique can also discriminate between different adsorbed 

proteins ([WCO I], [WTC02]) and quantify the composition of several binary adsorbed 

protein films ([LWT&Ol], [WSH&03]). Using the imaging mode of TOF-SIMS it is 

possible to characterize patterned protein films at spatial resolutions on the micrometer 

scale [M03]. As an example, TOF-SIMS was used to image patterned alkanethiols on 

gold by two monolayer films: A= tetraethylene glycol thiol (HS-(CH
2
)11-(OCH

2
CH

2
k 

OH), B= (S-(CH2)II-CH,h. Fig. 1.2 shows negative ion images ofO' (left) and S' (right). 

The O' signals represent A and the S' signals represent B. Since oxygen is unique to A 

the high contrast image is seen in the O' image. Both A and B contain sulfur but B has 

higher sulfur density. This is why much weaker contrast is seen in the S' image and the 

contrast is reversed compared with the O' image. There are some challenges in current 

TOF-SIMS. One is to relate the information present in static TOF-SIMS spectra to 

surface molccular structure since the intensity of a given fragment depends on its 

surrounding environment and is not unique to its concentration on the surface. This is 

called "matrix effect" but this effect seems to be minimal for most organic surfaces such 
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as polymeric biomaterials and adsorbed protein films. The second challenge is related to 

the data analysis technique, especially for imaging. It is now possible to acquire high-

mass resolution images at spatial resolutions of better than 1 ~lm. Each spectrum can 

contain hundreds of peaks but each peak may contain only a few counts. An efficient 

data analysis method is needed to analyze this low signal-to-noise data to identify and 

quantify all the chemical components present in a TOF-SIMS image. 
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Fig. 1.2 TOF-SIMS images of a patterned tetreathylene glycol thiol (HS-(CH
2

)11-

(OCH2CH2)4-0H) SAM backfilled with (S-(CH2)wCH3hSAM [BGC03( 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measures shifts in the heat capacity of 

samples undergoing a controlled temperature increase. From DSC measurements, one 

can obtain the transition enthalpy from the native state to the denatured state induced by 

heat. The change in the environment of proteins can be associated with a change in 

I Reprinted tj'OI11 BiomatC'rials 24, A. M. Belu, D . .I. Graham, D. G. Castner, "Time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass speetromctry: techniqucs and applications for the characterization of biomaterial surfaces" , Page 
3635-](153, Copyright Elsevier (2003), with permission fi'om Elsevier. 
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enthalpy [M03]. This technique is not substrate-sensitive and the only requirement for 

the substrate is that it is thermally stable in the temperature range examined. 

Many spectroscopic techniques are used for characterizing protein conformation 

changes upon adsorption. These spectroscopic techniques include fourier transform 

infrared absorption (FTIR) ([BNL96], [LP91 J), Raman scattering [CA85], fluorescence 

emission [M03], XPS and circular dichroism (CD) ([MW74], [KF98], [ELC&97]). They 

rely on the interaction of photons with the species present in the interfacial region to 

detect molecular events at the interface. 

FTIR provides information regarding changes in the peptide backbone [BNL96], 

while fluorescence studies can indicate polarity shifts in the environment of a /1uorescent 

probe, whether intrinsic or introduced, that occur as a result of the protein's interaction 

with the surface [M03]. Circular dichroism is informative regarding changes in protein 

secondary structure, as it reports the relative contents of a-helix, ~-sheet, ~-turn, and 

random structure in the protein under examination [F96]. CD can also study the 

conformational stability of a protein under stress: thermal stability, pH stability, and 

stability to denaturants, and how this stability is altered by butfer composition or addition 

of stabilizers. Although these techniques are powerful and provide valuable information 

on the change in a-helical and ~-sheet content, they are unable to distinguish between 

individual protein molecules on the surface. 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [GFS&OO] is a real-time technique capable of 

monitoring not only the adsorption of compounds to transition metal surfaces but also 

subsequent binding to these layers. SPR requires a metal surface to couple with the 
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incident light at a specific angle to excite surface plasmon resonantly. The metal can be 

silver, gold, copper and aluminum and silver and gold are more commonly used. The 

excitation of surface plasmon causes energy loss of incident light to the metal film. This 

results in a reduction in the intensity of reflected light which is detected by a two-

dimensional array of photodiodes or charge coupled detectors. The signal of surface 

plasmon is depend on the refractive index of the water/air medium above the silver film, 

and a change in the refractive index of above the metal surface will result in a change in 

the angle incidence required to excite a surface plasmon. The metal surface can be 

modified with a surface used for protein adsorption study. A SPR profile can be obtained 

by monitoring the angle at which resonance occur during a protein adsorption process 

with respect to time. The signals within 500nm above the metal surface can be detected 

by SPR. 

SPR has been used to study the adsorption of protein molecules ([SBY93], 

[GDD&97]) and antibody-antigen interactions at sensor surfaces [KPE&96]. SPR has the 

potential to provide valuable information regarding protein interactions with model 

chromatography surfaces ([B093], [NLS&94]). Two disadvantages of SPR are: (I) that 

it lacks sensitivity for the adsorption of low molecular weight proteins; and (2) the rate-

limiting mass transport can affect kinetic analysis. 

As a nanoscale imaging technique, atomic force microscope (AFM), invented by 

Binnig et al [BQG86], has been employed to study protein adsorption at surfaces 

([KBR02], [JYLOO]) and observe surface denaturation [SFJ02]. AFM has also become a 

popular technique to observe the dynamics of the adsorption process on the molecular 
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levcl ([SGF9X], [KM99]). The principles and applications of AFM are discussed in morc 

dctail in Chapter 2. 

Above I gave an overview of many popular techniques used for protcin adsorption 

studies. As mentioned carlier, none of them are capable of determining all aspects of 

protein adsorption and it is usually advantageous to combine different techniques. For 

example, Wagner et al [WHC03] combined ToF-SIMS, XPS and 125I-radiolabel to study 

protein films formed from binary and ternary mixtures of albumin, fibrinogen, and 

immunoglobulin G. The study provides information about the composition, conformation 

and orientation of such complex protein films absorbed on mica substrates. 

§ 1.3 Why X-ray Spectromicroscopy for Protein Adsorption? 

My work uses two types of X-ray spectomicroscopies in combination with other 

techniques: X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) and scanning 

transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM). As discussed above, there are already many 

techniques available to study protein adsorption. Why do we bother to develop X-PEEM 

and STXM for thc study of protein adsorption? What is the benefit of thcse two 

microscopics relative to othcr techniques? 

The details about thc principles and operations of X-PEEM and STXM are 

discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. PEEM images the spatial distribution of electrons 

emitted by photo ionization from a region illuminated by a beam of light. The contrast in 

a PEEM image is a combination of topographical features, work function effects and 

chemical composition. PEEM was initially developed using low energy light sources 

such as a Hg arc lamp. The energy of Hg lamp light (~6 eV) is lower than thc work 
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function of many materials thus the contrast of UV -PEEM is the variations of work 

function. X-PEEM combines the characteristics of X-ray adsorption and electron 

microscopy. X-ray absorption is element-specific since the interaction of X-rays with 

matter depends on not only wavelength but also atomic number [M04]. The energy of an 

X-ray is much larger than the work function so all materials produce at least some 

electrons. Due to the properties of the magnification lens, it is the low energy secondary 

electrons that form the image in X-PEEM. The contrast of X-PEEM depends on the 

surface composition through the adsorption coefficient and, for layers thinner than the 

sampling depth, the thickness. The sampling depth of X-PEEM is 5-10 nm [S92], which 

is much larger than that of other photo-emission techniques. The specific sampling depth 

of X-PEEM enables it to image adsorbed layers up to 5-10 nm thick and the substrate 

underneath simultaneously [MHC&04]. Furthermore the X-ray energy is tuneable and it 

is possible to choose only the inner shell absorption edge of interest (within the energy 

range limitations of the synchrotron beam line). As known, most biomaterials and 

proteins contain atoms of C, Nand O. Fig. 1.3 shows an example of characteristic X-ray 

adsorption of albumin at Cis, N I sand 0 I sedges. 

Samples and sample-supported substrates for X-PEEM must be conductive. In 

this work I have used silicon wafers with native oxide intact. X-PEEM requires an ultra 

high-vacuum environment and thus it can only measure dry samples, which raises 

questions about possible conformation change on drying. In that regard, STXM is a good 

complementary technique since it can make protein adsorption measurements in wetcell 

samples [HMH&02]. STXM lIses a focused X-ray beam and raster scanning of the 
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sample to make an image. It detects X-ray light transmitted through a sample. It is a bulk 

technique but has some surface sensitivity since samples are very thin (50-200 nm). It is 

less surface-sensitive than X-PEEM. STXM can operate either in vacuum or atmospheric 

environment. The substrates for supporting STXM samples are usually SbN4 windows or 

3mm electron microscopy grids. This may cause some problems for sample preparation 

due to the fragility of Si]N4 windows. 
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Fig. 1.3 X-ray adsorption spectrum of albumin. 

The X-ray microscopes (XRM) used in this work have a spatial resolution of 50-

80 nm. The resolving power (E/llE) is ~ I 000 (X-PEEM) and ~5000 (STXM). By tuning 

the x-ray energy to a particular absorption edge, XRM gives both image and spectra 

information. 
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Compared with other techniques discussed in § 1.3, X-PEEM and STXM have 

advantages and disadvantages. Their strength is chemically sensitive imaging at a spatial 

resolution or 50-80 nm. Furthermore they are complementary techniques in the senses of 

surface-sensitive (X-PEEM) vs. bulk property (STXM), dry measurements (X-PEEM) vs. 

wet measurements (STXM). The capacities of other techniques are compared with those 

of XRM in Table 1.3. If XRM is capable of providing the functions listed, a "-V" sign is 

assigned. If XRM is only potentially or partially capable to provide the functions listed, a 

"00" sign is assigned. If the technique listed is better than the XRM, a "+" sign is 

assigned; if it is worse, a "-" sign is assigned and if it is similar, a "~" is assigned. This 

table shows that, while some techniques outperform XRM in one or the other aspect, 

there is no other technique which surpasses XRM in all aspects simultaneously. The 

other advantage of X-PEEM/STXM is that it can detect adsorbents and substrates 

simultaneously. This feature is extremely important for studying protein adsorption on a 

patterned surface. An example is the adsorption of fibronectin and adhesion of BCE cells 

on the patterned surface shown in Fig. 1.1 [KTO&99]. In that work, complicated labeling 

processes were used in order to visualize absorbed fibronectin and BCE cells, whereas 

XRM would be capable of direct detection and identification of the absorbed fibronectin 

and BCE cells without labeling. 

The importance of protein adsorption studies and the increasing complexity of 

surl~lces being developed for controlling protein adsorption require a technique to monitor 

protein adsorption on nano-patterned heterogeneous surfaces. X-PEEM and STXM is 

developed and optimized for this purpose in this work. 
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Table 1.3 Comparison of the capacities of different techniques with those of XRM. (Q 
refers to quantitative, C refers to competition of multiple proteins, 0 refers to orientation 
(or conformation) and S refers to substrate.) 

Technique Chemical imaging Q C 0 S 
sensitive 

X-PEEM ,j* ,j ,j 00* 00 ,j 

STXM ,j ,j ,j 00 00 ,j 

Depletion * 

Radiotracer +* 

QCM + 

ELISA + + 

Ell i psometry + + + 

Rellectometry + + + 

TIRF ~* 

Fluorescence + 

spectroscopy 

Neutron reflection + 

FTIR 

XPS + 

MALDI-TOF-MS + + 

TOF-SIMS + + + 

DSC + 

SPR 

Raman scattering + 

CD + 

AFM + + 

*see text for details. 
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This work is not the first study of protein adsorption using XRM. Cynthia Morin 

[M04] did the first study of this type. Cynthia Morin used X-PEEM to study fibrinogen 

adsorption onto a patterned PS/PMMA surface under different concentrations from 

buffered and unbuffered water solutions [MHC&04]. Cynthia Morin also used STXM to 

study fibrinogen adsorption on the same type of PS/PMMA blend surface [HMZ&05]. 

For these studies, color-coded maps of PS, PMMA and fibrinogen were generated to 

visualize fibrinogen adsorption preference on PS, PMMA or PS/PMMA interface regions. 

The relative percentages of absorbed fibrinogen were also calibrated on diiTerent regions. 

Although the initial studies showed the potential of XRM for biomaterials analysis, 

there are lots of aspects requiring further optimization as well as developing new 

application. Starting from this point, my work was mainly focused on the following 

aspects: 

I. Optimizing data acquisition strategies to minimize radiation damage but keep good 

quality of spectra and images. 

2. Optimizing data analysis procedures in the following aspects: procedure, how to 

generate a good mask for a region, making X-PEEM signals quantitative, 

generating protein distribution curves. 

3. Studying adsorption of albumin and fibrinogen on a PS/PMMA blend under 

different conditions using XRM, AFM and radio-label techniques. 

4. Exploring different substrates for protein adsorption studies. 
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§ 1.4 Outline of Thesis Chapters 

Chapter 2 outlines the fundamental principles of synchrotron radiation, near edge 

X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS), X-ray spectromicroscopy (scanning 

transmission microscopy, STXM, and X-ray photoemission electron microscopy, X-

PEEM) , atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 12sI_labeling technique. 

Chapter 3 describes in detail how the samples were prepared and how AFM and 

12sI-labeling measurement were done. 

Chapter 4 discusses how X-PEEM and STXM measurements were performed and 

optimized, along with the data analysis, including principle and exploring effects of 

different parameters such as energy calibration, radiation damage, different mapping 

methods, etc. In the end of this chapter, the optimized strategy for data acquisition and 

analysis is summarized. 

Chapter 5 presents X-PEEM results on the concentration and exposure time 

effects on the adsorption of albumin on a PS/PMMA blend. This work has been 

published in Journal of Physical Chemistry B. 

Chapter 6 presents X-PEEM results of the effect of pH on the adsorption of 

albumin on a PS/PMMA blend. The pH ranges from 2 to 10. A paper based on these 

results is in preparation. 

Chapter 7 presents X-PEEM results of the effect of solution temperature on the 

adsorption of albumin on a PS/PMMA blend. The temperatures studied are 15, 38 and 65 

c. 
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Chapter 8 compares adsorption of albumin and fibrinogen on a PS/PMMA blend 

at two concentrations: 0.0 I and 0.05 mg/ml from de-ionized water solutions. The 

comparison is based on the X-EEM measurement and 125 I-labeling. A paper based on 

these results is in preparation. 

Chapter 9 presents results of the STXM wet-cell measurement of albumin on a 

PS/PMMA blend. A paper is under preparation. 

Chapter 10 summarizes the thesis and proposes future work. 
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Chapter 2 Methods 

This chapter describes fundamental principles of near edge X-ray absorption fine 

structure (NEXAFS), X-ray spectromicroscopy, and atomic force microscopy (AFMJ and 

the instruments used to carry out my experiments. 

§ 2.1 NEXAFS 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a term covering all techniques involving 

the excitation of atoms of a particular element in a material by X-rays. When passing 

through a material, a proportion of the X-rays will be absorbed. When an X-ray has 

sufficient energy to excite an inner-shell (or core) electron within the material, the level 

of absorption increases suddenly. This is called an absorption edge. Therefore X-ray 

absorption spectra show a steep rise at the onset of absorption, exhibit a structured region 

associated with the electronic structure of target electron and then attenuate gradually 

with increasing X-ray energy. X-ray absorption spectra are usually divided in two energy 

regions: I) the X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) or near-edge X-ray 

absorption fine structure (NEXAFS), which covers the energy range within 40 eV near 

the edge, and 2) the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), which covers the 

energy range from 40 eV to 1000 eV or more above the edge. My work used NEXAFS 

spectroscopy. 
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There is a comprehensive book [S92] on the principles and experimental 

techniques of near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy which 

includes many examples of applications ofNEXAFS. The description ofNEXAFS in this 

thesis is mostly taken from that book. There are also some other more recent books about 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy ([NMOl], [GNJ&03], [TIG04]) 

NEXAFS is a technique developed in the 1980's with the goal of elucidating the 

electronic and geometric structure of molecules bonded to surfaces. NEXAFS selects a 

specific atomic species by tuning the X -ray photon energy to that needed to excite a 

particular inner shell electronic level of the atom. Upon X-ray absorption, the excited 

inner shell ( core) electron can be promoted to an unoccupied energy level (excitation) or 

it can be removed completely (ionization). NEXAFS detects the photoabsorption cross-

section for the excitation or ionization of the core electrons. Each element has a 

characteristic core binding energy: Carbon Is (C Is): -290 eV, Calcium 2p (Ca 2p): -350 

eV, Nitrogen Is (N Is): -400 eV, Oxygen Is ( 0 Is): -530 eV, etc. NEXAFS spectra 

reflect chemical composition, through the various core edges that can be excited, and the 

bonding environment of the core excited atom, through details of the unoccupied 

electronic structure of the system. 

§ 2. 1. 1 Theory of Inner Shell Excitation Spectra 

The X-ray absorption cross section (Y (E) of an atom or molecule is defined as the 

number of electrons excited per unit time divided by the number of incident photons per 

unit time per unit area. The cross section for photoionization can be calculated from the 
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probability per unit time Pif for the transition from an initial state typically the (1 s shell) 

Ii> to a final continuum state I I> corresponding to a free electron in the potential of an 

ion [S92]. 

(2.1) 

where af (E) is the energy density of final continuum states. 

For photoexciation, the cross section can be calculated in terms of an optical 

oscillator strength f, the energy integral of the cross section, as shown in equation (2.2) 

[S92] 

dl 
(J' (E) = C-. 

x dE (2.2) 

where C is a constant. The oscillator strength is a measure of the intensity of a transition. 

The intensities of bound state transitions are typically quoted as an ''fnumber'' [S92]. 

1=_2 1(/le. pli)12 , mnm (2.3) 

where e is the unit vector of electric field, p is the sum of the linear momentum operators 

of the electrons, nm is the photon energy. 

The calculated oscillator strength for a bound state transition can be converted to 

cross section by equation (2.4). 

(2.4) 

where ax (E) is the bound state energy density of final states. 

The Is (K-shell) spectra of atoms and molecules contain a few pronounced 

resonances which correspond to electronic transitions of an inner shell electron to states 
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near the vacuum level and therefore fall at an excitation energy just below the ionization 

potential (IP) of the inner shell electron. Fig 2.1 shows the typical potential (bottom) 

and Is edge spectrum (top) of a diatomic molecule (assuming the molecule is multiply 

bonded). 

o· 

y x 

Fig. 2.1 Schematic potentials (bottom) 
and K-shell spectra (top) of diatomic 
molecules [S92], reproduced with 
permission from Springer-Verlag Berlin 
Heidelberg 1992 (page 85). 

Usually the most pronounced 

feature is the lowest energy peak, which 

corresponds to a transition to a n* 

antibonding orbital of the molecule 

(1s- n*). Between the n* resonance 

and the IP several sharp but weak 

features can be observed which 

correspond to excitations to Rydberg 

orbitals or, in the presence of bonds to 

hydrogen atoms, to a mixture of 

Rydberg and antibonding 

orbitals of the same symmetry. Mixing 

of Rydberg orbitals with valence orbitals 

increases the the intensity of the 

corresponding resonance because of 

the more compact nature of the valence orbitals. Rydberg orbitals have a large spatial 

extent and thus are strongly perturbed and often quenched in condensed states. 
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Above the IP, there are often one or more broad peaks. These are called "a* 

resonance" or "a* shape resonance" ([S92], [VDS&05]). The a* resonance is usually 

described as a two step process where the 1 s electron is first excited to a virtual molecular 

orbital of a symmetry, followed rapidly by the emission of a photoelectron. The higher 

the virtual a-symmetry molecular orbital(s) is located in the continuum, the larger the 

decay probability of the electron to the energy-equivalent continuum state, which results 

in a broader a* resonance. 

§ 2. 1. 2 Chemical Sensitivity 

NEXAFS is both element specific and sensitive to the local chemical 

environment. Since this work deals with polymers and proteins (which can also be 

considered as polymers), the NEXAFS spectra of some polymers are used as an example. 

These spectra are taken from the work of Ade and Urquhart [AUOO]. Fig. 2.2 presents 

the CIs NEXAFS spectra of a range of polymers containing unsaturated functional 

groups including phenyl rings and double bonds. All spectra are dominated by one or 

more low energy CIs _ 1t * c=c transitions. The shape and energy of these transitions 

vary with the chemical and electronic structure of the different polymers. For example, 

the 1t * resonances of toluene diisocyanate (TDI) polyurethane and TDI polyurea are split 

into two features, associated with the C Is (C-H) - 1t*c=c (~285 eV) and C Is (C-R)-

1t*c=c (286.5 eV) transitions. "C-H" refers to the phenyl carbon atoms attached to the 

hydrogen atoms while "C-R" refers to the phenyl carbon atoms attached to the amide 

groups. The energy shift of the two 1t * resonances is due to the inductive effect of the 
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amine group, which shifts the C Is IP of the C-R phenyl carbon to lower energy. This is 

an example of the chemical sensitivity ofNEXAFS spectroscopy. 

SAN~ 

CI 

NP -P>-'+ 

PBD -fI"'"\+ 

PI ~ 

285 
Photon Energy (eVI 

Fig. 2.2 NEXAFS spectra of unsaturated polymers (adapted from [AUOO]. TDI = 
Toluene diisocyanate; MDI = Methylene bis (phenyl isocyanate); Vectra™: x=0.73, 
y=0.27; PET = Poly (ethylene terephthalate) ; PC= Polycarbonate; SAN = Poly(styrene
ran-acrylonitrile); PBrS = Poly brominated styrene; PS =Polystyrene; NP = Neoprene; 
PBD = Poly(butadiene); PI = Polyisoprene [Taken from page 291 of [AUOO] with 
permission from World Scientific (2000), Ade and Urquhart). 

Another example is the energy shift in the 1[* resonances ofTDI polyurea (~289.5 

eV) and vectra™ (~288.3 eV) associated with C Is (C-X) -1[*c=o transition. X 
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represents different atoms connected to the core excited atom in the two different 

polymers. For vectra™, X is a N atom while X is a carbon atom for TDI polyurea. 
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Fig. 2.3 NEXAFS spectra of some 
saturated polymers: PEO=Poly 
ethylene oxide; PPO = Poly 
(propylene oxide); PE= Polyethylene; 
PP= Polypropylene; 
PIB=Polyisobutylene ; EPR=Ethylene 
propylene rubber [Taken from page 
292 of [AUOO] with permission from 
World Scientific (2000), Ade and 
Urquhart]. 

§ 2. 1. 3 Detection Methods 

Fig. 2.3 presents the CIs NEXAFS 

spectra for some saturated polymers. All of 

these spectra are dominated by CIs -0* 

electronic transitions with mixture of some 

Rydberg character. The main difference in 

chemistry between these polymers is the 

number and arrangement of methyl groups 

bound to the (CH2)x backbone. The spectra 

of PEO and PPO are shifted to higher energy 

by the core binding energy shift induced by 

the oxygen atom. The differences in the 

NEXAFS spectra of different chemicals form 

the chemical contrast for chemically sensitive 

imaging in X-ray microscopy. 

NEXAFS spectra can be recorded in different ways. The main requirement is that 

the detected signal must be proportional to the X-ray absorption cross section. he most 

direct method to detect X-ray absorption is by monitoring the change in X-ray intensity as 
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an X-ray beam passes through a sample. The detected transmitted light is related to the 

incident photon intensity, the energy-dependent mass absorption coefficient [~(E)], the 

sample density (p), and the sample thickness (t), through Beers-Law [H48]: 

(2.5) 

Rearranging this equation, one gets: 

(2.6) 

The optical density (OD), also called absorbance, is the log of inverse 

transmittance, which is the ratio of the transmitted intensity to the incident intensity. 

For transmission detection, samples must be partly transparent at the X-ray energy 

of interest. This means a sample thickness of 20 to 200 nm for carbon I s studies of unit 

density organic material, ranging up to 1-2 microns thick for higher energy edges or low 

density samples such as hydrated polymer gels or biological samples [M04]. 

Auger 
Photo- electron 
electron 

Fluorescent 
Photon 

A 

Fig. 2.4 Schematic diagram of a 
photon absorption process 

However, for non-translucent samples, 

or for other reasons, it is often useful to 

measure NEXAFS spectra using indirect 

methods involving detection of a product of 

the initial X-ray absorption process. Fig. 2.4 is 

a diagram of a photon absorption process 

resulting in creation of a photoelectron and a 

core hole. The core hole is filled by an 

electron from a higher energy shell, either 
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radiatively, by emission of a fluorescent photon, or nonradiatively, by emission of an 

Auger electron. NEXAFS can be measured by monitoring the intensity of the photo-

electrons which constitute the primary excitation channel. However, this detection 

method can not detect structure below the IP since only free photoelectrons are measured 

in photoemission. Alternatively, one can measure the yield of Auger electrons or X-ray 

fluorescence photons associated with the secondary process of core hole decay. For C, N, 

and 0 atoms the Auger electron yield is higher than the fluorescence yield by more than 

two orders of magnitude [S92]. Thus Auger yield detection is much more practical than 

fluorescence detection in the soft X-ray regime. Other alternatives include various other 

electron yield methods such as total, secondary and partial electron yield, ion yield, 

luminescent yield etc. 

Different modes are used for electron yield detection: Auger yield mode, partial 

electron yield mode and total electron yield mode. In the Auger yield mode the detector 

window is set around the energy of the Auger peak. For partial yield detection only 

electrons with a kinetic energy larger than a threshold energy are detected. All electrons 

are collected in the total electron yield mode. 

The major technique used in X-PEEM is a type of total electron yield detection. 

Both photoelectrons and Auger electrons are scattered inelastically by electron-electron, 

and electron-phonon interactions on their way to the surface. Only the electrons having 

the correct trajectory and a kinetic energy at the surface greater than the work function 

escape from the surface and can be detected. Since the inelastic scattering and work 
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function are highly material dependent, the sampling depth of total electron yield varies 

from material to material. 

§ 2. 2 PEEM Principles and Instrumentation 

PEEM evolved from low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) [B98], a technique 

which uses an incident electron beam as source. In PEEM, a UV (UV-PEEM) or soft x-

ray light source (X-PEEM) replaces the incident electron beam, and photoemission 

electrons provide the chemical and surface potential contrast. For UV-PEEM, the image 

contrast for different compositions is mainly the difference in their work function. The 

image contrast in X-PEEM is due to a combination of topographical features, work 

function, and chemical composition. X-ray absorption depends on the latter. 

X-PEEM detects the total electron yield for electrons emitted from the surface. 

The physical processes of an X-ray excited electron in a material are sketched in Fig. 2.5. 

The total electron signal is dominated by secondary electrons whose yield depends upon 

the composition both through the absorption coefficient ~(E) and the amount of a 

substance absorbing X-rays within the sampling depth. 

X-PEEMs have been constructed by several different groups ([TDD&95], 

[WLH&97], [DCL&98], [TR91], [EKR&91], [MBL&97], [APD99]). The PEEM2 

instrument [APD99] installed on beamline 7.3.1 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) in 

Berkeley was used for this thesis, as well as the Canadian Photoelectron Emission 

Research Spectromicroscope (CaPeRs), (purchased from Elmitec GmbH) when it was 

located at the Synchrotron Radiation Center (SRC) in Wisconsin, Madison. CaPeRs was 
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moved to Canadian Light Source (CLS) in 2005. All results presented in this thesis were 

acquired using the ALS PEEM2, thus only this instrument will be described here. 

TEY 

-------------~-------------r ~ 

Primary 
photoelectron 

Auger 
electron Event too deep 

for detection 

Fig. 2.5 Sketch of physical processes of X-ray excited electrons. The shading is used to 
indicate the probability of electron escape. The darker the higher probability. SEY = 
secondary electron yield; PEY = photoelectron yield; AEY = Auger electron yield, TEY 
= total electron yield. 

§ 2. 2. 1 Instrumental Description of X-PEEM 2: Beamline 7.3.1.1 

This description of beamline 7.3.1.1 and the PEEM 2 microscope is taken from 

Anders et al. [APD&99] (the team who designed and built the beamline and microscope) 

and from communications with Andreas Scholl (the PEEM 2 beamline scientist at ALS). 

PEEM 2 at the ALS bending magnet beamline 7.3.1.1 was developed by the ALS 

in collaboration with the IBM Almaden Research Center (Joachim StOhr). It is designed 

specifically for surface and magnetism analysis. It emphasizes X-ray magnetic circular 

dichroism (XMCD), and X-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD) measurements. 
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PEEM 2 studies based on chemical contrast have been carried out for a wide range 

of materials such as semi-conductors [H97], superconductors [DMT&97], polymers 

([SM97], [SSK&97]) and biomaterials ([SSK&97], [AWS&98] ) . 

XMCD contrast comes from differences in the adsorption of left and right 

circularly polarized radiation due to the relative orientation of the magnetic moment of a 

sample relative to the handedness of the light. It can be used to study magnetic structures. 

Detailed analysis of XMCD can distinguish spin and orbital contributions to element 

specific magnetism. 

XMLD contrast arises when linearly polarized X-rays are absorbed by molecules 

oriented at different directions and by anti ferromagnetic materials. For NEXAFS when 

the electric vectors of the light and transition moment direction are parallel, the 

absorption is strong. When the electric vector of the light and the transition moment are 

perpendicular, the absorption is weak:. XMLD contrast has been used to study molecular 

orientation in fibers [SA96] and polymer thin films ([SSC&98], [CDL&98]). XMLD has 

also used to study anti ferromagnetic materials [SSK&98]. 

The layout of beamline 7.3.1 is shown in Fig. 2.6. The source is a dipole bend 

magnet in the storage ring which deflects the electron beam and generates synchrotron 

radiation. The pinhole, aperture stop and quadrant position sensor are fixed and thus are 

not adjusted for the PEEM experiment. The aperture (mask) and chopper are used to 

select a fan of radiation from the bend magnet, either on the storage ring plane, or above 

or below the plane. On the storage ring plane the radiation is linearly polarized, above 

and below it is circularly or elliptically polarized. The chopper can be rotated to quickly 
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chop the beam and modulate the polarization. This function has never been used in our 

work. Mask and chopper can be moved relative to each other in the vertical direction to 

limit the transmitted radiation and reduce the X-ray flux. The spherical grating is the 

monochromator which vertically disperses the X-ray spectrum. It is rotated to change the 

photon energy. The elliptical refocus mirror demagnifies the X-ray beam by 10 to reduce 

the spot width on the sample to about 30 J.lm. The Ti foil suppresses radiation with 

energy above the Ti L edge, around 460 eV, reducing 2nd order light at the C Is edge. 

The exit slit vertically limits the size of the X-ray beam on the sample. There are two 

different size slits: 50 J.lm and 100 J.lm. In this work, the 100 J.lm slit was used throughout. 

The slit is also used to define the photon energy scale so that it stays fixed when changing 

samples. 

ShIeld .... , "mask" 

Fig. 2.6 Layout ofPEEM 2 beamline (7.3.1.1) (modified from [M04]). 
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The photon energy range of beamline 7.3.1 is 175-1500 eV. The photon flux 

measured with an x-ray photodiode is 1 x lOll photons/s at ~ 700 eV in a 30 x30 !lm spot 

when the storage ring is operated at 1.9 GeV with a ring current of 400 rnA in a design 

bandpass of 1 eV at 1000 eV. A spherical-grating monochromator (SGM) with no 

entrance slit and a low line-density grating (200 lines/mm) is used to obtain high 

throughput while still achieving the desired spectral resolution. The flux is very high 

because the minimum number of optical components is used. The storage ring electron 

beam acts as the entrance slit while the PEEM acceptance is the pseudo exit slit [M04]. 

The resolving power of the beamline is E/~E = 1800. For the reduced flux beamline 

conditions used for studies of X-ray sensitive polymers, E/~E ~ 500 at the C Is edge, i.e., 

~E ~ 0.6 eV [M04]. 

§ 2. 2. 2 Instrumental Description ofX-PEEM2: PEEM 2 Microscope 

The optical layout of the PEEM 2 microscope on beamline 7.3.1 is shown in Fig. 

2.7. The angle between the sample surface and the incident X-ray beam is 30°. The 

microscope optical axis is oriented at an angle of 90° with respect to the electric field 

vector of the radiation for linearly polarized light. Secondary electrons emitted from the 

sample surface are extracted into an electron optical imaging system by a strong electric 

field that is applied between the sample and the objective, the first electrode of the 

electron optical system. The typical distance between the objective lens and the sample is 

2 mm, and the maximum operating voltage is 30 kV. However most samples start to 

show considerable field emission at voltages of 20 kV. Field emission results in an 
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unstable image and then limits the applied voltage. The objective lens has a 

stigmator/deflection assembly located in its back focal plane. The stigmator setup is 

optimized by searching for symmetric motion of the image while wobbling the voltage of 

the transfer lens. The stigmator adjustment is important for good quality data, especially 

when detecting signals from a small region. 

o CCO camera 

Phosphor 

Projector 
Lens 

~ ~ Intermediate 
~~ Lens 

Aperture 
Transfer 
Lens 

~~ Objective Lens 

~x-rays 
Sample 

Fig. 2.7 Schematics of PEEM2 
[M04]. 

The transfer lens produces a 1: 1 image at 

the second objective back focal plane outside the 

lens where an aperture is located. There are four 

different apertures (2 mm, 50 /lm, 20 /lm, and 12 

/lm diameter) mounted on a small flexure stage and 

the four apertures can be switched from one to 

another in vacuum. The smaller the aperture, the 

better the spatial resolution, the lower the efficiency 

of the column, and thus for similar statistical 

quantity, a large statistical quantity, a larger dose 

and thus larger radiation damage. The 50 /lm 

aperture was used in this work. 

The intermediate lens (with another deflector) and projector lens form the final 

image on a phosphor screen deposited on a fiber optic plate which serves as the window 

separating vacuum and air where the CCD camera is mounted. The projector lens and 

intermediate lens are used to control the magnification of the microscope. For large fields 

of view (from a maximum of 200 /lm down to 20-25 /lm) only the intermediate lens is 
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used. The projector lens is turned on to magnify even more when fields of view lower 

than 20 Ilm are required [M04]. In our work, the projector lens is turned off in order to 

work with a column efficiency that allows adequate statistics when using the reduced x-

ray flux required to avoid radiation damage. 

The detector consists of an electron sensitive phosphor, a fiber bundle coupling 

the phosphor to the charge coupled device (CCD), and a cooled CCD camera (from 

Princeton Instrument). 

X-PEEM samples must be adequately conductive, reasonably flat, UHV-

compatible (i.e. non-outgassing) solids. The yield of electrons emitted from the entire 

illuminated area is imaged. By recording a sequence of images with incrementally 

increasing photon energy ('stack acquisition'), a NEXAFS spectrum can be extracted for 

each image point. Chapter 4 describes the various modes of data acquisition at PEEM2 

and how the data was actually recorded and analyzed for this thesis. 

§ 2. 3 STXM Principles and Instrumentation 

Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM), detects transmitted signals 

passing through the sample. The transmitted signal, when converted to optical density 

(OD), is sensitive to sample thickness, density and composition, according to Equation 

2.6. 

This work used a dedicated STXM [KTS&03] installed on beamline 5.3.2 

[W AK&02] in ALS. STXM532 was designed specifically for the study of polymers. It 

is the first in the world with interferometric control. There is another STXM at the ALS. 
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It was installed on beamline 7.0.1 prior to 2001 and then moved to the molecular 

environmental science beamline 11.0.2. STXM 11.0.2 was not used for the work detailed 

in this thesis. Different STXMs are compared in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Comparison of different STXMs in ALS (see http://www-als.lbl.gov) 

Beamline 

Source 

Energy range 

Monochromator 

Flux in focused spot 

(1.9 Gev, 400mA) 

Resolving power (EI AE) 

Characteristics 

Spatial resolution 

Detectors 

Spot size at sample 

Sample requirements 

Sample environment 

Scientific applications 

Experimental techniques 

STXM532 

5.3.2 

Bend magnet 

250-700 eV 

Low-dispersion, spherical-grating 
monochromator, one grating 

I X 107 photons/s at sample 

::;3000 

Active servo-stabilized toroidal 
premirror 

40 nm with current zone plates 

Phosphor (fine grained powder on fibre 
optic) converts to visible light, light 
pulses detected by high performance 
photomultiplier (PMT) system 

40nm 

Thin sections, films, and particulates 
(20--100) nm thick), supported using 
Si3N4 windows or TEM grids. 

Helium up to I atm, vacuum to 10-2 

Torr 

polymers 

NEXAFS spectromicroscopy at the C, 
N, and 0 K edges; electrochemical 
STXM; tomography. 

STXM 11 02 

II. O. 2 

Elliptically polarized undulator (EPU) 

90-2150 eV 

Variable-included-angle plane grating 
monochromator (PGM) 

~ 109 photons/s 

::; 7000 

High performance beamline, full 
polarization control (linear, circular) by 
EPU 

30 or 40 nm with current zone plates. 

(a) Phosphor PMT; (b) Fast avalanche 
photodiode. 

300r40nm 

Thin sections, films, and particulates (50--
1000 nm thick); 3 x 3 mm in area 

Helium up to I atm, vacuum to 10-2 Torr, 
inert gas up to I atm 

Molecular environmental science STXM, 
materials sciences, life sciences, magnetic 
materials 

X-ray images; NEXAFS spectra; Chemical 
mapping at 30-nm resolution; polarization 
studies. 
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§ 2. 3. 1 STXM Beamline 5.3.2 

The principles of the optical design for BL 5.3.2 have been described in [WPA98]. 

Figure 2.8 shows the layout of beamline 5.3.2. A spherical-grating monochromator 

(SGM) disperses the X-ray in the horizontal plane. The energy resolution is determined 

by the settings of the entrance slit and the dispersive exit slit. The STXM zone-plate (ZP) 

is a variable-line-spacing circular diffraction grating. It accepts only the coherent fraction 

of the illuminating beam when focusing at its diffraction limit. 

Toroidal mirror 
Bend Rs = 0.695 m, R,= 181 m 
Magnet 

10.0m 

Spherical grating 
300 1/mm, R=88.0 m 

Fig. 2.8 Beamline 5.3.2 layout (Plan view) [M04] 

Exit Slit 

There is a large central stop fabricated on the ZP (80 J.lm diameter in the ZP used 

in this work). When aligned with the 80 J.lm central stop, the 55 J.lm diameter order 

sorting aperture (OSA) allows only first order ZP diffracted light to pass and blocks the 

zeroth order light. Effective first order X-ray filtering only occurs when both OSA 

position and ZP focus are set properly. Schematic representations of zeroth and first 

order light are shown on Fig. 2.9. The zeroth order light is the light that is not diffracted 
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by the zone plate, and the first order light is the most intense diffracted light. The focus 

length/is given by 

/ = D,or 

A (2.7) 

where D is the diameter of ZP (155 Jlm), <5r is the outmost ring ofthe zone plate (35 nm), 

and A is the wavelength. 

First order radiation 

Zone plate 

Central stop 

f 

Fig. 2.9 Focusing scheme of STXM. 

The OSA position, ZP focus, sample-OSA distance, sample focusing, and the 

accuracy of the energy scale all playa role in getting the highest spatial resolution and 

keeping it over an extended range of photon energies. 
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Fig. 2.10 shows a schematic of the mechanical components of STXM 532. The 

microscope contains the following major components: a) zone-plate z stage; b) OSA x, y 

stages; c) sample x, y coarse stage; d) sample x, y and z fine piezo stage; e) sample coarse 

z stage; t) detector x, y, z stage; g) interferometer system; h) mounting platform; i) passive 

vibration isolation to the floor and vacuumlHe enclosure. 

a) Xw intcrfcmm\.1c.T mirrors 

OSA mount Sample mOUn! 

Fig. 2.10 5.3.2 STXM components a) schematically, b) top view picture [M04]. 

Transmission images are obtained by a raster scan of the sample through the focal 

point of the zone plate. Spectra are obtained in point, line or image mode by acquiring 

signal at multiple photon energies. The detector is a phosphor that converts X-rays to 

visible light. The visible photons are counted by a high performance photomultiplier 

(PMT) system which can count linearly up to ~20 MHz. 
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The requirements for sample preparation and measurement in STXM532 are 

shown in Table 2.1. For information about data acquisition modes and how my data was 

actually measured in STXM532, please see Chapter 4. 

§ 2. 4 Atomic Force Microscopy 

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a well-known member of the so-called 

scanning probe microscopy (SPM) family. Different family members are different in the 

physical principle for probing. In the SPM technology, a sharp probe interacting locally 

with the specimen is raster scanned and an image providing three-dimensional 

information about the surface is obtained. 

The basic AFM components include a probing tip and a detection system used to 

monitor the motion of the probe. Topological images can be obtained sequentially by 

controlled scanning either the tip or sample through a feedback mechanism. The 

detection system is a critical part of an AFM microscope and a soft cantilever is used in 

order to have sufficient force sensitivity. The first AFM microscope, invented by Binnig, 

Quate and Gerber [BQG86] in 1986, is shown in Fig. 2.11 (a). In this instrument the 

cantilever was made of a thin strip of gold foil with a spring constant of about 100 N m- I 

and a tunneling junction was used to detect the cantilever movement. Two types of image 

can be obtained: one with a constant deflection of the cantilever while recording the 

vertical position of the piezo scanner (constant-force mode), and the other with a constant 

vertical position of the piezo scanner while recording the deflection of the cantilever 

(constant-height mode). This design is not widely applied today due to several major 
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limitations, such as the vulnerability of a tunneling junction to surface contamination and 

the inability to operate in aqueous solutions. 

A design based on optical detection was introduced in 1988 by Meyer and Amer 

[MA88] to overcome these shortcomings. As shown in Fig.2.ll (b), when the cantilever 

is illuminated with a focused laser beam, the differential signal from a split diode allows 

the detection of minute movements of the cantilever. The vertical movement of the 

cantilever can be measured with a precision of 0.1 nm using an optical lever of a few 

centimeters long. Another advantage of this design is the use of a diode laser, which 

makes an AFM microscope compact. 

Tunneling 
Junction 

Sample 

Gold 
Foil 

Tip 

Piezo Scanner 

(a) 

Laser 
Diode 

Lens 

'rip 

Sample Piezo Scanner 
(b) 

Fig. 2.11 (a) The original set-up for AFM constructed by Bining et al. (1986). A 
tunneling junction was used to sense the deflection of the cantilever, and the atomic force 
microscope probe is a piece of crushed diamond glued on a gold foil strip; (b) the most 
popular design of atomic force microscope. An optical lever is used to sense the 
deflection of the cantilever with the vertical sensitivity as high as 0.1 urn or better 
[SMC&96]. 
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The contact mode where the tip scans the sample in close contact with the surface 

is a common mode used in AFM. There are two contact modes of imaging: Constant 

height imaging and constant force imaging. In constant height imaging, the force 

between the tip and the sample vary with topography while the distance between the tip 

and the sample remain constant. The constant height mode is not good for imaging soft 

samples such as polymers since vertical forces can cause deformation of surfaces and 

shear forces can move delicate samples around or off a surface. However, these problems 

can be minimized in the constant force mode where a small constant force on the sample 

is maintained in order to insure reliable contact mode AFM operation. In the constant 

force mode of imaging, the force applied vertically to the surface is kept constant by 

monitoring the constant deflection of the cantilever through the signal in a feedback loop 

[SHA&OO]. 

In contact mode AFM, the height of features on a surface is measured through the 

voltage of the feedback amplifier that applies to the piezotube. The voltage is applied 

when the sensed deflection of the cantilever deviates from the desired value of deflection 

(constant height or constant force). The deviation is amplified and then sent to the z-axis 

actuator of the piezotube which is a three-dimensional scanner. The distance between the 

sample and the cantilever will be adjusted to restore the desired value of deflection. 

Images taken in this mode are generally displayed in shades of gray where lighter gray 

implies higher features. 
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. Non-contact or tapping mode™ is a key advance in AFM. It makes it possible 

to acquire high resolution topographic imaging on a surface that is easily damaged, 

loosely attached to the substrate, or difficult to image by other AFM techniques. Tapping 

mode overcomes problems associated with friction, adhesion, electrostatic forces, and 

other difficulties that may be encountered in the contact mode due to its specific way of 

scanning. Different from the contact mode, the tip is only alternately in contact with the 

surface to provide high resolution and then the tip is lifted off the surface to avoid 

dragging the tip across the surface and thus deformation of the surface. 

In ambient air, tapping mode imaging is operated by oscillating the cantilever 

assembly at or near the cantilever's resonant frequency using a piezoelectric crystal and 

then the cantilever oscillation amplitude is maintained constant by a feedback loop. The 

principle of tapping-mode AFM is shown in Fig. 2.12. Rather than having the tip in 

contact with the surface all the time, the cantilever is driven to oscillate at its resonance 

frequency, typically at a relatively high frequency (1-100 kHz). The amplitude of 

oscillation is a constant before the tip comes into contact with surface. However, as soon 

as the tip touches the surface, the amplitude is changed due to the damping introduced by 

the surface. This amplitude change can be used as the feedback signal to control how 

much the tip is allowed to 'feel' the sample in order to maintain constant oscillation 

amplitude. The tip is only transiently in contact with the surface at each pixel, and thus 

the lateral force exerted on the sample is reduced. 
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Fig. 2.12 The tapping-mode atomic force microscope. (a) The necessary hardware; (b) 
Illustration of the signal in the tip engagement process. The amplitude changes at the 
point of contacting surface. The amplitude change due to surface damping can be used as 
the feedback signal for imaging [SMC&96]. 

Tapping mode operation in fluid has the same advantages as in air or vacuum. 

However it is hard to maintain a constant oscillation in a fluid medium due to the 

frictional forces of the medium. In this case, instead of oscillating the cantilever itself, 

the entire fluid cell can be oscillated to drive the cantilever into oscillation. If the 

cantilever oscillates in an appropriate frequency (usually in the range of 5,000 to 40,000 

cycles per second), when the tip contacts the sample, the amplitude of the cantilever will 

decrease in a way similar to tapping mode operation in air. Alternatively, very soft 

cantilevers (~0.1 N/m spring constant) can be used for imaging in fluid. The spring 

constant is typically in the range of 1-100 N/m for imaging in air [SMC&96]. 

In summary, in contact mode AFM, electrostatic and/or surface tension forces 

from the adsorbed gas layer pull the scanning tip toward the surface. Such forces can 
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cause damage to samples and distortion to image data. Tapping mode AFM was 

developed as a method to achieve high resolution without inducing destructive frictional 

forces both in air and fluid. The tapping mode technique makes it successful to image 

very soft and fragile samples. Also, when incorporated with Phase Imaging, tapping 

mode AFM can be used to analyze the components of the membrane. Phase imaging uses 

the changes in phase angle of the cantilever probe to produce an image, called a phase 

image or phase contrast image. Phase images often provides significantly more contrast 

than topographic images and are sensitive to material surface properties, such as stiffness, 

viscoelasticity, and chemical composition. 

§ 2. 4. 2 AFM Study in This Work 

All AFM images presented in this work were measured using tapping mode, with 

the DI-Nanoscope lilA AFM instrument, located in Brockhouse Institute for Material 

Research (BIMR) at McMaster. There are three applications of AFM to my work. The 

first application is to detect the thickness of a series of PS films in order to measure the 

X-PEEM sampling depth of PS. The second application is to examine polymer substrate 

surfaces used for protein adsorption. The third application is to image absorbed proteins 

on the surfaces. The first two applications are relatively easy since the domain of 

patterned polymer substrates is large compared with the size of proteins. Furthermore the 

polymers in the substrate are relatively much more stable than the loosely adsorbed 

proteins. 

The results of AFM study in this work are presented in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 

Sample preparation, 

Atomic force microscopy and 1251-labeling study 

This chapter describes sample preparation methods and presents the results of 

AFM and 125 I-labeling mea.urements. AFM was used to measure the thickness of 

polymer films. to monitor the morphology of PS/PMMA blend sUifaces and to image 

proteins adsorbed on such SUiface... The 125 I-labelling technique Was used to quantifY the 

amount of proteins adsorbed onto P8, P MMA and PS/P MMA blend suifaces. 

§ 3.
1 

Sample Preparation and AFM Study of Corresponding Samples 

§ 3.1.1 Polystyrene Films 

A series of polystyrene (PS) films with different thickness were prepared for 

characterization of sampling depth of X-PEEM. PS (Molecular weight: MW ~ 0.344 

XIO' Dalton, Molecular weight distribution index: Il ~ 1.05) was obtained from Polymer 

Source Inc. and was used without further Purification. A series of PS solutions in toluene 

(Aldrich, 99.8% anhydrous) Were prepared with different concentrations: 0.05%, 0.10%, 

0.50%, 1.00%, and 2.00% (mass percentage). Each solution was spun cast with two 

different speeds between (loo()- 4000 rpm) and 40 seconds spinning time onto clean I 

cm x I cm native oxide Si wafers (11 I) (Wafer World, Inc.), which had previously been 

degreased with trichloroethylene (Aldrich, +99.5% pure), acetone (Burdick & Jackson, 
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HPLC grade), and methanol (Caledon), then rinsed under running de-ionized water. 

Table 3.1 is the list of samples along with the thickness of each sample. 

Table 3.1 Thickness ofa series ofPS films. 

% PS (mass) 

0.05 

0.10 

0.50 

1.00 

2.00 

Spin Speed 

(rpm) 

IK 

2K 

IK 

2K 

2K 

4K 

4K 

6K 

4K 

6K 

Thickness 

(:I: 0.5 nm*) 

2.2 

4.9 

3.7 

16.4 

16.0 

34.5 

33.1 

95 

(Note: no measurements were done on the samples labeled with '--'. *the error is derived 
from the variation of thickness along a scanning line, see Fig. 3.1 for details) 

As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, all AFM images presented in this work were 

measured under the guidance of Andy Duft (McMaster) using tapping mode, with the DI-

Nanoscope IlIA AFM instrument, located in BIMR at McMaster. The thickness was 

measured at a scratch which exposed bare Si wafer. Fig. 3.1 shows an example of the 

thickness measurement on the sample of a PS film (0.50 %, 4K rpm) by AFM. The film 

is not very flat as indicated by the dash line I, while part of the slope of line 1 could be 

instrumental, it may also reflect real variation in film thickness. The scratch may contain 

some polymer residues as indicated by the variation on its height profile, but it is not hard 
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to find some clear areas - shown by arrows 6 and 7. The height difference between the 

two points pointed by arrows 6 and 7 is 0.06 nm. The height of the PS film measured by 

the two points (5 and 6) closest to the edge of the scratch is 15.62 nm. The uncertainty of 

the PS film thickness was estimated from the variation in the heights measured between 

point 6 and 4 points on the PS film: points 1,2,3, and 4. The height at the four points in 

order are: 15.85, 16.25, 16.61, and 17.09 nm. The average of the five heights is then 16.2 

nm and the standard deviation is 0.5 nm. 
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Fig. 3.1 Measurement of the thickness of a PS film (0.50 %, 4K rpm) by AFM: a) a 
scanning height image (tapping mode) ofPS film with a scratch (1.25 x5 Ilm2); b) the 
height profile along the white line crossing PS film and the scratch defmed in a), the 
height was measurement to be 16.2 ± 0.5 nm. 
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§ 3.1.2. Polystyrene/ polymethylmethacrylate (PSIPMMA) Blend Substrate 

The procedure I used for preparing thin films of PSIPMMA blend is that 

developed by Morin et al [MIT&OI]]. The recipe was optimized to have a flat surface 

with phase-separated PS and PMMA domains ofa size (~1 J.lm) suitable X-PEEM study. 

The spatial resolution of XRM is around 50-70 nm and the ideal domain sizes should be 

about an order of magnitude larger than that. 

Polymer thin films were prepared in the lab of Dr. Kari DaInoki-Veress (Physics 

Department at McMaster). PS (MW = 1.07 X106 Dalton, cS = 1.06) and PMMA (MW 

=3.12 x105 Dalton, cS = 1.01) were obtained from Polymer Source Inc. and were used 

without further purification. A 30:70 w/w PSIPMMA (1 % by weight) toluene (Aldrich, 

99.8% anhydrous) solution was spun cast (4000 rpm, 40 s) onto clean 1x1cm (or 

0.8xO.8cm) native oxide Si wafers (111). The PSIPMMA films were vacuum annealed 

at 160°C for 12 hours at a pressure of ~10-4 torr. The vacuum oven is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

It consists of a heater, a support heat plate and a vacuum dessicator pumped by a cryo-

trapped turbo pump backed by an oil mechanical pump. 

Vacuum dessicator 

Support heat plate 

Cryo-trapped Heater 
turbo pump chamber 

Fig. 3.2 Setup of a home-built vacuum oven. 
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Fig. 3.3 is an AFM image in phase contrast mode of one of the PSIPMMA blends 

prepared with this recipe. PS and PMMA are phase separated with islands of 500-800 

nm width, separated by similar sized continuous domains. However at these molecular 

weights PS and PMMA do not phase separate completely. As seen in Fig. 3.3, there are 

black microdomains on the white islands and there are white microdomains on the black 

continuous phase. The different colors are used to emphasize the phase contrast. The size 

of the microdomains is around 10-200 nm. AFM does not have chemical sensitivity but 

the XRM results indicate that the continuous domain is PS while the discontinuous 

domains are PMMA. Why is PS the continuous phase with ~ 60% of surface area even 

though PS is only 30 (wt) % in the blend? Morin et al. [MIT01] did a rather systematic 

2.5 ~m 

Fig. 3.3 Phase image ofPS/PMMA (30/70 mass ratio) blend, annealed at 140°C for 12 
hrs. 
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study of the PSIPMMA blend system using STXM and reported the same phenomenon. 

As mentioned in Chapter 9, there may be a PMMA underneath layer between the SiOx 

wafer and the surface, which can explain why PS has a larger surface ratio than expected. 

The PSIPMMA blend surface is very flat. Fig. 3.4 (a) is the height (topology) 

image of the blend. Fig. 3.4 (b) is the height profile at the white line defined in (a). The 

very small depressions at the interface of the PS and PMMA domains are 4-6 nm "deep" 

and the difference in height of the PS and PMMA domains is around 0-2 nm. Note that, 

relative to the 500 -800 nm domain sizes, this is a very flat surface. The width of the dips 

at the phase boundaries is ~ 80 nm, so the depressions at the interface are far from 

crevices. 

a) 

2.51Jm 

E 
:::I. 

111m 

co r------- E 
~ b) ; I-f--lor--+------"---""'I 
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Q ~------.------,---~ . 

1.00 2.00 IJm 

Fig. 3.4 AFM measurement ofPSIPMMA (30/70 mass ratio) blend (annealed at 140°C 
for 12 hrs). (a) Height image (b) Profile at while line defined in (a) (the inserted profile 
is a magnified view of the 1 J.lm region between the two dash lines). The PS and PMMA 
domains are similar in height while the PS/PMMA interface is around 4-6 nm lower. The 
height difference between two points defined by the two red arrows is 5.2 nm. 

The thickness of the PSIPMMA blend film is 40-50 nm, as measured from the 

height of a scratch through the film. 
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For AFM, X-PEEM and 125I-Iabelling studies, the substrate for spin coating is a 

native oxide Si (111) wafer. Si wafers are not suitable for STXM since they are not X-

ray transparent although Si would be ideal if thin enough. There are two methods to 

prepare polymer film for STXM measurements. The first method is to spin coat directly 

onto the ShN4 membrane. The disadvantage is that the ShN4 membrane is easily 

destroyed. The spin speed has to be limited to below 2000 RPM to avoid destroying the 

ShN4 membrane. However it is hard to have a uniform film at spin speeds below 2000 

RPM. The second method which was used in this work is to spin coat onto mica, then 

float the polymer film onto ShN4. To transfer the polymer film onto a ShN4 window, the 

polymer is floated onto the top of de-ionized water by immersing the polymer covered 

mica into water at an angle of ~45°. A ShN4 window is held by a tweezer and approaches 

the polymer film floating on the top of the water. The ShN4 window with the adhering 

polymer film is lifted quickly and removed from the water. The ShN4 window can 

approach the film from the top or bottom. 

§ 3. 1. 3 Protein Exposure Methods for STXM and PEEM Samples 

The two different proteins used in this work, human serum albumin (HSA) and 

human plasma fibrinogen, were obtained from the Brash group (McMaster) and used 

without any further purification or other processes. The HSA is from Behringwerke AG, 

Marburg, Germany. It is homogeneous as judged by sodium dodecyl sulphate 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Fibrinogen was plasminogen-free 

human plasma fibrinogen (Calbiochem). Dialysis is preformed to remove possible low-
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molecular-weight impurities for the radiolabeling but not the PEEM samples. It IS 

reported to be >95% clottable by thrombin, and pure as judged by SDS-PAGE. 

Different methods were used to expose the PSIPMMA blend film to a protein 

solution. For a Si wafer supported polymer film, the exposure was done using 24-well 

cell culture plates. ~2 ml of protein solution was filled into one well and another 4 wells 

were filled with the phosphate buffered (or deionized water) used for preparing the 

protein solution. The whole polymer-coated Si wafer (0.8 cmxO.8 cm or I cmxl cm) 

was immersed into the protein solution for a specific time. The substrate was then 

removed and put quickly into one well with the buffer or deionized water before the 

substrate dries. The substrate was left in the buffer or deionized water solutions for 2 

minutes to rinse off the any weakly adhering and to dilute the solution. This rinse 

procedure was repeated four times for each substrate. Finally the substrate was taken out 

of the solution and dried by touching the edge carefully with lens paper! . 

For ShN4 membrane supported polymer films, the exposure was done by putting 

a drop of protein solution onto the top of the entire membrane window. After a specific 

time for adsorption, the protein solution was removed carefully by a micro-pipet. A drop 

of buffer (or deionized water) solution was then put onto the membrane window to rinse 

weakly adhering and solution protein from the adsorbed protein. After two minutes, the 

solution was removed by a micro-pipet. Such rinsing was repeated four times for each 

polymer film and then the film was dried in the air for a few minutes. To have a uniform 

1 Such protein exposure and rinse procedure may have two issues. The protein solution interacts not only 
with PSIPMMA but also with the back side of the Si wafer. This issue needs to be considered particularly 
in dilute protein solution. When taking the samples out of protein solutions, the protein may deposit at the 
air-solution interface. It is better to rinse the protein solution under a gentle flow of solvent (micropipette) 
without taking out the samples. 
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protein layer over the whole polymer film, it is recommended that the protein solution 

should cover all of the polymer film not just one comer. 

Table 3.2 summarizes the protein covered PSIPMMA samples used in this work. 

Table 3.2 List of protein covered PS/PMMA samples. 

Protein Conc. Exposure Temp. Solution pH Technique 
(mg/ml) time (C) and date of 

(min) beam time 

Albumin 0.005 20 R.T. Unbuffered 7.0 X-PEEM, 

Albumin 0.01 de-ionized March 

Albumin 0.05 water 2005 

Albumin 0.01 5 RT. Unbuffered 7.0 X-PEEM, 

60 de-ionized May 2005 
water 

Albumin 0.05 20 R T. HCl 2.0 X-PEEM, 

HCI 4.0 June-July 

NaOH 8.6 2005 

NaOH 10 

Albumin 0.01 20 R T. Phosphate 7.4 X-PEEM, 

Fibrinogen 0.01 Buffered July 2005 

Albumin 0.05 Saline (PBS) 

Albumin 0.05 

Mixture of albumin 0.01 
and fibrinogen 

(1:1 mass) 

Mixture of albumin 0.05 
and fibrinogen 

(1: 1 mass) 
Albumin 0.004 20 15 Unbuffered 7.0 X-PEEM, 

37 de-ionized October 

65 2005 

Albumin 0.05* -- R T. Unbuffered 7.0 STXM, 
de-ionized October 

2005 

• The measurement was done in presence of solution 
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§ 3.2 AFM Study of Protein Covered PS/PMMA Blend 

Actually the first motivation of the AFM measurement of protein adsorption was 

to help understand a non-linear energy shift in X-PEEM data which ultimately was 

tracked down to an unannounced data format change which lead to incorrect read-in in 

the aXis2000 program. 

At the beginning of my experience with X-PEEM data analysis (May 2003 ~ June 

2004), all results showed albumin had a strong preference for PMMA regions. I will use 

the adsorption of albumin from 0.005 mg/ml unbuffered solution as an example. The X-

PEEM result as initially analysed is shown in Fig. 3.5 b) panel as a color-coded map 

which visualizes the albumin distribution on a PSIPMMA blend surface. Red is used to 

represent PS, green represents PMMA and blue represents protein. The intensity of each 

color is proportional to the strength of signal at a given pixel. The discontinuous green 

PMMA domains are almost blue, which indicates protein has strong adsorption on 

PMMA domains. However the AFM image shown in Fig.3.5 a) does not agree with this 

result. Although AFM does not have chemical sensitivity, it is believed that the particles 

shown on the AFM image are adsorbed protein molecules. It is clear that most of the 

protein is located on the continuous PS domains. 
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It was found that the apparently strong 

a) AFM. 5um. phase modes 
15 PMMA preference for albumin adsorption 

o 

I'Iroblem 13 
R G B 

10 

o 
c) X-PEEM. after 
solving software problem R G B 

10 

o 

Fig. 3.5 AFM image of albumin 
covered PSIPMMA surface for 
the adsorption 0.005 mg/ml 
albumin from unbuffered water. 
The AFM image is compared 
with X-PEEM color-coded maps. 

shown in Fig.3.5 b) was an artifact ofthe 

analysis of the X-PEEM data caused by a 

change in data file format which lead to the 

software assigning an incorrect energy scale. 

After correcting the analysis software to read 

both pre Dec 03 and post Dec 03 data formats, 

the X-PEEM map in Fig.3.5 c) shows that the 

continuous PS domains are 'pink rather than 

red' while the discontinuous PMMA domains 

are 'green rather than turquoise'. This color 

map shows that albumin has stronger preference 

to PS rather than PMMA, which is consistent 

with the AFM results. 

§ 3.3 1251_labeling Adsorption Isotherm 

For this study, 1 prepared the samples and 

Rena Cornelius (Chemical Engineering, 

McMaster) conducted the measurements of 

radio-labeling adsorption. Since the 1251_ labeling 

technique detects adsorbed proteins 
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on both sides of a substrate, the PSIPMMA blend polymer was spun coat onto both sides 

of the Si wafer. Therefore, it is quite possible to introduce some impurity into the 

polymer blend surface when the side of Si covered with the polymer film was put down 

on the supporting holder to spin coat on the other side of Si wafer, although the 

supporting holder for the Si wafer was cleaned with toluene every time and allowed to 

dry before spin coating. 

The adsorption of albumin from phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.2) and 

unbuffered water solutions was studied at four different concentrations: 0.005,0.01,0.05, 

and 0.1 mg/ml. 

Albumin and fibrinogen were labeled with 1251 (leN Biomedicals, Mississauga, 

Ont., Canada) using the iodogen technique [RH90] , a standard protocol for 

radioiodination of proteins by 10DO-GEN® (Pierce Chemical Company, Rockford, lL) 

[PCC93]. The labeled protein was dialyzed overnight against isotonic Tris buffer to 

remove unbound radioactive iodide. Trichloroacetic acid precipitation [R84] of aliquots 

of protein solutions before and after completion of the experiments confirmed that >99% 

of the 1251 remained bound to the protein. The adsorption experiments were carried out in 

phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.2) or unbuffered water solutions with four repeats for 10 

min exposures. For the radio labeling experiments, the samples were rinsed statically for 

2.5 min in a similar volume of buffer or deionized water solution. The radioactivity was 

counted with each sample placed in a plastic tube on the detector platform. The counts 

for each sample were averaged and the surface concentration (in mg/m2
) was calculated 

by Equation 3.1 [LZZ98]. 
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(3.1) 

where the counts are the radioactivity of the sample; Sp.Ac. is the specific activity of the 

protein solution; and SA is the surface area of the sample. The results from four repeated 

samples give the uncertainty of the adsorption amount at each concentration. 

The result from the 1251 radio-labeling study of albumin adsorption from PBS 

solution onto PS, PMMA and the PSIPMMA blend are shown in Fig. 3.6. The data are fit 

to neither the Langmuir adsorption 'isotherm equation' (Equation 3.2) [A90] or 

Freundlich isotherm (Equation 3.3) [NL91], the two common models for protein 

adsorption. The Langmuir equation is 

B= KC 
I+KC' (3.2) 

where () is the fraction of surface coverage; ka is the rate constant for adsorption and kd is 

the rate constant for desorption; K is the equilibrium constant; C is concentration of 

protein solution. This assumes a dynamic equilibrium not irreversible adsorption. The 

Freundlich equation is 

1 
LogB = 10gK +-logC 

n (3.3) 

where () is the fraction of surface coverage; K and n are empirical constants; C is 

concentration of protein solution. Instead the data are found to best fit to a logarithm 2nd 

order function (Equation 3.4). 

(3.4) 
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where B is the fraction of surface coverage; Bo, a, and b are constants; C is concentration 

of protein solution. 

Albumin shows a stronger adsorption on the PS surface than the PMMA surface. 

The adsorption of albumin on the PS/PMMA blend surface is intermediate to those of PS 

and PMMA surface. This result is compared to the X-PEEM result for adsorption on 

PS/PMMA blend surface from the same solutions in Chapter 8 in order to further 

understand the albumin adsorption. 

- 0.20 
Col 

E 
(.) -~ 0.15 -t: 
0 
''; 

0.10 Q. ... Data Substrate 
0 
I/) • PMMA 
"C 
c:( 0.05 

.. PS 

• PS/PMMA 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Concentration (mg/ml) 

Fig. 3.6 Isotherms for adsorbing albumin onto PS, PMMA and PSIPMMA blend surfaces 
from PBS solutions, as determined by 125I-Iabeling. The error bars are the standard 

deviation of four replicates. 

The result for albumin adsorption from unbuffered water solutions is shown in 

Fig. 3.7. The data (points) are also found to best fit to a lonarithm 2
nd 

order function 
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(Equation 3.4). A.1
b
umin shows a stronger adsoIption onto the PS surmce than the 

PMMA surfuce. The adsoIption of albumin on PSfPMMA blend surface is intennediatc to 
those of PS and PMMA Surface. 

Fig. 3.

7 

Isothenns for adsorbing albumin onto PS, PMMA and PSfPMMA blend surfuces 
from de-ionized Water solutions, as determined by l251-labeling. The <lTor bars are the standard deviation of four replicates. 

The fitting parameters of albumin adsoIptions from PBS buffered and unbuffered 

de-ionized water solutions are summarized in Table 3,3. 
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Table 3.3 Fitting parameters of albumin adsorptions from PBS buffered and unbuffered 
de-ionized water solutions (fit to Equation 3.4). 

Substrates 0/ a * (XIO-2) b * (x 10-4) Rsqr 

PS 0.22 2.9 11.1 0.99 

PBS PMMA 0.16 3.8 31.4 0.99 

PS/PMMA blend 0.21 4.7 40.7 0.99 

PS 0.24 4.0 4.8 0.99 

Unbuffered PMMA 0.19 4.8 3.4 0.97 

PS/PMMA blend 0.22 4.2 13.2 0.97 

*see the explanation about Equation 3.4. 

The differences in adsorption of albumin from PBS buffer and unbuffered water 

solutions are explored in Fig. 3.8. At concentrations of 0.05 and 0.1 mg/ml, there is 

almost no difference in the amount of albumin adsorbed from PBS versus unbuffered 

water solutions on any of the studied surfaces: PS, PMMA and PS/PMMA surfaces. At 

concentrations of 0.005 and 0.01 mg/ml, albumin shows different amounts on PS and 

PS/PMMA blend surfaces when adsorbed from PBS versus unbuffered water solutions. 

The difference is most likely due to the change in ionic strength from PBS to unbuffered 

solutions. However the albumin shows similar adsorption at higher concentration when 

adsorbed from PBS and unbuffered solutions. This may suggest that electrostatic issues 

controlled by ionic strength are less important than other factors, such as relative 

hydrophobic or hydrophilic character, in controlling albumin adsorption on a PS/PMMA 

blend. 
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Fig. 3.8 Comparison of 12sI-labeling adsorption isotherm of albumin onto PS, PMMA 
and PSIPMMA blend surfaces from PBS and de-ionized water solutions. The error bars 
are the standard deviation of four replicates. 
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In most of our study of albumin adsorption, we used unbuffered solutions since 

albumin is hard to denature, unless it is heated above 70°C and under strong alkaline 

conditions [P95]. The unbuffered solutions can prevent the spectroscopically interference 

of the chemicals used for buffer. For the study of fibrinogen adsorption, a PBS buffer 

was used since fibrinogen is much easier to denature under unbuffered solution, extreme 

pH, high temperature, and etc. However we did not check whether the adsorbed proteins 

are denatured or not in our study, which can be done by testing the biological activity of 

the absorbed proteins. 
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Chapter 4 

Data acquisition and analYsis in X,PEEM and STXM 

This chapter describes how 1 pelj'onned }(.PEEM and STXM measurements oj 

protein covered PS/PMMA SUlj'aces. The data analysis methods are also described and 
evaluated 

§ 4.1 Data AcqUisition in PEEM 

There are three modes of data acquisition in PEEM: single energy images, spectra 

and stacks. Since PEEM is a parallel detection instnnnen~ all modes of acquisition are 

similar and the main difference is what data are saved, and whether a single energy or a 
Whole spectrum is scanned [M04]. 

§ 4.1.1 Images 

When the components of a sysrem have unique adsorption peaks, images acquired 

at the energies of each peak can locare each component. For example, the CIs _ ,,' 

transitions of PS and PMMA are 285.15 e V and 288.45 e V respectively. Images at these 

two photon energies can be used to visualize each species in a phase-segregated blend of 

PSIPMMA, as shown in Fig. 4.1 a) and b). In contrast, there are many photon energies at 

which images show little or no chemical contrast (Fig. 4.1 e)). The patterned images are 

helpful to optimize the X-PEEM microscope, especially for OPtimization of spatial 
resolution and focusing. 
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Fig. 4.1 X-PEEM images ofa PSIPMMA blend imaged at 285.1 eV (a), 288.5 eV (b), and 
296 eV (c). 

The image can be recorded over the full field of view (FOV), or a smaller region 

by drawing a box onto a full image to select an area-of-interest (AOI). The physical size 

of the image depends on the magnification which is determined by the objective, 

intermediate and projector voltages. As discussed by Cynthia Morin [M04], there are two 

ways to identify the size of an image. The first one (used in this work) is to physically 

measure the FOV using a micrometer to measure the sample displacement as one feature 

of the sample is moved from one side to the other side of the image. The second method 

is from the voltages of the microscope, and a calibration table (see [M04] for details). 

§ 4.1.2 Spectra 

An X-PEEM spectrum is the detected photoemitted electron yield from a user 

defined area as a function of incident photon energy. Since there are no entrance and exit 

slits, the X-PEEM energy scale varies from day to day. Thus it is important to measure a 

spectrum even if the system examined is well known. 
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Radiation damage is a big issue for X-PEEM studies of soft materials such as 

polymers and proteins. Two major factors from radiation damage can affect these 

measurements. First, a chemical bond can be rearranged resulting in changes in 

NEXAFS spectra which can give errors in the analysis Second, mass loss can occur (eg 

loss of CO2 from PMMA). This gives spectral changes as well. Ideally analytical 

measurements should be made with the least possible radiation damage. A series of 

spectra measured from the same location have been used to quantify radiation damage 

[WML&06], which then was used to guide the selection of data acquisition parameters 

such as number of points and dwell time. 

In order to have the correct spectrum, it is necessary to normalize to the spectrum 

of the incident photon beam (10) recorded under the same experimental conditions and to 

correct for artifacts of the detection (bolometry, intrinsic absorption of the reference 

surface). In this work, 10 spectra were recorded from an HF-etched Si wafer substrate. 

§ 4.1.3 Stacks 

Stacks (image sequences) [JWZ98] are a sequence of images recorded as a 

function of photon energy. Typically, for radiation sensitive polymer samples, the 

number of energy steps needs to be small to minimize damage but still sufficient to 

follow sharp spectral features. If two components of a system have very close spectral 

features, small energy steps (O.l eV is the minimum because of the limited energy 

resolution of the beamline) are needed in the regions of such features in order to be 

sensitive to the signals of the two components. For regions without sharp features, a 

coarse energy step (0.5-1.0 eV) can be used. Different energy steps are used for different 
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energy ranges in order to reduce radiation dose. In general, one needs to optimize both 

dwell time for adequate statistics and energy steps for adequate spectral definition. 

§ 4.2 PEEM Measurements of Protein Covered PS/PMMA Blend Surfaces 

Albumin adsorption onto a PSIPMMA blend surface was performed under 

different conditions: concentration, exposure time, pH, temperature, and PBS buffer vs. 

deionized water. In addition, the adsorption of albumin and fibrinogen from PBS buffer 

solutions was compared at different concentrations. 

The major challenge of X-PEEM measurements for this system is radiation 

damage. Of the three components, PMMA is most sensitive to radiation damage 

[WLM&06]. Radiation damage of PMMA causes the n*c=o peak become weaker and 

broader and produces a new peak at 285.1 eV associated with n*c=c. Excessive damage 

makes it difficult to differentiate PMMA, PS and proteins due to the similarity of their 

spectra. The PS, PMMA and albumin spectra are compared in Fig. 4.2 a) while a series 

of PMMA spectra in a time sequence are plotted in Fig. 4.2 b) to show the radiation 

damage effects on the spectral shape of PMMA. Several strategies were used to reduce 

radiation damage. 

A fast shutter was installed by ALS staff to reduce radiation exposure. The 

shutter blocks the light between each data point and thus reduces exposure. Typically it 

takes one second to transfer an image from the CCD camera to the computer and one 

second to change photon energies. While there is some temporal overlap of these steps, 

when one uses a typical one second image accumulation time at each photon energy, the 
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actual elapsed time is about 2.5 seconds. Thus the point-by-point shuttering (which was 

only implemented in late 2004), reduces exposure by more than 50% for the same 

1 s/point measurement protocol. 
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Fig, 4.2 a) Spectra ofPS, PMMA and albumin recorded from pure material using STXM. 
b) PMMA spectra in a sequence of continuous scanning measured using X -PEEM. 
Different colors are used for the spectra recorded in different scanning sequences as 
indicated by the inserted scan numbers in corresponding colors. 
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Two devices located upstream of the grating called 'mask' and chopper' (See 

Section 2.2.1 for details) are used to reduce the incident flux and hence radiation damage. 

The degree of flux reduction can be controlled by different mask or chopper settings. The 

reduction should not be too excessive since this reduces grating illumination which 

eventually loses spectral resolution. The mask/chopper settings were optimized to 

minimize dose without losing spectral resolution. The mask is fixed while the chopper 

varies. As shown in Fig. 4.3a, the 10 signal responds linearly until the beam is fully 

blocked. The effect of flux reduction was evaluated by recording the CIs spectrum of 

PMMA (Fig. 4.3b). Based on this exploration, an optimized mask (-15.0) and chopper 

(17.5) setting were determined. 
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Fig. 4.3 a) 10 signal as a function of chopper at a fixed mask; b) the effects of chopper 
setting on the spectral resolution of PMMA. 
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In order to minimize dose, short stacks (282-292 eV, ~35 points) rather than long 

stacks (282-320 eV, ~75 points) were used for most studies. 

§ 4.3. Principle of Data Acquisition in STXM 

The modes of data acquisition in STXM are similar to those in X-PEEM. The 

difference is that STXM is a serial (point-by-point) scanning technique so the different 

modes require different sample scanning procedures. The modes of data acquisition in 

STXM which I used are: images (single energy) and spectra (point spectrum, line scan, 

and image sequence). 

§ 4.3.1 Single Energy Images 

For the acquisition of single energy images, one needs to define the photon 

energy, the x, y dimensions of the image, the spacing in each dimension and the dwell 

time at each pixel. The size of an image can be defined by either drawing a box or typing 

the x, y scales. For a large size image (>120 J.IlIl on STXM 5.3.2, >60 ~m on STXM 

11.0.2), the coarse stepper motor is used to scan the sample, while for small size images, 

a piezo stage is used. The piezo stage has a higher scan speed and greater precision but 

has a restricted scan range. 

Fig. 4.4 shows examples of STXM images of a PSIPMMA blend. The images 

were recorded at the characteristic energies of PS (285.15 eV) and PMMA (288.45 eV). 

The as-recoded images have opposite contrast to those acquired in X-PEEM (see Fig. 

4.1). STXM detects transmitted light and more absorption means less transmission. 
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However when the STXM images are converted to an OD scale, the contrast of STXM 

and X-PEEM images is the same. 

285.15 eV 288.45 eV 296.00 eV 

OD 

Fig. 4.4 STXM images of a PSIPMMA blend at three energies: 285.15 eV, 288.45 eV 
and 296 eV in transmitted mode (top row) and OD mode (bottom row) (123 xl04 pixel, 
2ms dwell time). 

§ 4.3.2 Point Spectra 

Once a feature of interest is detected in a STXM image, it is possible to acquire a 

spectrum from a spot that is approximately the size ofthe focused beam [M04]. Different 

from X-PEEM, the STXM control software can acquire the spectra of up to 10 points 

'simultaneously', i.e., the sample is moved from one point to the next, acquiring the 

signal at each point, before the monochromator moves to the next photon energy [M04]. 
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One of the advantages of this multi-point mode is the "simultaneous" acquisition of 10 

spectra. It is important to have 10 recorded under the same conditions since the incident 

photon flux has a strong spectral structure and its intensity decreases with the ring current 

decay. The 10 is the signal from a region which does not contain the sample, but should 

contain any supporting substrate such as the ShN4 window used in this work. 

§ 4.3.3 Stacks (Image Sequences) 

A STXM stack (image sequences) in STXM is a sequence of images recorded 

over a set of photon energies. An example of is shown in Figure 4.5. The top is a few 

images at the photon energies indicated by the dash lines, and the bottom is the spectrum 

from the white round dot as shown in the images. 
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Fig. 4.5 (Top) A few images at the photon energies as indicated by the dash lines on the 
bottom spectrum, (bottom) the spectrum from the white round dot as shown in the top 

images. The sample is a PSIPMMA blend. 
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§ 4.4 STXM Measurements of Protein Covered PS/PMMA Blend Surfaces 

The challenges of radiation damage in STXM are similar, but perhaps less severe 

than in X-PEEM. The photon flux is controlled by slits in STXM532 rather than mask 

and chopper in X-PEEM. The slits used for this work were typically 75\35\35 (microns) 

(entrance\horizontal exit\vertical exit). This setup gives adequate spectral resolution and 

flux for this study. Typically STXM is less surface sensitive than X-PEEM and thus it is 

important to have a thin polymer substrate in order to improve the ratio of protein to 

polymer signals. Typically organic samples (density ~ 1 g/ml) are 80 ~ 150 nm thick for 

ODmax = 2.0. For this work we used a thin polymer sample < 50 nm (ODmax ~ 0.3) to 

increase the contrast of protein signals relative to the PSIPMMA film. Minimum 

thickness used for STXM can be as small as 5 - 10 nm but this could cause problem of 

bad statistics due to low OD (ODmax < 0.1) (See Table 2.1 for more details of STXM 

methodology). The advantage of STXM is that it can detect protein adsorption with the 

sample covered by a thin layer (1~2 Ilm) of water or aqueous solution. This advantage is 

what this work focuses on. As in X-PEEM, stack measurements are the best way to map 

protein distributions on polymer surfaces. Similar stack acquisition strategies as in X-

PEEM were used. The challenge of STXM measurements is the sample preparation, 

which has been discussed in Chapter 3. 

§ 4.5 Procedure of Spectromicroscopy Data Analysis 

The stack analysis procedures in X-PEEM and STXM both follow the general 

scheme depicted in Fig. 4.6. The procedures for X-PEEM and STXM are slightly 

different due to the differences in the two techniques. If one of the analysis steps shown 
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in Fig. 4.6 is not necessary for one technique, a "NO" is indicated, otherwise, a "YES" is 

indicated. For each stack, thirteen steps need to be considered in order to obtain a 

quantitative result. 

X-PEEM STXM 

I....--___ ...J nn_n __ n_nn~ YES l-n-1 YES I 
Convert format -n n -n n n ---- t YES ~ - - --1 YES \ 

I Alignment correction \ ____ nnn_1 YES ~----I YES \ 

10 normalization n n -n n ------1 YES In --1 YES \ 

Ring current normalization nnni YES I---nl YES \ 

I Convert OD\ ___ n_nn __ n __ n_@ __ n~ YES \ 

Energy Calibration n n n n __ n ~ YES ~ _ -- - ~ YES I 
Bolometric response and ___ n_\ YES ~ ____ Q 
Si adsorption correction ~ 

Illumination correction __ n ____ \ YES Inn@ 
Reference spectra - n -- - - - n - - - -I YES 1- ---~ YES I 

Generate masks --------------1 YES 1----1 YES I 
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Fig. 4.6 Scheme of the steps used to analyze an image sequence in STXM and PEEM. 
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STEP 1 is the acquisition of a stack. A sequence of images is recorded and saved 

individually, together with a header file (STXM) or an energy scanning file (X-PEEM). 

In STEP 2, multiple images are converted to a single file. 

STEP 3: Aligning the images of a stack ensures every spatial feature maintains 

the same x, y coordinates at all energies. This step is only necessary for a stack with 

misalignment issues that can arise from vibration and other factors in X-PEEM. An 

example of the alignment issue is shown in Fig. 4.7, which shows images from a CIs 

stack at 285.15 eV and 288.45 eV with a red circle centered on a PMMA domain (light) 

at 288.45 eV. The pixel identification should be in centered of the same PMMA domain 

(dark) at 285.1 eV but instead is found at the edge of the dark PMMA domain due to 

misalignment. The spectra from the red-spot region before alignment and after alignment 

are compared in Fig. 4.7. Before alignment the intensity at 285.1 eV is higher since the 

red region drifts around with scanning energy and thus the spectrum contains PS signals 

from part of PS domains around the red PMMA domain. This alignment issue can be 

resolved in two ways: automatically by the zstack _align routine in aXis2000 software or 

'manually' using other routines in aXis2000 involving user identification of fiducials in 

each image. The automatic method uses an image cross correlation technique 

implemented with 2-D Fourier transforms to identify shifts between successive images. 

The manual method uses one or more fiducials (easily identified features present in each 

image) which are manually selected on each image. All images of the stack are then 

aligned relative to the fiducials. Both methods, with many options, are implemented in 

aXis2000 [aXOO]. 
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Fig. 4.7 Misalignment of the Cl stack of the 0.01 mg/ml albumin covered PSIPMMA. 

The alignment can equally be performed anytime before STEP 10. It is 

recommended to perform alignment in STEP 3 since if one has any problems with any 

procedures between STEP 2 and STEP 10, One can repeat such steps starting from an 

aligned stack. Alignment needs lots of careful work particularly in this system where the 

PS/PMMA pattern is only clear at a few energies near 285.15 and 288.45 eV. 

In X-PEEM, image movement is caused by charging; when the electrons are 

released from the surface, their trajectories are altered and the whole image "moves" 

[M04]. For the data presented in this thesis, there were only 2~3 stacks that have such 
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alignment issues. In STXM, misalignment issue is caused by a misalignment of the 

sample and zone plate as the zone plate moves in z. 

STEP 4 consists of normalization of the stack to the photon flux (10). The 10 

normalization corrects for structure in the incident photon flux and ideally gives 

intensities which are proportional to sample composition (although there are additional 

factors in X-PEEM). For X-PEEM, there are two methods used to acquire an 10, the 

internal 10 method and external 10 method. The internal 10 measurement uses the signal at 

a scratch which exposes the underlying Si wafer. However, it is hard to make a clean 

scratch on a polymer-covered Si wafer without a build up of any polymer. The signal 

from residual polymers will contribute to the 10 and cause spectral distortions. Although 

one may think to remove such signals by subtraction it is hard to do such subtraction due 

to the unknown strength of such signals. The external 10 measurement is more reliable 

although it is more complicated and slower. The external 10 measurement is done on a 

HF-etched SiOx wafer. Fig. 4.8 compares the internal 10 (obtained from a square region 

on the scratch shown in a)) and external 10 (b), and the spectra (from a round region of a)) 

normalized to the internal and external 10 (c). An external 10 measurement was performed 

for each beamtime (2-3 days) to account for the instability of the energy scale of X-

PEEM and the 10 signal. For the work presented in this thesis all X-PEEM stacks were 

normalized to an external 10. 
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Fig. 4.8 a) Image at 295.15 eV ofa stack. b) comparison of external 10 and internal 10 
obtained from the square area of a) on a scratch; c) comparison of the spectra [from the 
round region of a)] normalized to external and internal 10• 

For STXM, one can also use either an internal 10 or an external 10. The internal 10 

is usually acquired by recording a 2-region stack with one region being an area off the 

polymer section. The latter works only if part of the ShN4 window is not covered by a 

polymer film or other composites and those bare areas are within 10 /lm of the area of 

interest. However, this method is not practical when the 10 region is far away (> 10 /lm) 

from the area of interest defined for the stack. In other cases, where the ShN4 window is 

completely covered by a polymer film, the 10 must be acquired at least either before or 

after the stack on a bare ShN4 window loaded on the same sample holder. 
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STEP 5: Correction for the ring current decay which occurred during the 

acquisition of a stack. The ring current in 2-bunch mode decays much faster than multi-

bunch mode (Fig. 4.9) and thus this correction is very important in analysis of 2-bunch 

mode data. 
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Fig. 4.9 Ring current of2-bunch and multi-bunch ofX-PEEM [Note different Y-axis 
scales are used for multi-bunch (left) and 2-bunch (right)]. 

STEP 6: Conversion of the raw data into a linear absorption optical density (OD) 

scale. STXM detects transmitted light and it is necessary to convert the raw data to a OD 

scale using the 10 and Beers law [OD=A=-ln (1/10)]. X-PEEM is a form of total electron 

yield detection which does not require this conversion. 

STEP 7: Calibration of energy scale. This step is crucial for the data analysis in 

this study due to the similarity of the Cis excitation spectra of PMMA and proteins. The 

ALS X-PEEM bending magnet beamline (7.3.1) does not have entrance or exit slits and 
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thus the energy scale depends on the position of the electron beam in the storage ring 

(stable to ~1-2 ~m in one fill but can change from fill to fill). It also can be affected by 

the mechanical stability of beamline optics and the position of the exit slit. The ALS 

STXM bending magnet beamline (5.3.2) has a much more stable energy scale but it is 

still possible to have small energy shifts up to ~O.2 eV. The energy calibration is done 

using the C Is(C=C) ~ n*c=c transition at 285.15 eV of PS as a standard. The 

corresponding PS peak from the stack is aligned to the centre of the peak of the model 

spectrum of PS. 

STEP 8: Corrections for bolometric response and Si adsorption. This step is only 

applied to X-PEEM data. The 10 ofX-PEEM is obtained from an HF-etched piece ofSi. 

The 10 signal (or an X-PEEM stack) is divided by the intrinsic X-ray absorption of Si for 

correction of spectral shape. The bolometric correction is to normalize to a linear energy 

term to account for the bolometric response function of detection of X-PEEM [S92]. This 

step should be applied to a stack after energy calibration since the functions used for the 

corrections are in the right energy scale. 

STEP 9: Correction for non-uniform illumination in X-PEEM which arises 

because the spot on the sample is not uniform. The illumination correction is done by 

dividing a heavily smoothed (x99) version of the average image from the stack after 

setting the mean of that illumination map to one (See Fig. 4.10). 
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Fig. 4.10 a) Stack average image before the illumination correction; b) image used for the 
illumination correction; c) stack average image after the illumination correction. 

After all corrections mentioned above, the data is properly conditioned for 

generation of chemical component maps. In order to do this reference spectra are needed. 

Preparation of reference spectra should be done before one starts data analysis but it is 

numbered as STEP 10 since it is only needed for chemical mapping (STEP 11). Fig. 4.11 

shows the reference spectra used in this work. The spectra of PS, PMMA, albumin and 

fibrinogen were recorded using STXM on free standing thin films (PS, PMMA) or as a 

solvent cast deposit on a silicon nitride window (albumin and fibrinogen). The spectra 

were set to an absolute linear absorption scale by scaling to match the elemental response 

of one nm at bulk densities (pps = 1.05, PPMMA = 1.18, palbumin = 1.0, Pfibrinogen=1.2 

[BIG99]), computed from standard tables of elemental X-ray absorption ([HLT&82], 

[HGD93]). The computed elemental responses are plotted in the dark-grey lines. The 

optical linear absorption spectra were the reference spectra used in fitting a stack of 

protein covered PS/PMMA. Although the energy resolution of STXM (-0.2 eV) is better 

than X-PEEM (-0.6 eV), the sharpest features in the X-PEEM spectra of the samples 

studied in this work have the same width as their counterparts in the STXM reference 
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spectra due to the natural breadth of the peaks. Furthermore, as discussed above, the 

recorded X-PEEM stack was normalized to the intrinsic X-ray absorption of Si [HGD93] 

and also to a linear energy term to account for the bolometric response function of X-

PEEM detection [S92]. Such normalizations correct for the systematic distortions in X-

PEEM lineshape compared to STXM lineshape. For these reasons it is reasonable to use 

the STXM reference spectra for the analysis of the X-PEEM measurements. 

Fig. 4.11 (left) presents the optical linear absorption spectra of pure PS, PMMA, 

albumin and fibrinogen thin films in the CIs region. All three materials exhibit distinct 

C Is spectra. The PS spectrum is dominated by the strong C Is(C=C) ~ n*c=c transition 

at 285.1 eV. The albumin and PMMA spectra are each dominated by strong C Is(C=O) 

~ n*c=o transitions. However the n*c=o peak in albumin occurs at 288.20(6) eV, 

0.25(8) eV below the n*c=o peak in PMMA which occurs at 288.45(6) eV. The 0.25 eV 

energy shift is mainly associated with the change in energy of the CIs level since the 

carbonyl carbon is in a less electronegative environment in the amide (R-CONH) than in 

the ester (R-COOMe). This shift is small but clear and has been documented previously 

[MHC&04]. It forms the basis for chemical differentiation of albumin (and other 

proteins) from PMMA (and other esters). In addition, the shape of the low energy side of 

the n* c=o peak is different in the two species. These differences assist differentiation of 

PMMA and proteins. 

Fig. 4.11 (middle) presents the optical linear absorption spectra of pure PS, 

PMMA, albumin and fibrinogen thin films in the N 1 s regions. The N 1 s signal is a good 

indicator of the amount of protein present in a protein covered PS/PMMA surface since 
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protein is the only species with aNI s spectrum, with a characteristic N 1 s ~ n* CONH 

transition at 401.2 eV. However the N Is signal is much weaker than the C Is signal, and 

thus the Nls edge is less sensitive than the CIs edge for quantitative measurements. In 

addition, the N 1 s signals do not give a specific measure of the PS and PMMA 

components of the substrate, although the morphology is readily visible due to the 

differences in elemental composition of PS and PMMA. 

Fig. 4.11 (right) presents the optical linear absorption spectra of pure PS, PMMA, 

albumin and fibrinogen thin films in the 0 Is regions. At the 0 Is edge, PMMA and Fg 

each are dominated by 0 Is ~n*c~o transitions at 531.6 eV, but PMMA has an extra 

transition at 535.5 eV arising from 0 Is (O-CH3) ~n*c~o transitions, specific to esters. 
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Fig.4.11 CIs, N Is and 0 Is of X-ray absorption spectra ofPS, PMMA, albumin and 
fibrinogen recorded from pure materials. The spectra are plotted on an absolute linear 
absorption scale (with offsets). The grey lines indicate the elemental response [HGD93]. 
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STEP 11 uses the prepared stack and reference spectra to generate quantitative 

chemical component maps. The reference spectra are used in fitting a stack at either the 

CIs, Nls or 01s edge to derive component maps. There are three types of mapping 

available in aXis2000: "SF (stack-fit)", "SVD" (singular value decomposition) 

([AZC&92], [ZBM&96], [KHM&02]) and "CGO" (conjugate gradient optimization) 

[LPO 1]. All three compute a least squares fit of the intensity at each pixel - S(j,k) - to a 

linear combination of reference spectra for each component (Si, each on a quantitative 

linear absorption scale). 

S(j,k) = aij,k) + Li ai(j,k) * Si (4.1) 

In the SF approach, an energy independent term, (ao), is included, which accounts 

for energy independent offsets (backgrounds) in the reference or the image sequence 

spectra. In the SVD and CGO approach, there is no ao term. Both SF and SVD use the 

singular value decomposition routine in IDL. In the CGO approach, a non-matrix 

algorithm is implemented on a pixel-by-pixel, iterative curve fit basis, using a novel 

method to control convergence. 

For STXM data, the fit coefficient, ai, is the equivalent thickness in nm of the ith 

component at the G,k) pixel since the reference spectra are set to the elemental response 

for 1 nm thickness. For X-PEEM data, the fit coefficient is a relative contribution of each 

component to the detected photo emitted yield. The thickness of each component is not 

obtained directly from X-PEEM measurements. However the thickness can be obtained 

by normalizing the sum of the component map to the sampling depth which was 
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estimated from measurements of a series of PS films with different thickness. See 

Section 4.6.1 for details. 

As an example, the result of a SF analysis of the CIs stack of 0.005 mg/ml 

albumin (unbuffered water solution, pH7.3, adsorption for 20 min at room temperature) 

covered PSIPMMA is shown in Fig.4.13. The SF generates the maps for each component 

(PS, PMMA, and albumin), a constant map and a map of residual fit (or chi-square map, 

the least squares measure of the mis-match between the actual spectrum and the fit at 

each pixel). The sum map is obtained by adding the maps of all components. The 

histograms of the thicknesses for each component and the sum are derived from 

corresponding maps. The gray scale limits are the minimum and maximum thickness. 

Lighter intensities indicate locations where there is more of that component. The color-

coded map, which reveals the spatial correlation of the chemical components, is also 

presented in Fig. 4.12. This is obtained by combining the component maps of PS, 

PMMA and albumin, with the PS signal in red, the PMMA signal in green, and the 

albumin signal in blue. 
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Fig.4.12 SF of the CIs stack ofO.OOSmglml albumin (unbuffered water solution, pH7.3, 
adsorption for 20 min at room temperature) covered PSIPMMA. a) PS component map; 
b) PMMA component map; c) albumin component map; d) sum of each component maps; 
e) constant map; t) chi-square map; g) color-coded map (red is PS, green is PMMA and 
blue is albumin; the color combination beside the map shows the color changes with 
albumin adsorption on the red PS/green PMMA domains; h)histograms of the PS, 
PMMA, albumin and sum of all components. 
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For C Is stacks, the component maps derived from the three approaches are very 

similar, and the color-coded map is also the same. The maps from SVD and CGO are not 

shown here since they look the same as those from SF. If interested, please see [M04]. 

STEP 12: Isolation of spectra from chemical similar areas using threshold 

masking of component maps. In order to get quantitative results for the amounts 

(thickness) of each component in a specific region, i.e., PS, PMMA, and the PSIPMMA 

interface regions, masks defining the spatial location of each region are generated by 

using threshold masking of the component maps to select only those pixels where the 

signal was above a defined threshold. The masks of PS and PMMA are shown with the 

white highlighted regions in a) and b) in Fig. 4.13 respectively. The interface mask is a 

~80 nm wide band at the PS-PMMA interface, as shown in the white highlighted region 

in c) of Fig. 4.13, obtained by selecting those pixels not present in either the masked PS 

or masked PMMA maps. The three different regions: PS, PMMA and the PSIPMMA 

interfaces are coded into a single image in d) of Fig. 4.14 in different colors (red is PS, 

green is PMMA and blue is the interfaces). 

Fig. 4.13 The mask ofPS (a), PMMA (b), the PSIPMMA interface (c), and the color
coded map of the three different regions: red is PS, green is PMMA and blue is the 
interfaces 
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Fig. 4.14 Linear regression curve fit 
of the masked spectra ofPS (a), 
PMMA(b), and PS/PMMA interface 
(c) from the CIs stack ofO.005mg/ml 
albumin covered PSIPMMA: data -
points, fit - thick solid line, 
components - thin lines in color (red 
for PS, green for PMMA and blue for 
albumin). 
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STEP 13: Curve fitting of spectra 

extracted from masked reglOns to 

reference spectra. There are two 

approaches for fitting: linear regression 

(which includes the Q o constant) and 

CGO. Fig. 4.14 shows the linear 

regression fitting of the masked spectra 

from the CIs stack of O.005mg/ml 

albumin covered PSIPMMA. The curve 

fitting gives the thickness of each 

component on a region. The results of 

curve fittings shown in Fig 4.14 are 

tabulated in Table 4.2 in the following 

section. 
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§ 4.6 Optimization of Spectromicroscopy Data Analysis 

The procedure of data analysis of a stack has been discussed in detail above but 

there are some issues that need further exploration. 

Firstly, the fit coefficient of X-PEEM data is a relative contribution of each 

component to the detected photo emitted yield. How to obtain the thickness of each 

component? Section 4.6.1 discusses this issue in detail. 

Secondly, can we have a more detailed visualization on how proteins adsorb a 

surface? Section 4.6.2 deals with how to generate a map for protein distributions on a 

surface and a corresponding distribution histogram curve. 

Thirdly, it is mentioned that there are several approaches for mapping and curve 

fitting. Which of them is best? Here the different approaches are compared and the 

optimum choice is identified. All these issues are discussed in Section 4.6.3. 

Finally, analysis of C Is stacks was used to illustrate the procedures. Can similar 

quantitative information be obtained from stacks at N 1 s or 0 1 s edges? Sections 4.6.4, 

4.6.5 and 4.6.6 explore the analysis ofN Is and 0 Is stacks in the content of this study. 

§ 4.6.1 Normalization of X-PEEM Signals to The Total Sampling Depth 

The thickness scales for component maps are obtained by normalizing the sum of 

all components to the estimated total sampling depth of X-PEEM in the system. The 

sampling depth was measured using a series of PS films with different thicknesses: 2, 5, 

16 and 32 om. (See Chapter 3 for sample preparation). The spectra of the PS films with 

different thickness are plotted in Fig. 4.15 a). Photoemitted intensities at two energies 

(285.1 eV and 282 eV) were obtained from the spectra and are plotted in Fig. 4.15 b). 
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The signals saturate around 10 nm which is estimated to be the total sampling depth of PS 

film. 
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Fig. 4.15 a) Spectra ofPS films with different thicknesses; b) photo emitted intensities of 
bare PS film at 285.1 eV (triangle) and 282 eV (square) as a function of the thickness of 
the films. 

To derive absolute signals from X-PEEM data, each component map is added to 

give the map for the sum of components (sum-map). The centroid of the histogram ofthe 

sum-map is then normalized to 10 nm and the same normalization factor is used to 

normalize each component map, and the original intensity of the stack images. As shown 

in Fig. 4.12 h) the centroid of the histogram of sum-map is 10 nm after normalization. 

The thickness of each component is obtained by applying the same normalization factor. 

The curve fit of X-PEEM data normalized to the sampling depth gives the 

thickness of each component in each region. For example, Table 4.1 is the result for C Is 
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Table 4.1 Thickness of each component from linear regression curve fit of the masked 
spectra from PS, PMMA and PS/PMMA interface regions, from the CIs stack of 0.005 
mg/ml albumin covered PS/PMMA (uncertainty ± 0.1 nm). 

Area Component 
Thickness (nm/pixel) 

PS region PMMAregion PSIPMMA interface 

ROI-A PS 6.5 2.4 3.8 

(1) PMMA 1.6 6.4 3.8 

Albumin 1.9 1.1 2.3 

Sum 10.0 10.0 10.0 

ROI-A PS 6.5 2.2 3.7 

(2) PMMA 1.3 6.4 3.6 

Albumin 2.2 1.4 2.6 

Sum 10.0 10.0 10.0 

ROI-A PS 6.5 2.3 3.8 

(3) PMMA 1.5 6.5 3.7 

Albumin 2.0 1.2 2.5 

Sum 10.0 10.0 10.0 

ROI-A PS 6.5 2.2 3.7 

(4) PMMA 1.3 6.3 3.6 

Albumin 2.3 1.5 2.7 

Sum 10.0 10.0 10.0 

ROI-A PS 6.5 2.3 3.8 

(Whole PMMA 1.4 6.4 3.7 

area) Albumin 2.1 1.3 2.5 

Sum 10.0 10.0 10.0 

ROI-B PS 6.7 2.2 3.7 

PMMA 1.1 6.4 3.7 

Albumin 2.2 1.4 2.6 

Sum 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Standard deviation of 0.12 0.11 0.11 
albumin thickness 
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X-PEEM analysis of 0.005 mg/ml albumin covered PSIPMMA (unbuffered water 

solution, pH 7.2, 20 min adsorption at room temperature). These results are the analysis 

of stacks recorded on two regions of interest (ROI): ROI-A (- 10 x 10 Jlm2) and ROI-B 

(- 5 x 5 Jlm2). To check the uniformity of protein adsorption over a certain ROI, the 

ROI-A was divided into four nearly equal areas (-5 x 5 Jlm2): (1), (2), (3), and (4). The 

results from the four sub-areas of ROI-A are also listed in Table 4.1. We can see that the 

albumin thickness on each region (PS, PMMA, or PSIPMMA interfaces) obtained from 

either different areas of a ROI [ROI-A (1), (2), (3), (4), and (whole area)] or different 

ROIs (ROI-A, ROI-B) are almost the same. The standard deviation of the reported 

albumin thickness on each was calculated based on all the results on this region from 

different ROIs and different areas of a ROI. These standard deviations (- 0.1 nm) are 

listed in the last row of the table. The uncertainty of ± 0.1 nm, based on this and similar 

analysis of other samples, was estimated for albumin thickness measurements of all 

samples. 

§ 4.6.2 Protein Distribution On a Region 

Besides the protein thickness on a region, it is also possible to obtain the 

histogram of protein distribution on a region which helps to visualize how protein 

molecules distribute on that region. 

The sample of 0.005 mg/ml albumin (unbuffered water solution, pH 7.3, 

adsorption for 20 min at room temperature) covered PSIPMMA is used to illustrate how 

to obtain the histogram of albumin distribution on a region, for example, the PS region. 
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As shown in Fig. 4.16., by multiplying the albumin component map in a) and the PS 

component mask in b), one can obtain the map for the albumin distribution on the PS 

region (alb_on_PS) in c). The histogram of the alb_on_PS map is the histogram of 

albumin distribution on the PS region. This histogram is plotted in d), compared with the 

histogram of the albumin distribution on the whole surface which was derived from the 

map in a). 

The maps and histogram of alb_on _ PMMA and alb_on _interface can be obtained 

in a similar way. By coding the albumin distribution maps in different colors, one can get 

the albumin distribution on the whole surface, as shown in panel e) of Fig. 4.16, the red is 

albumin on the PS region, green is albumin on the PMMA region and blue is albumin on 

the interfacial region. The dark regions contain little albumin. A magnified view of the 

color-coded map for albumin distribution is shown in panel f) of Fig. 4.16. It shows that 

there is more albumin on the edges of the PMMA domains rather than the centers while 

albumin molecules are distributed more uniformly on the PS region. As seen in Fig. 3.4, 

the AFM of a PS/PMMA blend surface shows that the surface is very smooth. So I 

expect that different albumin distributions are mostly due to the chemical differences of 

the surface, different driving forces for protein adsorptions on different regions, protein 

structures, or other factors but not the surface roughness. 
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Fig. 4.16 a) albumin component map; b) PS component mask; c) Alb_on_PS map; d) 
histogram of album distribution on the whole surface (thinner curve) and on the PS region 
(thicker curve); e) color-coded albumin distribution map: red is alb_on_PS, green is 
alb_on_PMMA and blue is alb_on_interface. The dark regions have no albumin; t) a 
clearer view of color-coded albumin distribution map, cropped from a region in e). 

§ 4.6.3 C1s Stacks: Different Mapping Fitting Approaches 

As discussed above, there are three approaches for mapping: SF, SVD, and CGO. 

There are two approaches for curve fit: linear regression and CGO. Which approach is the 

best choice? The adsorption of 0.005 mg/ml albumin from de-ionized water onto a 

PSIPMMA blend is chosen as an example. The CIs stack is 327_049 (2-bunch, March 

The component maps from the three approaches look almost the same (not 

presented here but they are all similar to Fig. 4.12). However the different approaches of 
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fitting give different quantitative results. The results from different mappings and curve 

fittings are summarized in Table 4.2. The histograms of albumin thickness from different 

mapping approaches are plotted in Fig. 4.17. The centroid numbers of albumin thickness 

histograms are also listed in Table 4.2 for comparison. 

Table 4.2 Albumin thickness ofO.005mg/ml albumin covered PSIPMMA, obtained by 
different mapping and curve fit approaches. 

Map Curve fit Alb on Alb on Alb on - Preference factorsa of 
PS PMMA Interface albumin on 

PS/PMMAllnterface 
Fit Hist Fit Hist Fit Hist Fit Hist 

Linear 2.1 1.3 2.5 1.6/1.011.9 
SF eGO 2.5 2.1 1.9 1.3 

r--
3.1 2.5 1.3/1.0/1.6 1.611.0/1.9 

eGOb 2.1 1.3 
;--

2.5 1.6/1.0/1.9 
SVD Linear 2.1 1.3 2.5 1.6/1.0/1.9 

2.5 
r---

2.0 
r--

3.1 1.3/1.0/1.6 or eGO 2.5 rl2- ~ 1.3/1.0/1.6 
eGO eGob 2.1 1.3 2.5 1.6/1.011.9 

a The thicknesses are scaled so that the thickness of albumin on PMMA is equal to one; 
bwith linear background subtraction. 

Based on Table 4.2 and Fig.4.16, a few observations can be made: 

a) SVD and eGO derived maps have similar histograms of albumin distributions, but SF 

is different from both. 

b) For different mapping methods, the same curve fit method has the same results. For 

example, the linear regression fit of the masked spectra from both SF and SVD maps 

has the same results. 

c) eGO and linear regression curve fits have different results but eGO curve fit with 

linear background subtraction has the same results as linear regression fit. 
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d) For SF mapping, only the results from the linear regression (or CGO with linear 

subtraction) are consistent with the result from the histograms. 

d) For SVD and CGO maps, only the results from the CGO curve fit are consistent with 

the result from the histograms. 

For the same curve fit method, either linear regression or CGO, different 

mappings have the same results. This is because the masked spectra derived from the 

composite maps obtained by the different mapping methods are the same for each region. 

However, linear regression and CGO fittings give different results. Using histograms as a 

criterion, the centroid of protein distribution histogram curve on a region should be equal 

to the protein thickness on this region derived from curve fit. When SF is used for 

mapping, the linear regression curve fit is the more reasonable choice (both have the ao 

term and thus the curve fit has the same result as histograms). When SVD or CGO is 

used for mapping, the CGO curve fit is the more reasonable choice (no ao term). 

However, based on CIs stacks it is hard to justify which mappings is the best, SF or 

SVD/CGO? SF combined linear regression curve fit shows larger differences in albumin 

preference over different regions (1.6/1.0/1.9) than SVD/CGO mapping combined with 

CGO curve fit (1.3/1.0/1.6). 
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Fig. 4.17 Histograms of albumin thickness on different regions, obtained by different 
mapping approaches. (0.005 mg/ml albumin covered PSIPMMA blend.) 
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§ 4.6.4 N1s Stacks: Different Fitting Approaches 

N Is data from the same sample (adsorption of 0.005 mg/ml albumin from de-

ionized water onto a PS/PMMA blend), and the same AOI is used to explore the relative 

merits ofN Is and C Is signals for protein mapping. 

The reference spectra used for the N 1 s edge are shown in Fig. 4.11. The 

component maps generated from SF and SVD mapping of N 1 s data are presented in 

Fig.4.18. The numbers shown in the right hand side of each component map are the 

thickness of this component. The color-coded maps of PS /PMMA (red) and albumin 

(blue) are also presented in the bottom row ofFig.4.18, along with the histograms of 

PS/PMMA, albumin components and the sum of each components. The centroid of the 

sum of each component is normalized to the total sampling depth of 10 nm. As shown in 

Fig.4.11, PS and PMMA do not have nitrogen and thus their spectra are a similarly 

sloping curve at the Nls edge. The mapping was done using a computed PS reference 

spectrum and the experimental albumin reference spectrum. The 'PS' map derived in this 

fit is thus the sum of PS and PMMA signals since it is impossible to differentiate PS and 

PMMA at N 1 s edge. After normalizing the sum of all components to the total sampling 

depth of 10 nm, the thickness ofPSIPMMA from SF is abnormal large (much larger than 

the total sampling depth of 10 nm) but the corresponding thickness from SVD is in the 

normal range. The color-code maps from SF and SVD show similar albumin 

distributions but the quality of the map from SVD is much better. These differences 

result from the additional "constant" term in SF. The spectra of PS and PMMA in the N 

1 s region do not have any spectral structure and thus an additional constant makes the 
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mapping in SF overly flexible (constant and the PS spectrum are very similar) and 

produces problems. Thus, for N Is (and also 0 Is), SVD (or CGO) is preferred over SF 

for mapping. 

Stack Fit 
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Fig. 4.18 The composition maps of the Nls stack ofO.005mg/ml albumin covered 
PSIPMMA: maps from stack fit (left) and SVD (right). The bottom row is the color
coded maps of PSIPMMA (red) and albumin (blue), and the histograms of different 
components: PSIPMMA, albumin and sum of each component. 
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The curve fits (left) of masked N Is spectra are shown in Fig.4.19, along with the 

masks of each region (right). Here the fitting curves from different fitting methods are 

compared with the experimental spectra. It is clear that the linear regression curve fit 

gives a much better fit to the experimental spectra than CGO curve fit. Fig. 4.20 shows 

the fitting curve and the contributions from each component. 

17.6 
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·2 
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.!. 16.2 
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- Experiment 
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Fig.4.19 Experimental N Is spectra and fitting curves by linear regression and CGO 
fittings in different regions (PS, PMMA and interface) (left) and corresponding masks of 
the different regions (right). (0.005 mg/ml albumin covered PSIPMMA blend.) 
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Fig. 4.20 Curve fit of the masked spectra ofPS (a), PMMA(b), and PSIPMMA interface 
(c) from the N 1 s stack of O.005mg/ml albumin covered PSIPMMA: data - points with 
error bar; fit - thick solid line; components - thin lines as labeled. 
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§ 4.6.5 0 1s Stacks: Different Fitting Approaches 

The same sample as used for illustrating C Is and N Is stacks is chosen to explore 

the 0 1 s stack analysis: adsorption of 0.005 mg/ml albumin from de-ionized water onto a 

PS/PMMA blend. The N Is stack 327_051 (2-bunch, March 27th
, 2005) was recorded on 

the same AlO, following the C Is and N Is stacks. 

The reference spectra used for the 0 Is edge are shown in Fig. 4.11. The 

component maps generated from SF and SVD mapping are presented in Fig. 4.21. The 

numbers shown in the right hand side of each component map is the minimum and 

maximum of the thickness of this component. The color-coded maps ofPS (red), PMMA 

(green) and albumin (blue) are also presented in the bottom row of Fig. 4.21. SF 

mapping gives the wrong map and thickness for PS component (domains are 

discontinuous in the PS map). The constant map of SF mapping shows strong PS 

patterned domains. As with the N 1 s case, SVD mapping is better than SF mapping for 0 

Is signals. However, the color-coded map from SVD mapping shows different albumin 

preference compared with the map from the CIs stack in Fig. 4.12 and the Nls stack in 

Fig. 4.18. 

The curve fits (right) of masked spectra at the 01s edge are shown in Fig. 4.22, 

along with the masks of each region (left). Different from the Nls edge, the different 

approaches of curve fits give similar fitting curves at the 01 sedge. 
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Fig. 4. 21 Composition maps of the 01s stack ofO.OOSmglml albumin covered 
PSIPMMA: maps from stack fit (left) and SVD (right). In the color-coded maps, red is 
PS, green is PMMA and blue is albumin. The distribution histograms of each component 
(PS, PMMA and albumin) and sum of each component are shown in the bottom row. 
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PS mask 

Fig. 4.22 Experimental 01 s spectra and fitting curves by linear regression and CGO 
fittings in different regions (PS, PMMA and interface) (left) and corresponding masks of 
the different regions (right). (0.005 mg/ml albumin covered PS/PMMA blend.) 
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§ 4.6.6 Comparison of Results from C 1 s, N 1 s, and 0 1 s Signals From The 
SameAOI 

The same sample (adsorption of 0.005 mg/ml albumin from de-ionized water onto 

a PS/PMMA blend) was used to explore the different mapping and fitting approaches at 

the Cis, N Is and Ols edges. 

When going from one edge to another edge, the AOI can move (misalignment of 

the stacks at different edges) due to changed trajectory of the photon beam. As shown in 

Fig. 4.23, the interface mask generated from the Cis stack is used to monitor such 

misalignment. When the Cis mask is superimposed on the N I sand 01 s stacks, the 

interface Cis mask does not match to the interface of the PS/PMMA in the N I sand 0 I s 

stacks. There are two ways to solve such issues: the first way is to align the images of 

different stacks at different edges and the second way is to generate individual masks for 

each stack at different edges. However the second way is not practical since the mapping 

for the Nls stack does not give reasonable PSIPMMA pattern. Fig. 4.24 (a) shows the 

mask ofPMMA generated from the PSIPMMA map (SVD) of an N 1s stack (see Fig. 

4.18 for the component maps). By aligning the Nls stack with two images at 285.1 and 

288.5 eV from the Cis stack (the two images at 285.1 and 288.5 eV in the Cis stack are 

chosen since they give the pattern of the PS and PMMA domains). Fig. 4.24 (b) shows 

the PMMA mask generated from the aligned image (aligned with Nls stack) at 288.5 eV. 

These two masks are quite different from each other and the difference is shown in Fig. 

4.24 (c). The two masks only share the common regions in white-highlighted. The 

yellow-highlighted region only belongs to the mask in (a) while the blue-highlighted 

region only belongs to the mask in (b). Therefore it is necessary to use the Cis stack to 
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define the mask in the Nls stack. This is because the contrast ofPS and PMMA are 

strong enough in the PS/PMMA map from solely the Nl s stack. The masks generated 

from the CIs images after alignment are good masks for the N 1 s stack, as shown in the 

right hand side of Fig. 4.19. 

Fig. 4.23 Interface mask (green) from the CIs stack superimposed on a Nls and 01s 
stack. 

Fig. 4.24 Masks ofPMMA from two different ways: a) from the Nls stack; b) from the 
CIs image, and c) the comparison of the two masks: white- the overlapped mask of the 
two masks in a) and b); blue- the mask from b) only; yellow-the mask from a) only. 
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Table 4.3 summarizes the quantitative results from fitting at CIs, Nis and Ois 

edges. The albumin thickness on each region (PS, PMMA and interface) of the same 

surface is NOT consistent between the stacks at recorded the three different edges. From 

the ratio of albumin distribution on different regions, the CIs stack or the N 1 s stack is 

qualitatively consistent but the 01s stack is not qualitatively consistent with either of the 

CIs stack or the N 1 s stack. Why does the 0 1 s stack show qualitatively different 

albumin preference to those of the C Is and N Is stacks? One explanation is that the 0 Is 

stack is damaged since it was recorded after the successive measurements of the CIs and 

N Is stacks on the same AOI. 

Table 4.3 Signals of albumin on different regions at different edges recorded under the 
same AOI. 

Region C Is (SF) N Is (SVD) o Is (SVD) 

Component Thickness Thickness Thickness 
(nm) (nm) (nm) 

PS 6.5 
7.4 

7.8 
PS 

PMMA 1.4 2.0 

Album 2.1 2.6 0.2 

PS 2.3 4.4 
PMMA PMMA 6.4 9.6 4.8 

Album 1.3 0.4 0.8 

PS 3.8 8.5 5.6 
Interface PMMA 3.7 3.5 

Album 2.5 1.5 0.9 

Preference factor of 1.6/1.0/1.9 6.5/1.0/3.8 0.2/1.0/1.1 
albumin on 
PSIPMMAlInterface 
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Based on the above explorations, CIs stacks are the best stacks for quantitative 

analysis for our system since each component have its characteristic absorption structure 

at C Is edge. 
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Concentration and exposure-time dependence 

for albumin adsorption 

Reprinted with pennission from Journal of Physical Chemistry B 2006, 110, 

16763-16773, Li Li, Adam P. Hitchcock, Nicholas Robar, Rena Cornelius, John L. Brash, 

Andreas Scholl, and Andrew Dora, "X-ray Microscopy Studies of Protein Adsorption on 

a Phase-Segregated Polystyrene/Polymethyl Methacrylate Surface. 1. Concentration and 

Exposure-Time Dependence for Albumin Adsorption" Copyright 2006, American 

Chemical Society" 

The published paper contains totally 11 pages (Page 117~ 127). Including this 

cover page (Page 116), Chapter 5 then contains totally 12 pages. 
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X-ray photoemission electron microscopy using synchrotron radiation illumination has been used to measure 
the spatial distributions of albumin on a phase-segregated polystyrene/poly(methyl methacrylate) (PSIPMMA) 
polymer thin film following adsorption from unbuffered, deionized aqueous solutions under a range of solution 
concentrations and exposure times. Chemical mapping of the albumin, PS, and PMMA shows that the 
distribution of albumin on different adsorption sites (PS, PMMA, and the interface between the PS and PMMA 
domains) changes depending on the concentration of the albumin solution and the exposure time. The preferred 
sites of absorption at low concentration and short exposure are the PSIPMMA interfaces. Albumin shows a 
stronger preference for the PS domains than the PMMA domains. The exposure-time dependence suggests 
that a dynamic equilibrium between albumin in solution and adsorbed on PS domains is established in a 
shorter time than is required for equilibrating albumin between the solution and the PMMA domains. The 
explanation of these preferences in terms of possible adsorption mechanisms is discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Protein adsorption on solid surfaces is a very complex process 
that depends on various interactions between protein and 
substrate, as well as the state of hydration of the protein and 
the surface, the structure of the protein, and the presence of 
other components such as buffer salts, coadsorbed species. 1 
Understanding and controlling protein adsorption is an important 
issue in biomaterials since it is known that protein adsorption 
is the first event in the interaction of tissue with a material. 
Different techniques have been used to study protein adsorption, 
including Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTJR),2 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR),3-S ellipsometry,5,6 atomic 
force microscopy (AFM),7,8 surface matrix-assisted laser de
sorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS),9 secondary 
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), IO,ll X-ray photoelectron spec
troscopy (XPS),12,13 quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), 14,15 and 
radiolabeling.16 While these techniques provide good analytical 
sensitivity, in many cases they do not provide chemically 
specific identification, and in others, they are not able to 
visualize and thus locate sites of protein adsorption on laterally 
heterogeneous surfaces. AFM has excellent spatial resolution 
but only limited chemical sensitivity. SIMS combines both 
chemical identification and mapping, but its spatial resolution 
is currently of the order of I fim. In many biomaterials 
applications a major effort is underway to control protein 
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adsorption by structuring andlor chemical patterning the surface 
at a sub-micrometer scale. 17- 19 Analytical tools such as that 
described in this work can provide useful feedback to assist 
such developments. At a more fundamental level, it is of interest 
to understand protein-surface interactions in more detail, 
particularly as related to the role of surface properties such as 
hydrophobicity and chemical functionality. The use of surfaces 
that present distinct regions having different surface properties 
in close proximity gives the possibility to investigate the effect 
of these properties "simultaneously" in a single material, on a 
competitive basis. Adsorption site preference on such surfaces 
is of interest from both kinetic and thermodynamic viewpoints. 
A kinetics perspective raises questions such as location of first 
attachment and the evolution of regional preference over time 
as the surface fills. This has been studied previously with much 
more limited spatial sensitivity using protein adsorption on 
surfaces with a compositional and thus hydrophobicity gradi
ent.20,21 In this work the ability of X-ray spectromicroscopy to 
map protein distributions relative to surface domains at high 
resolution is used to study competitive adsorption on a chemi
cally heterogeneous surface. 

Recently, we demonstrated that synchrotron-based soft X-ray 
microscopy techniques can provide the required combination 
of chemical sensitivity, spatial resolution, and surface sensitivity. 
Specifically, we have shown that scanning transmission X-ray 
microscopy (STXM) can detect protein on complex polymer 
surfaces, both in the dried state and fully hydrated state.22 We 
have also shown that X-ray photoemission electron microscopy 
(X-PEEM) can map polymer surfaces at high spatial resolution 
(~80 nm).23 X-PEEM was shown to be capable of identifying 
preferred sites of fibrinogen attachment at submonolayer levels 
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on a phase-segregated polystyrene/poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PSIPMMA) blend surface.24 

Here we report the first of a series of papers describing a 
systematic investigation by X-PEEM and STXM of the adsorp
tion of human serum albumin (HSA) on the surface of a PSI 
PMMA blend at different conditions of concentration, exposure 
time, pH, temperature, ionic strength, and competitve adsorption. 
This first paper focuses on methodological issues, and the use 
of X-PEEM to probe the location of HSA on the PSIPMMA 
blend surface when adsorbed from deionized water solutions 
of various concentrations and after different exposure times. 

2. Experimental Section 

2.1. Materials. 2.1.1. Substrate. PS (MW = 1.07 M, a = 
1.06) and PMMA (MW = 312 K, a = 1.01) were obtained 
from Polymer Source Inc. and were used without further 
purification. A 30:70 wlw PSIPMMA (1 wt %) toluene (Aldrich, 
99.S% anhydrous) solution was spun cast (4000 rpm, 40 s) onto 
clean O.S x O.S cm native oxide Si wafers (111) (Wafer World, 
Inc.), which had previously been degreased with trichloroeth
ylene (Aldrich, +99.5% pure), acetone (Burdick & Jackson, 
HPLC grade), and methanol (Caledon), and then rinsed under 
running deionized water. The PS:PMMAISi substrates were 
annealed at 160°C for 12 h in a vacuum oven at a pressure of 
~ 1 0-4 Torr. Noncontact mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
measurements were used to measure the thickness of the PS: 
PMMA polymer film. The step height in the region of a fine 
scratch showed the film to be 40-50 nm thick. The discrete 
domains are ovoid PMMA islands with 500-S00 nm width, 
separated by a similarly sized continuous domain of PS. Both 
the PS and PMMA domains also contain microdomains at the 
10-200 nm size scale, amounting to ~20% of the majority 
domain. It is not clear why the minority PS component (30 wt 
%) forms the continuous domain, but the same morphology is 
observed for this type of spun-coat sample over a range of PSI 
PMMA compositions and molecular weights.23 

2.1.2. Albumin. Human serum albumin (HSA) was obtained 
from Behringwerke AG, Marburg, Germany, and found to be 
homogeneous as judged by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacry
lamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). All the albumin 
solutions used in this work were prepared from deionized (DI) 
water. The 0.005, om, and 0.05 mg/mL albumin solutions were 
prepared by successive dilution from a 0.1 mg/mL albumin stock 
solution. Albumin is highly soluble and does not denature in 
deionized water unless heated above 70°C and under strong 
alkaline conditions.25 The pH of the unbuffered albumin 
solutions was measured to be 7.2 ± 0.2, slightly more acidic 
than physiological pH. We have also studied the adsorption of 
albumin from phosphate saline buffer (PSB) solutions. It is well
known that the change in ionic strength of a solution will affect 
the range of electrostatic interactions. Indeed, as will be 
presented elsewhere, changing from deionized water to PSB 
leads to some differences in the adsorption site preferences for 
albumin, although smaller than those found in our previous study 
on fibrinogen adsorption.24 We present these results for adsorp
tion from Dr water as a base for comparison to the other aspects 
of this extended study. 

2.2. Protein Exposure. To prepare samples for the concen
tration-<iependence study, three wells of a Fisher multiwell plate 
(1 cm diameter well) were filled with albumin solutions of 
different concentrations. The remaining wells were filled with 
deionized water. A piece of the PSIPMMAISi substrate was 
introduced into each albumin solution and then the plate was 
shaken gently in the horizontal direction to expel any air bubbles 
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that may have formed on the substrate surfaces. After 20 min 
exposure, each substrate was taken out of the albumin solution 
and incubated in fresh deionized water in another well. After 2 
min, the substrate was moved to another cell with fresh 
deionized water. This washing procedure was repeated four 
times for each substrate. The albumin-covered PSIPMMA 
sample was then removed from the final well and dried by 
carefully touching the edge of the Si wafer with lens paper. 
For the exposure-time-dependence study, the PSIPMMA sample 
was exposed to a 0.01 mg/mL albumin solution for times of 5, 
20, and 60 min. 

2.3. X-PEEM. The X-PEEM (PEEM2) at ALS bending 
magnet beamline 7.3.1 26 was used for this study. The principles 
and performance of the instrument have been presented exten
sively elsewhere.26 A schematic of the instrument is given in 
Figure 1 of ref 23. Briefly, the sample is illuminated by 
monochromatic X-rays, and the photoejected electrons are 
extracted into an electrostatic imaging column by a high electric 
field between the sample and the objective lens and transported 
with controlled magnification to a CCD camera. From the 
perspective of X-ray absorption, X-PEEM is a variant of the 
total electron yield method, which strongly emphasizes low 
kinetic energy secondary electrons. The sampling depth (lie) 
of X-PEEM for polymers has been measured as 4 nm,27 with 
signals effectively being integrated over the outer 10 nm of the 
sample. In this work, the light employed was elliptically 
polarized with 70-80% right circularly polarized light. The 
electrostatic field at the sample was 9 kV/mm. The projector 
voltage was then adjusted such that the resulting field-of-view 
was between 40 and 60 !lm. 

Image sequences28 at the Cis edge were recorded from 
several different areas of the sample and analyzed using 
techniques described below to derive quantitative maps of the 
PS, PMMA, and HSA distributions. In contrast to X-PEEM of 
hard materials, there are many challenges ofX-PEEM measure
ments of radiation-sensitive organic soft matter. Since the 
previous X-PEEM work on PSI PMMA23 and fibrinogen
covered PSIPMMA,24 we have optimized sample preparation, 
data acquisition, and data analysis procedures extensively. The 
PS:PMMA layer is kept thin « 50 nm) and flat (~ 1 0 nm rms) 
in order to avoid discharges. A 100 nm thick Ti filter is used to 
reduce second-order light in the Cis region. The radiation 
damage rates for all three components have been characterized.27 
To reduce radiation exposure, a fast shutter has been imple
mented which, when used to blank the beam between successive 
data points, reduces exposure to < 50% of that used during 
previous acquisition protocols. The incident flux was reduced 
to minimize damage while still providing adequate spectral 
resolution (the mechanism to reduce flux involves masking prior 
to the grating which reduces the grating illumination and, if 
done excessively, leads to degradation of the spectral resolution). 
With these improvements, our implementation of X-PEEM to 
these biomaterials studies has evolved to the point where 
radiation-sensitive systems such as PMMA can be measured 
with minimal artifacts. 

3. Data Analysis 

3.1. Reference Spectra. The spectra of PS, PMMA, and 
human serum albumin (HSA) were recorded using scanning 
transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) on free-standing thin 
films (pS, PMMA) or as a solvent-cast deposit on a silicon 
nitride window (HSA). The STXM energy scale was calibrated 
using the sharp C Is ~ Rydberg lines in CO2.29 The calibrated 
spectra were set to an absolute linear absorption scale by scaling 
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Figure 1. (a) C Is X-ray absorption spectra of polystyrene (PS, red), 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, green), and human serum albumin 
(HSA, blue) recorded from pure materials. The spectra are plotted on 
an absolute linear absorption scale (with offsets). The gray lines indicate 
the elemental response.32 (b) Expanded comparison of the near edge 
region. 

to match the elemental response of I nm at bulk densities (pps 
= 1.05, PPMMA = 1.18, PHSA = 1.030), computed from standard 
tables of elemental X-ray absorption.31 .32 These linear absorption 
spectra were the reference spectra used in fitting the Cis image 
sequences of HSA-covered PSIPMMA. Although the energy 
resolution ofSTXM (0.1-0.2 eV) is better than that ofX-PEEM 
(0.4-0.5 eV), the sharpest features in the X-PEEM spectra of 
the samples studied in this work have the same width as their 
counterparts in the STXM reference spectra due to the natural 
breadth of the peaks. Furthermore, as discussed in the next 
section, the recorded X-PEEM stacks are Io-normalized using 
corrections for systematic line shape distortions that would 
otherwise give different X-PEEM and STXM line shapes. For 
these reasons it is reasonable to use the STXM reference spectra 
for the analysis of the X-PEEM measurements. 

Figure I presents the optical linear absorption spectra of pure 
PS, PMMA, and albumin thin films in the C Is regions. The 
dark-gray lines are the computed elemental response.32 All three 
materials exhibit distinct Cis spectra. The PS spectrum is 
dominated by the strong C Is(C=C) - Jr*c-c transition at 285.1 
eV. The albumin and PMMA spectra are each dominated by 
strong C Is(C=O) - Jr*c-o transitions. However, the Jr*c-o 
peak in albumin occurs at 288.20(6) eV, 0.25(8) eV below the 
Jr*c-o peak in PMMA which occurs at 288.45(6) eV. The 0.25 
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e V energy shift is mainly associated with the change in energy 
of the Cis level since the carbonyl carbon is in a less 
electronegative environment in the amide (R-CONH) than in 
the ester (R-COOMe). This shift is small but clear and has been 
documented previously.24 It forms the basis for chemical 
differentiation of albumin (and other proteins) from PMMA (and 
other esters). In addition, the shape of the low-energy side of 
the Jr* c-o peak is different in the two species. These differences 
assist differentiation of PMMA and albumin and thus the 
accuracy of the mapping is improved when longer range image 
sequences are used. 

There are many factors in addition to the X-ray absorption 
coefficient that determine the signal strength from a given point 
on a surface, and thus the image contrast in X-PEEM. However, 
for a flat sample, with materials likely to have similar work 
function and similar scattering and propagation properties for 
low-energy electrons, and in the absence of any charging effects 
(all the case here), the X-ray absorption factor should dominate 
the response. Thus, although fully quantitative results require 
accurate information about the material dependence of sampling 
depth and electron propagation, we believe the approach used 
in this work, which uses quantitative reference spectra of the 
pure materials and a measured sampling depth, will give results 
for which the relative quantization of albumin on different parts 
of the surface is meaningful, and that the quantization will suffer 
at most from small systematic errors. 

3.2. Chemical Mapping. Each image sequence was normal
ized to ring current and the 10 signal from an HF etched Si 
wafer recorded under the same acquisition conditions. The 10 
signal was divided by the intrinsic X-ray absorption of Sj32 and 
also by a linear energy term to account for the bolometric 
response function of this type of detection.33 Since the energy 
scale of the ALS 7.3.1 beamline can change significantly from 
day to day, each image sequence was carefully calibrated to 
set the position of the peak of the (asymmetric) Cis - Jr*c-c 
transition of the PS domains to 285.15 eV. 

The normalized image stack was analyzed using the "stack 
fit" routine34 implemented in the analysis package, aXis2000.35 

This routine performs a least-squares fit to the spectrum at each 
pixel in an image sequence to a linear combination of the 
reference spectra of the pure materials, and to an additional 
"constant" (energy-independent) term. The fit coefficients are 
then assembled to form component maps which are maps of 
the spatial distribution of each component in the area imaged. 
Because the reference spectra are quantitative (the intensity scale 
of each one is the signal expected from I nm of the material at 
bulk density), the intensities of the component maps are correct 
relative to each other. To give an absolute "thickness" scale to 
the component maps, it is necessary to set the scale for the total 
thickness. This is estimated to be 10 nm, based on the results 
ofX-PEEM measurements ofa series of pure PS thin films of 
varying thickness.28 In the case of the albumin map it is 
important to note that thickness is "quantized" by the finite size 
of the molecule. If albumin is aligned with its smallest dimension 
(4 nm) normal to the surface, a thickness of I nm in a given 
region should be interpreted as one-fourth of the surface of that 
region being covered by a monolayer of albumin while the other 
three-fourths of the region is bare. Effectively, the thickness 
scale for the albumin component can be re-interpreted as a 
coverage scale, with a value of 4 nm representing saturated 
monolayer coverage. 

As an example of this process, the results from a stack fit 
analysis of the Cis X-PEEM data for albumin adsorption from 
a 0.005 mglmL solution for 20 min are presented in Figure 2 
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Figure 2. Component maps of (a) PS, (b) PMMA, and (c) albumin 
for a PSfPMMMA blend substrate exposed to a 0.005 mg/mL HSA 
aqueous solution for 20 min, derived from pixel-by-pixel curve fits of 
a C Is image sequence. The numbers in Ibe upper and lower right of 
each component map are limits oflbe thickness gray scales in nm. (d) 
Sum oflbe PS, PMMA, and albumin thickness component maps. (e) 
Histograms of the component and sum maps. The narrow distribution 
of the sum supports our assumption of similar work function and 
sampling deplb for the various surface regions (PS, PMMA, and 
interface). The average value of the sum was set to 10 nm to set Ibe 
Ibickness scale. (1) Map oflbe residual oflbe fit. The gray scale in the 
latter case is the deviation ofthe fit and Ibe measured signal, averaged 
over all energies. 

in the fonn of maps of each component: (a) PS, (b) PMMA, 
(c) albumin, as well as (d) the sum of these components, (e) 
histograms of the thicknesses for each component and the sum, 
and (f) the residual of the fit. The grayscale limits are the 
minimum and maximum thickness per pixel. Lighter intensities 
indicate locations where there is more of that component. The 
thickness values were obtained by nonnalizing the sum of all 
three component map signals to the estimated total sampling 
depth of 10 nm. Note that the summed signal (Figure 2d) is 
quite constant over the field of view, with a variation of about 
15%. Tills supports our assumption that the sampling depth is 
similar in the chemically different regions. The component maps 
show that the PS domains are continuous and the PMMA 
domains are discontinuous, as found in previous studies of PSI 

Li et al. 

PMMA blends prepared from high MW PS and PMMA.23 At 
neutral pH, the HSA molecule has a size of ~4 x 4 x 14 nm 
in its folded form. Surface plasmon resonance studies of albumin 
adsorbed on a pure polystyrene surface36 have been interpreted 
in terms of a preferred adsorption geometry with the albumin 
molecule aligned with its long axis parallel to the surface. Thus, 
the albumin thickness values of <4 nm found for all of the 
surfaces studied in this work correspond to adsorption at less 
than one monolayer. This is also consistent with radio-labeling 
results from similar preparations.17 

Figure 3a displays a color-coded composite map, which 
reveals the spatial correlation of the chemical components. This 
is obtained by combining the component maps of PS, PMMA, 
and albumin, with the PS signal in red, the PMMA signal in 
green, and the HSA signal in blue. In Figure 3a the intensity 
scale for each color is set so that the full range of each 
component is mapped to the full 0-255 range. Note that, to 
see details more clearly, Figure 3 displays only the central 17 
!lm x 17 !lm region of the full image shown in Figure 2. The 
color-coded map shows a distinct blue band at the interface 
between the PS and PMMA domains. The discontinuous PMMA 
domains are turquoise rather than green, indicating the presence 
of HSA on their surface, while the continuous PS domains are 
purple, indicating significant HSA also on the PS domains. 
Fibrinogen was also found to show interface preference when 
it adsorbed on to similar PSIPMMA substrates from unbuffered 
aqueous solutions.24 

To obtain the amount of albumin on different regions, signals 
specific to the PS and PMMA domains were extracted by using 
threshold masking of the component maps to select only those 
pixels where the signal was above a defined threshold. The 
interface signal from a ~80 nm band at the PS-PMMA 
interface was obtained by selecting those pixels not present in 
either the masked PS or masked PMMA maps. The amount of 
each component (pS, PMMA, and albumin) in each region [PS, 
PMMA, and interface] was then obtained by fitting the extracted 
spectrum using the same reference spectra used in generating 
the component maps by the stack fit. Figure 3b displays the 
masks while panels (c-e) of Figure 3 display the curve fit to 
each extracted spectrum. The intensities in these spectra are 
those obtained after adjusting the spectral intensity scale by the 
same factor which gave a thickness of 10 nm for the average 
of the sum of the component maps. The points with estimated 
uncertainties are the experimental spectra. The dark solid curves 
are the fits to the masked experimental spectra and the color 
curves are the weighted reference spectra. The results of these 
fits are reported in Table 1. 

3.3. Histogram Analysis ofthe Albumin Distributions. To 
further investigate the changes in albumin thickness on the 
different regions with changes in concentration and exposure 
times, the albumin maps were segmented into three regions [pS, 
PMMA, and interface] and then histograms of those signals were 
derived. The same masks of the PS, PMMA, and PSIPMMA 
interface regions used to extract the spectra subjected to the 
curve fit were used to subdivide the albumin component map 
into three parts-albumin-on-PS, albumin-on-PMMA, and 
albumin-on-interface-by taking the product of the albumin 
component map with each mask. The histograms of each of 
those spatially segregated albumin signals are presented and 
discussed in the Results section. 

3.4. Verification of Precision and Accuracy. Since the 
contributions of the albumin signal to the total signal are small 
and the changes in the amounts of absorbed HSA with exposure 
conditions are relatively even smaller, to build confidence in 
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Figure 3. (a) Color-coded component map (left top, rescaled) for the 
(0.005 mg/mL, 20 min) albumin-covered PSIPMMA blend sample. The 
color wheel which allows the viewer to determine the composition in 
mixed regions. (b) Masks used to extract spectra of specific regions. 
[red = PS > 4 nm, green = PMMA > 4 nm, blue = PSIPMMA 
interface (all pixels not identified in the masks of the PS and PMMA 
domains)]. (c-e) Curve fits to the average C Is spectra extracted from 
the masked regions (data, points; fit, thick solid line; components, thin 
lines). 

our results, we carefully examined the various steps used to 
optimize the analytical methodology. 

First, at least two measurements were made for each of the 
adsorption conditions. To minimize the radiation damage, each 
measurement was performed on a fresh area. The albumin 
distributions derived from the repeat results were in agreement 
within the estimated uncertainties. 

Second, the spatial distribution of albumin on the surface has 
also been evaluated by measuring the N 1 s edge. The N I s signal 
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is a good indicator of the amount of albumin present since 
albumin is the only species with a N Is signal. However, the N 
Is signal is much weaker than the C Is signal, and thus the N 
1 s edge is less sensitive than the Cis edge for quantitative 
measurements. In addition, the N I s signals do not give a 
specific measure of the PS and PMMA components of the 
substrate, although the morphology is readily visible due to the 
differences in elemental composition of PS and PMMA. The 
N Is results (not shown in this work) are generally in agreement 
with those from the Cis edge, especially in terms of trends, 
but there are some quantitative disagreements. Given that the 
Cis signal has a balanced sensitivity to all three chemical 
components, we have chosen to present only the Cis results. 
We are still exploring how to improve the accuracy and 
reliability of the N Is measurement. We are also exploring how 
to optimize 0 1 s edge measurements as an additional source of 
chemical mapping information. PS is spectroscopically silent 
at the 0 I s edge, and the radiation damage rate is higher at the 
o Is edge than the Cis edge. Thus, of the three possible edges, 
the 0 1 s edge provides the least specific and most unreliable 
information about this particular system. 

Third, in addition to the threshold masking technique 
described in the preceding paragraph, which provides a con
venient "single number" evaluation of spatial distributions, the 
spatial distributions on the three chemically distinct regions of 
the sample were characterized by examining the histograms of 
pixel values of albumin thickness. The method was described 
in detail in the previous section. Here, we note that these 
distributions are broad relative to the mean thickness. This width 
reflects the distribution of albumin thicknesses and not the 
statistical uncertainty. When the spectra from a grouping of 
pixels at a particular thickness level are selected, and the 
spectrum of each of those pixels is analyzed independently, the 
standard deviation of the derived albumin thickness from those 
repeat analyses is of the order of 0.1 nm, whereas the histogram 
peaks have widths (fWhm) of the order of 1.5 nm. 

Fourth, there are a number of parameters in the analysis which 
can potentially affect the results. These include choice of fitting 
method (stack-fit versus SVD34), the fine details of the reference 
spectra used (e.g., from PEEM versus from STXM, compensa
tion for differences in energy resolution ofPEEM versus STXM, 
elimination of small effects of radiation damage in the reference 
spectra, etc.), and the energy range of the spectral data employed 
(ideally, one wants to have as many energies where the X-ray 
absorption of the components differ substantially, but relatively 
few energies where the X-ray absorption ofthe components is 
the same; however, if too few energies are used, the statistical 
quality is reduced). All these factors were investigated in 
considerable detail. All reasonable choices gave similar quan
titative results, and the same qualitative trends. The results 
presented herein represent the best choice of methodology, 
which is based on an extensive exploration of a complex and 
highly coupled parameter space. 

In summary, we believe these results and the estimated errors 
cited represent a "best case" analysis. Clearly, systematic errors 
are possible. For example, if one changed the depth to which 
the total thickness is normalized, the amounts of protein would 
change in proportion. We justify the choice of 10 nm as the 
total depth contributing to the measured signal because the 
sampling depth for PS (thickness for which the signal drops by 
lie) has been measured to be 4 ± 1 nm.27 As is typical of 
systematic errors, selection of a different value to normalize 
the total thickness would change the reported albumin thick
nesses by an amount larger than our estimated precision. 
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TABLE 1: Concentration Dependence of Adsorption of HSA on PSIPMMA from De-ionized Water Solution: Composition of 
PS, PMMA, and PSIPMMA Interfaces (Uncertainty: ±0.1 nma) 

composite 0.005 mglmL 0.01 mglmL 0.05 mglmL 

region (nm/pixel) 

PS region 

PMMAregion 

interfacial region 

ratio 
(alb. on PSIPMMAlinterface) 

PS 
PMMA 
albumin 

PS 
PMMA 
albumin 

PS 
PMMA 
albumin 

fitb his!.' 

6.5 
1.4 
2.1 2.1 

2.3 
6.4 
1.3 1.3 

3.8 
3.7 
2.5 2.5 

1.611.0/1.9 

fit his!. fit his!. 

6.5 5.8 
1.3 1.6 
2.2 2.2 2.6 2.6 

1.9 2.3 
6.7 5.6 
1.4 1.4 2.1 2.1 

3.7 3.7 
3.7 3.5 
2.6 2.6 2.8 2.8 

1.6/1.0/1.9 1.2/1.0/1.3 

a See tex!. b Results from curve fit. 'Centroid of the albumin distribution histograms. See text. 

However, such errors affect the scale, not the qualitative trends 
with changes in adsorption conditions, and it is the latter we 
stress in the rest of this presentation. 

4. Results 

4.1. Concentration Dependence of Albumin Adsorption. 
The adsorption of albumin from deionized water solutions was 
studied at three different concentrations: 0.005, om, and 0.05 
mg/mL, in each case for a fixed exposure time of 20 min. Figure 
4 presents the color-coded composite maps for these three 
systems, derived from stack fits of Cis image sequences. The 
maps on the left are not rescaled, which means a common 
thickness scale (minimax over all three components) is used 
for all three components. The maps on the right are rescaled, 
which means that the intensity of each color is adjusted to fill 
the full scale of the associated component map. The nonrescaled 
maps show there is a small but systematic increase in the amount 
of albumin adsorbed on the surface with increasing albumin 
concentration. The rescaled maps better show how the spatial 
distribution of the albumin changes with increasing concentra
tion. 

As the albumin concentration increases, the nonrescaled maps 
show that the color of the continuous PS domains changes from 
"red rather than purple" to "purple rather than red" and the 
discontinuous PMMA domains also change from pure green to 
a more turquoise color. These results show that the thickness 
of albumin on both the PS and PMMA domains increases with 
concentration. The rescaled maps clearly show that the interface 
of the PS and PMMA remains blue in all three cases. These 
results indicate that, under these adsorption conditions, the 
preferred adsorption site of albumin is the PSIPMMA interface. 

Using the component map masking technique described 
above, spectra of the PS, PMMA, and interface were extracted 
and fit to obtain the relative amount of each component in each 
region. Table I presents the results of this quantitative analysis. 
There is around 15-20% PMMA in the masked PS region and 
20-25% PS in the masked PMMA region, which is associated 
mostly with microdomains.23 The interfacial region contains 
about the same amount of PS and PMMA, as expected from 
the spatial location. What interests us most is the amount of 
albumin on the chemically different regions of the surface. These 
values are highlighted in Tables I and 2 in bold. The last row 
of Table 1 shows the ratio of albumin on different regions for 
the three concentrations studied. This analysis is consistent with 
the qualitative information in the color-coded maps (Figure 4). 
The preferred site of albumin adsorption at lowest concentration 
(0.005 mg/mL) is the PSIPMMA interface, which implies this 

is the one with a kinetic or thermodynamic advantage relative 
to adsorption on the PS or the PMMA domains. The albumin 
thickness at the PSIPMMA interface increased by only 0.3 nm 
as the concentration was increased from 0.005 to 0.05 mg/mL, 
suggesting these sites get saturated at very dilute conditions. 
Albumin shows a stronger preference for PS domains than for 
PMMA domains at all three concentrations but the preference 
gets smaller with increasing concentration. The albumin thick
ness on the PS domains remains almost the same as the 
concentration changes from 0.005 to 0.01 mg/mL, but increases 
by 0.4 nm from om to 0.05 mg/mL. The albumin thickness on 
the PMMA domains also remains almost the same as the 
concentration changes from 0.005 to om mg/mL while it 
increases by 0.7 nm as the albumin solution concentration is 
increased from 0.01 to 0.05 mglml. Table I also shows that as 
the albumin amount increases, the strength of the PS signal 
decreases. This is consistent with the fixed sampling depth and 
thus the blocking of electrons from ionization of the polymer 
substrate by the overlayer of adsorbed protein. 

Figure 5 plots the histograms of albumin distributions on 
different regions-PS, PMMA, and the PSIPMMA interfaces-for 
the three different concentrations. Each curve shows a Gaussian
like distribution. The centroids of the histograms are listed in 
Table 1. These numbers are very similar to the average of the 
albumin thickness from the curve fit, as expected. The widths 
of the distributions reflect the stochastic nature of the adsorption 
process, which means that various areas of each domain type 
are not covered equally. When the spectra from individual pixels 
with similar values on each histogram curve are isolated and 
curve fit, the variation in the thicknesses from those fits is of 
the order of 0.1 nm, which is the basis for our estimated 
statistical precision reported in the tables. 

4.2. Exposure-Time Dependence. The adsorption of albumin 
from om mg/mL deionized water solutions was also studied 
for three different exposure times: 5,20, and 60 min. The results 
for 20 min adsorption from 0.01 mg/mL albumin solution are 
the same as those in the previous section. We show the result 
here again in order to give a systematic description of exposure
time dependence. The (rescaled) color-coded maps of the three 
different exposure times are presented in Figure 6. In this case, 
the color of the discontinuous PMMA domains changes 
dramatically from pure green to green-blue and even turquoise 
in some locations. In the case of the 5 min exposure, the strong 
blue signal in the color composite map is located at the PSI 
PMMA interfaces but the blue at the interface becomes lighter 
with increasing exposure time. 
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Figure 4. Concentration dependence (0.005, 0.010, and 0.050 mglmL) of albumin adsorption on PSIPMMA: Color-coded component maps of 
albumin-covered PSIPMMA for the indicated solution concentrations and an exposure time of 20 min. (left) Nonrescaled maps on a single thickness 
scale for all three colors indicated by the upper scale; (right) rescaled maps with thickness limits as indicated by the lower intensity scales. The size 
of each image is 10 I'm x 10 I'm. 

The results from curve fits to the extracted PS, PMMA, and 
interface spectra are shown in Table 2. These verify the trends 
presented visually in the color-coded composite maps of Figure 
6. Similar to the concentration-dependence study, there is around 
20-30% PMMA in the masked PS region and around 20-
30% PS in the masked PMMA region due to micro domains.23 

In the case of the 5 min exposure, albumin has a very strong 
preference for PS and PSIPMMA interfaces. This indicates that 
the first sites of adsorption are the PSIPMMA interfaces at short 
exposure times, consistent with the result of the 20 min 
adsorption from dilute albumin solution. The albumin thickness 
on the PS domains increases slightly from 5 to 20 min and then 
remains the same after 20 min. This suggests that adsorption 
onto the PS domains saturates in less than 20 min. The thickness 
of albumin on the PMMA domains increases dramatically from 

near zero at 5 min to 1.4 nm at 20 min and still keeps increasing 
to 1.9 nm at 60 min. This suggests that adsorption of albumin 
on the PMMA domains requires a longer time to saturate than 
that on the PS domains. The albumin thickness on the PSI 
PMMA interfaces shows a maximum of 3.0 nm for 5 min 
exposure but then decreases to 2.6 nm after 20 min, with no 
further change at longer exposure times. 

Figure 7 plots the histograms of the albumin distributions on 
the different regions-PS, PMMA, and the PSIPMMA inter
faces-for the three different exposure times. Each curve follows 
a quasi-Gaussian distribution except the histograms of albumin 
distributions for 5 min adsorption, where the albumin distribu
tion on the PMMA domains follows a decaying linear curve 
and a peak is not observed. The average albumin thickness on 
the PMMA domains is nearly zero. The albumin distributions 
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TABLE 2: Exposure-Time Dependence of Adsorption of USA on PSIPMMA from De-ionized Water Solution: Composition of 
PS, PMMA, and PSIPMMA Interfaces (Uncertainty: ±0.1 nma) 

composite 5 min 20 min 60 min 
region (nm/pixel) fit' his!.' fit his!.' fit his!.' 

PS region (nm/ pixel) PS 5.8 6.5 4.9 
PMMA 2.3 1.3 2.9 
albumin 1.9 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 

PMMA region (nm/pixel) PS 2.6 1.9 2.7 
PMMA 7.2 6.7 5.4 
albumin 0.2 d 1.4 1.4 1.9 1.9 

interfacial region (nm/pixel) PS 3.5 3.7 3.7 
PMMA 3.5 3.7 3.7 
albumin 3.0 3.0 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 

ratio 9/1.0/15 
(alb. on PSI PMMAlinterface) 

1.6/1.0/1.9 1.2/1.0/1.4 

a See tex!. 'Results from curve fi!. 'Centroid of albumin distribution histograms. dNo peak in the histogram. 
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Figure 5. Histograms of the thickness of albumin thickness on different 
regions for adsorption for 20 min from solutions of concentrations of 
0.005, o.ot, and 0.05 mglmL. (a) Albumin on PS, (b) albumin on 
PMMA, and (c) albumin on the interface. The sum of pixels for each 
region for each exposure condition was set to a common value to take 
into account the fact that differently sized regions were imaged in the 
various samples. 

on the PS and PSIPMMA domains for 5 min exposure have 
long tails into the thicker albumin region. The centroids of the 
histograms are listed in Table 2 as an alternate estimate of the 
average albumin thickness. 

5. Discussion 

The major finding of this study is that the preferred first site 
of albumin adsorption (at short time and low concentration) on 

micro phase-separated PSIPMMA blends is the domain bound
ary, which we refer to here as the interface between the domains 
(our limited lateral spatial resolution precludes exact identifica
tion of the location of the albumin within the domain boundary 
region). At longer exposures, there is a redistribution of the 
protein away from the interfaces and toward the PS and PMMA 
domains (especially the PS domains). These trends, based on 
the data in Tables I and 2, are presented in Figure 8 in the 
form of log-log plots. As can be seen, the plots in Figure 8a 
are linear, thus suggesting in the case of the concentration 
dependence that adsorption on the different surface regions 
follows the Freundlich isotherm modeP8 Adsorption on the PS 
domains appears to achieve equilibrium quickly as indicated 
by the very small variation in albumin coverage with either 
concentration or exposure time. As seen in Figure 8b, adsorption 
to the interface at 0.01 mglmL decreases and adsorption to the 
PMMA domains increases with time. Indeed, the form of the 
time variation suggests that there may be exchange of protein 
between these two regions. The reversibility of albumin adsorp
tion on the PSIPMMA interfaces indicates that absorbed albumin 
molecules are not denatured. Why does this initial localization 
and subsequent redistribution happen? Clearly, the answer to 
this question depends on the mechanisms of adsorption that are 
in play, and their dependence on the surface properties of both 
the protein and the adsorbing surface. 

Globular proteins, including albumin, consist of hydrophobic 
(nonpolar) and hydrophilic (polar, charged) regions, and thus 
can engage in multiple mechanisms of adsorption including 
hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, and hydrophobic 
interactions. Norde and Lyklema38 have discussed these mech
anisms and the driving forces behind them. Hydrophobic 
interactions playa major role in protein-surface systems; these 
are driven by entropy gain due to loss of structured water at 
the interacting surfaces, and conformational re-ordering. Ex
amples where the adsorption is endothermic and/or where 
protein and surface have net charge of the same sign are 
common. In an aqueous environment, a protein adopts confor
mations where the hydrophilic (polar, charged) amino acid 
residues tend to be located externally and the hydrophobic 
residues located internally. However, not all of the hydrophobic 
groups are "hidden" in the interior and not all of the hydrophilic 
groups are exposed externally to water. 39 Thus, proteins in 
aqueous solution tend to have both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
patches on the exterior surface, although the surface must be 
predominantly hydrophilic (or have a sufficient charge density) 
if the protein is to remain molecularly dispersed.40 

Given the amphipathic character of proteins as described, it 
is perhaps not surprising that albumin prefers to locate initially 
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Figure 6. Exposure-time dependence (5. 20, and 60 min) of albumin 
adsorption on PSfPMMA: Color-coded component maps of albumin
covered PSfPMMA for the indicated times of exposure to an HSA 
solution of 0.01 mg/mL. Only rescaled maps are displayed, with 
thickness limits as indicated. The size of each image is 10 {.lm x 
lO{.lm. 

at the boundaries of the PS and PMMA domains. The difference 
in surface energy between PS and PMMA is significant as 
indicated by water contact angles of 97° and 76°,41 respectively. 
Thus, the more hydrophobic regions of albumin should tend to 
bind to the PS domains while the more hydrophilic regions 
should bind to the PMMA domains. This preference is most 
easily accommodated by adsorption at the interfaces, as found 
here. 

As the surface fills, sites which are kinetically most accessbile, 
and/or those of lowest free energy, will be occupied first. In 
the present case the preferred interfacial locations will at some 
point be fully occupied and further adsorption will, perforce, 
occur on the domain surfaces. From the data at short time and 
low albumin concentration it appears that the more hydrophobic 
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0.01 mg/ml 

-- Smln 
-- 20 min 
-60mln 

o 246 
Albumin thickness (nm) 

Figure 7. Histograms of the albumin thickness on different regions 
for adsorption from a om mg/mL solution for exposure times of 5, 
20, and 60 min. (a) Albumin on PS, (b) albumin on PMMA, and (c) 
albumin on the interface. The sum of pixels for each region for each 
exposure condition was set to a common value to take into account 
the fact that differently sized regions were imaged in the various 
samples. 

PS domains are favored initially over the PMMA domains, thus 
suggesting that the hydrophobic interactions expected to pre
dominate between PS and albumin provide greater binding 
energy than the interactions that occur when albumin adsorbs 
on PMMA. As well as hydrophobic interactions, the latter may 
involve hydrogen bonding between the carbonyls of PMMA 
and the amide nitrogens of albumin. Dipole-dipole interactions 
may also occur. 

The redistribution of protein on the surface at higher 
concentrations and longer times involving an apparent net loss 
of protein from the interface regions is intriguing, though 
perhaps counter-intuitive. The driving force for such a process 
is not clear from an energy standpoint, but it suggests either 
that desorption/re-adsorption is taking place which results in 
redistribution of albumin over the surface, or redistribution is 
occurring by surface diffusion (not involving desorption) as has 
been shown in other systems.42,43 It might be possible to 
distinguish between these possibilities by investigating whether 
redistribution occurs if the protein solution is replaced with 
solvent after, say, an adsorption time of 5 min. If it does, then 
the diffusion rather than the desorption-resorption mechanism 
would be favored. 

Other work on protein adsorption where surfaces of delib
erately varied chemical composition have been investigated 
includes that of Elwing and others using hydrophobicity 
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Figure 8. Log-log plots of the albumin thickness on the PS (red), 
PMMA (green), and PSIPMMA interface (Pink) regions versus (a) 
concentration (for 20 min exposure time) and (b) exposure time (for 
adsorption from a om mg/mL solution). 

gradients fonned by differential deposition of silanes on silicon, 
to fonn a surface with a water contact angle which varied 
continuously from 900 to 100 along the length of the sample. 
In one study20 it was shown that adsorption of fibrinogen from 
buffer and of proteinaceous material from plasma decreased 
monotonically from the hydrophobic to the hydrophilic end of 
the gradient, thus providing convincing evidence that proteins 
have stronger affinity for hydrophobic than for hydrophilic 
surfaces. In general the spatial resolution in these studies was 
of the order of 0.5 mm, 4 orders of magnitude lower than the 
~80 nm spatial resolution of the present work. 

A potential application of the X-PEEM methodology is to 
assist development of patterned polymer surfaces for microarrays 
and biochips which are being developed for rapid screening and 
high throughput analysis for proteomics and other applications.44 

Asberg et al.45 achieved hydrophobic patterning On a hydrophilic 
substrate with surface features of the order of 50 flm using 
polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) stamping on a glass substrate. 
These surfaces were used to control the adsorption patterning 
of peptides and proteins. Interestingly, they allowed distinction 
between different confonnations of the attached biomolecules. 
Bouaidat et al. 46 created patterns of protein adsorbing (glass) 
and nonadsorbing (PEO-like) areas using plasma polymerization 
combined with photolithography methods. Patterns with features 
of the order of 50 flm were achieved. In contrast to the work 

Li et al. 

reported in the present paper, none of this patterning work 
addresses the issues of differential adsorption kinetics and 
redistribution of protein over the surface as a function of time, 
although the latter may be important for biochip applications 
where the dimensional stability of protein arrays may be critical. 

6. Summary 

Albumin adsorption on a patterned PSIPMMA blend has been 
studied with X-PEEM at a spatial resolution better than 100 
nm. The concentration and exposure-time dependence data are 
consistent with each other, showing that the preferred adsorption 
site at low concentration, and for short exposure, is the PSI 
PMMA interfacial region. We suggest that competition between 
polar and nonpolar interactions controls the first site of 
adsorption since it can be established On a short time scale. The 
X-PEEM results indicate there is reversible adsorption on the 
PSIPMMA interface. At longer exposure times, the system 
adopts a configuration in which the amount of albumin on the 
PMMA and PS domains increases significantly and there is a 
more even distribution over all three types of adsorption sites. 
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Chapter 6 

Effect of pH on albumin adsorption 

This chapter reports results of an X-PEEM analysis of albumin adsorption on a 

PS/PMMA blend from 0.05 mg/ml aqueous solutions with pHs of 2.0, 4.0, 7.0, 8.6 and 

J O. O. Albumin is found to have maximum adsorption at pH = 2 when it is fully extended. 

The minimum adsorption was found at pH 8.6, where albumin is contracted. Changes in 

the PS/PMMA preference with pH are interpreted in terms of conformational changes 

which modify the hydrophobic fraction of the albumin surface. 

§ 6. 1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 reported the concentration and exposure-time effect on albumin 

adsorption on a PS/PMMA blend surface. This chapter focuses on another effect in the 

albumin adsorption - pH effect. HSA consists of 585 amino acids in a single polypeptide 

chain. The molecule is known to exist in different conformations depending on the pH. 

Foster [F77] reported the relationship of isomeric forms of albumin at different pH, as 

shown in Fig. 6.1a. Under neutral pH, HSA shows a compact heart-shaped three-

dimensional structure with three homologous domains (I, II, and III). Each domain 

contains two subdomains. With changes in pH, the compact "native" albumin structure 

undergoes reversible conformational isomerization leading effectively to unfolding of the 

molecule. The N-F transition involves the unfolding of domain III. The F form is 

characterized by a dramatic increase in viscosity, much lower solubility, and a significant 
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loss in alpha helix content. At pH values lower than 4, albumin undergoes additional 

expansion with additional loss of alpha helix content. This expanded form, known as the 

E form, has increased intrinsic viscosity, and an increase in the hydrodynamic axial ratio 

from -4 to above 9. At pH 9, albumin changes conformation to the basic form (B). At 

pH above 10, another reversible isomerization occurs to create the A form. The diagrams 

of the F and E forms were proposed by Carter et al [CH94] are shown in Fig. 6.1b, 

compared with that of the N form. Recently, Qiu et al [QZO&06] used a single intrinsic 

a) 
pH 2.7 pH 4.3 pH B.O pH 10.0 

Expanded (E) <--->Fast (F) <---> Normal (N) <---> Basic (8) <---> Aged (A) 

b) 

N form 

F form 

E form 

Fig. 6.1 (a) Names of conformations of albumin at different pH and corresponding 
transition points [F77]; (b) Structures of albumin in normal, fast and extended forms 
[CH94] 1. 

tryptophan residue as a local molecular probe to study albumin conformational changes at 

different pH using a femtosecond-resolved fluorescence method. The different 

conformations proposed for the different pH conditions are shown in Fig. 6.2 

1 Reprinted with pennission from Advances in Protein Chemistry 45 (1994) 153-203, Carter, D. C.; Ro, J. 
X, Copyright (1994), Academic Press. 
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([QZO&06]). Albumin adopts a contracted configurations at basic pH, a flexible 

globular structure at near-neutral pH, and extended forms at acidic pH. 

Fig. 6.2 Top: X-ray crystallographic structure ofHSA at neutral pH condition. The 
structure in yellow is the tryptophan molecular probe. Bottom: schematic representation 
of conformational transitions, from the contracted configuration in basic pH, to the 
flexible globule structure at neutral pH, and to the extended form in acidic pH. The 
location of molecular probe is indicated by the white dot in domain IIA [QZO&06] 1. 

The present chapter analyzes the adsorption of albumin from aqueous solutions of 

different pH onto a phase segregated PSIPMMA blend surface. From the measured 

distributions of albumin on chemically distinct regions of the surface (PS, PMMA 

domains and the PSIPMMA domain interfaces), we are able to identify the preferred sites 

for HSA adsorption from solutions of different pH. The results are rationalized in terms 

1 Reprinted with pennission from Journal o/Physical Chemistry B, 2006, Vo1.11O, Page 10540-10549, 
Qiu, W.; Zhang, L.; Okobiah, L.; Yang, Y.; Wang, L.; Zhong, D.; Zewail, A.H., Copyright (2006) 
American Chemical Society. 
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of changing amounts of exposed hydrophobic/hydrophilic domains as the albumin 

unfolds and contracts at different pH. 

§ 6. 2 Experimental 

The preparation ofPSIPMMA blend films was described in Chapter 3. Protein 

solutions of 0.05 mg/ml albumin at four different pH were prepared. The solution of pH 

2 and pH 4 were prepared by adding HCI drop wise, and the solutions ofpH8.6 and pH 10 

were prepared by adding NaOH drop wise. The neutral pH solution was prepared from 

unbuffered deionized water and the pH ofthe solution was measured to be 7.0 ± 0.1. 

The sample exposure method described in Chapter 3 was used. The incubation 

of PS/PMMA substrate in the albumin solutions was performed in a cell of a Fisher 

multiwell plate (1 cm diameter well). The incubation time for each sample was 20 

minutes. After incubation, each substrate was washed using water of the same pH. 

The X-PEEM at ALS bending magnet beamline 7.3.1 [APD&99] was used, 

following the procedure discussed in Chapter 4. Image sequences (stacks) [CSG&OO] at 

the C Is edge (282 - 296 eV) were recorded in several different areas. These C Is image 

sequences were analysed to generate quantitative maps of the PS, PMMA and protein 

distributions. The chemical mapping is based on the differences among the reference 

spectra of three components in each system: albumin, PS and PMMA at the Cis edge 

[LHR&06]. Since different data sets are used in this work some examples of the mapping 

and curve fit analysis are presented. 
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§ 6. 3 Results 

As an example, the fitting result from a CIs stack of 0.05 mg/ml (PH = 4.0) 

albumin adsorption is presented in Fig. 6.3 in the form of maps of each component: ( a) 

PS, (b) PMMA, (c) albumin, as well as (d) the sum of these components, (e) the residual 

of the fit, and (f) the color-coded map. The component maps are the fitting coefficients 

obtained from curve fits of the spectrum at each pixel to a linear combination of the 

reference spectra and an additional 'constant' (energy-independent) term using the 'stack 

fit' procedure [HMZ&05]. Each component map is the quantitative spatial distribution of 

that component with the gray scale limits set to the minimum and maximum thickness per 

pixel over the whole map. Note that in each of the pH conditions measured in this work 

the summed signal was constant within 7% over the whole field of view, supporting the 

underlying assumption of our procedure that the sampling depth is similar in the 

chemically different regions. 

By combing the component maps ofPS, PMMA and albumin, a color-coded 

composite map can be obtained to reveal the spatial correlation of the chemical 

components, as shown in Fig. 6.3f. The PS signal is mapped to red, the PMMA signal is 

mapped to green, and the albumin signal is mapped to blue. The color-coded map shows 

a strong blue band which matches the interfaces between the PS and PMMA domains. 

This indicates a preference for albumin adsorption at the PS/PMMA interfaces. 

To obtain the relative amount of albumin on different regions, signals specific to 

the PS and PMMA domains and the PSIPMMA interface (~ 80 nm band) were extracted 

by using threshold masking of the component maps to select only those pixels where the 
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signal was above a defined threshold. The amount of each component (PS, PMMA and 

albumin) in each region [PS, PMMA, interface] was then obtained by fitting the extracted 

spectrum using the same reference spectra used in generating the component maps by the 

stack fit. Fig. 6.4a displays the masks while panels (b-d) display the curve fit to each 

extracted spectrum. The points with estimated uncertainties are the experimental spectra. 

The dark solid curves are the fits to the masked experimental spectra and the color curves 

are the weighted reference spectra. The results of these fits are reported in Table 6.1, 

along with the results obtained in the same way for other pH studies. 

Fig. 6.5 presents color-coded composite maps derived from stack fits of CIs 

image sequences measured for albumin on PSIPMMA samples generated by a 20 minute 

adsorption of albumin from 0.05 mg/ml solutions with pH adjusted to 2.0, 4.0, 7.2, 8.6 

and 10.0 respectively. The maps show the variation in the spatial distributions ofthe 

protein on the various chemically different parts of the surface. The "purer" the red 

(green) color, the smaller the amount of protein that is present on the PS (PMMA) 

domains. The bluish-purple color of the continuous PS domains indicates that there is a 

significant amount of protein on the PS domains. Similarly, the turquoise color of the 

discontinuous PMMA domains indicates there is protein on the PMMA domains. The 

clear blue color at the PS/PMMA boundaries shows that albumin prefers the PS/PMMA 

interfaces on all of the surfaces examined. 
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a) PS d) sum 

Fig. 6.3 Component maps of (a) PS, (b) 
PMMA and (c) albumin for a 
PS/PMMMA blend substrate exposed to a 
0.05 mg/ml HSA at pH 4, derived from 
pixel-by-pixel curve fits of a Cis image 
sequence. The numbers in the upper and 
lower right of each component map are 
limits of the thickness gray scales in nm. 
(d) sum of the PS, PMMA and albumin 
thickness component maps. (e) map of the 
residual of the fit. The gray scale in the 
latter case is the deviation of the fit and 
the measured signal, averaged over all 
energies. (f) color-coded component map 
(red is PS, green is PMMA and blue is 
albumin). 
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Fig. 6.4 ( a) Masks used to extract spectra 
of specific regions. [red = PS > 4 nm, 
green = PMMA > 4 nm, blue = 
PSIPMMA interface (all pixels not 
identified in the masks of the PS and 
PMMA domains)]. (b-d) Curve fits to the 
average Cis spectra extracted from the 
masked regions (data - points, fit - thick 
solid line, components - thin lines). 
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Table 6.1 Adsorption of albumin on PSIPMMA film as f(pH): protein thickness 
(nm/pixel) on the PS, PMMA and PS/PMMA interfaces (uncertainty: ± 0.1 nm*). 

Region Composite pH 2.0 pH 4.0 pH 7.0 pHS.6 pH 10.0 

(nm /pixel) 

PS region PS 6.0 6.9 5.8 7.2 6.3 

PMMA 1.0 1.7 1.6 2.0 1.8 

Albumin 3.0 1.4 2.6 O.S 1.9 

PMMA PS 1.8 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5 
region 

PMMA 5.0 5.6 5.6 7.2 5.3 

Albumin 3.2 2.3 2.1 0.4 2.2 

Interfacial PS 2.8 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 
region 

PMMA 2.7 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.6 

Albumin 4.5 2.S 2.S 2.6 2.7 

* See Section 4.6.1. 

As shown in Table 6.1, there is around 10-20% PMMA in the masked PS region 

and around 20-25% PS in the masked PMMA region, which is associated mostly with 

micro domains [M IT &01]. The interfacial region contains about the same amount of PS 

and PMMA, as expected from the spatial location. What is of most interest is the amount 

of albumin on the chemically different regions of the surface; these values are highlighted 

in bold in Table 6.1. In agreement with the color-coded maps, there is a preference for 

the albumin to adsorb at the PSIPMMA interface at all pH conditions. At neutral pH (7.2) 

albumin shows a slightly stronger preference for PS relative to the PMMA domains. At 

extreme acidic pH (2.0) and basic pH (10) adsorption to the PS and PMMA domains is 

similar. However at the moderate acidic and basic pH conditions (4.0,8.6), albumin 

shows different behavior. At pH 4.0, albumin adsorption to the PMMA domains is -1.6 
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times larger than that to the PS domains (PMMA preference), while at pH 8.6 albumin 

adsorption on PMMA is around half less than that on the PS domains (PS preference). 

10 nm 

o 

Fig. 6.5 Color-coded component maps of albumin covered PSIPMMA for the indicated 
pH media. 

§ 6. 4 Discussion 

Fig. 6.6 summarizes the results of the X-PEEM study in terms of pie charts. The 

area of each pie is proportional to the total amount of adsorbed albumin (mean thickness, 

corrected for the relative amounts of each chemically different part of the surface). The 

relative size of each section is proportional to the albumin thickness (nmIpixel) adsorbed 

on the PS, PMMA and PS/PMMA interface regions. As the relative area of the gray 
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region indicates, the PSIPMMA interface was the preferred adsorption site at all values of 

pH studied. The relative proportions adsorbed on the PS and PMMA regions were similar 

at pH values of 7.2, 2 and 10.0. However a completely different situation was observed at 

pH = 4, where PMMA was strongly preferred, and at pH = 8.6 where PS was strongly 

preferred. 

pH 2 

pH 10 

4A 

pH 7.2 

3.1 2.2 

pH4 
pH8.1i 

1.6 
2.6 

e.3S 

Fig. 6.6 Albumin adsorption on different regions (white-PS, black-PMMA, grey
interface) as a function of pH. The numbers are mean thickness (nm) on each region. 

The interface preference has been explained in Chapter 5 in terms of the 

cooperative effects of hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic fragments of 

HSA and the PS combined with hydrogen bonding between the hydrophilic fragments of 

HSA and PMMA. 

To explain the pH dependence of the albumin distribution preference on PS and 

PMMA regions, the surface properties of the PSIPMMA blend should be considered first. 
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Polymer surfaces usually have low surface charge density. The PS and PMMA polymers 

used in this work should not have any charges on their surface, because they are prepared 

by living anionic polymerization, and the introduction of any surface active materials was 

carefully avoided in the sample preparation. The net charge of albumin varies with pH. 

The isoelectric point of albumin, where the molecule has zero net charge, is 4.7 [P05]. 

The net charge of albumin is >+20, +10, -15, -22 and -27 at pH 2.0, 4.0,7.0,8.6 and 10.0, 

respectively [MZ98]. 

The electrostatic interactions between charged albumin and polymer surfaces are 

not the dominant driving force for protein adsorption since PSIPMMA surfaces are not 

charged. However the charges on albumin at different pHs are involved in determining 

the albumin conformation. The structural changes with pH [F77, CH94, QZO&06] can 

explain the differences in the adsorption preference at different pHs. Albumin undergoes 

contraction [QZO&06] when the pH changes from 7.0 to 10.0. Our study shows that 

albumin has similar adsorption preference for PS and PMMA regions at pH 7.0 and 10.0, 

but much stronger adsorption preference for PS over PMMA regions at pH 8.6 (although 

a much smaller amount is actually adsorbed - see Fig. 6.6). I interpret this to indicate 

that albumin has similar amounts of exposed hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues at pH 

7.0 and pH 10.0. However in the course of contraction, which could be driven by internal 

hydrogen bonding, the fraction of hydrophobic residues at the surface of the contracted 

albumin at pH 8.6 can become relatively larger. If so, a more hydrophobic albumin 

surface at pH 8.would result in stronger adsorption preference to PS. This interpretation 

is supported by a recent report that albumin has a larger hydrophobicity at pH 9 than at 
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pH 7 [ALOO]. This also suggests that hydrophobic interactions dominate over 

electrostatic interactions for albumin adsorption onto the PSIPMMA surface at pH 7.0, 

8.6 and 10. Based on this study, I propose that albumin is hiding more hydrophilic 

groups internally to stabilize its secondary structure through hydrogen bonds among the 

albumin hydrophilic residues in the course of contraction. Therefore relatively more 

hydrophobic groups are exposed to the surface, resulting in stronger adsorption on the PS 

domains. 

Albumin undergoes extension (unfolding) [F77, CH94] when pH goes from 7.0 to 

2.0. Our study shows that albumin has similar adsorption preference to PS and PMMA 

regions at pH 7.0 and 2.0, but much stronger adsorption preference to PS over PMMA 

regions at pH 4.0 (see Fig. 6.6). This indicates that albumin exposes similar amounts of 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues at pH 7.0 and pH 2.0. However in the course of 

extension (unfolding) at pH 4.0, albumin exposes more hydrophilic residues than 

hydrophilic residues. The lower hydrophobicity ofthe albumin surface at pH 4.0 results 

in a weaker adsorption preference to PS regions than PMMA regions. This is consistent 

with the fact that the hydrophobicity of albumin is less at pH 4.0 than that at pH 7.0 

[ALOO]. In analogy to the assumption that hydrophilic residues are 'hidden' when 

albumin contracts in basic media, I propose that when albumin is partly unfolded at pH = 

4 [F77, CH94, QZO&06] it exposes more hydrophilic residues by breaking the hydrogen 

bonds between the hydrophilic residues. 

It is conventional wisdom that the pH for maximum amount of protein adsorption 

is at the isoelectric point, which occurs at pH = 4.7 for albumin[P95]. In this study the 
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maximum albumin adsorption was observed at pH = 2.0 rather than pH = 4.0, which is 

closer to the isoelectric point of albumin. I suggest this is because the hydrophobic effect 

dominates over the electrostatic effect and the fully extended albumin structure at pH 2.0 

provides the maximum number of interaction sites for the surface. 

In conclusion, the pH dependent results are consistent with hydrophobic 

interactions dominating over electrostatic interactions for albumin adsorption onto the 

PS/PMMA surface At pH 8.6, albumin contracts by hiding more hydrophilic groups 

internally to stabilize its secondary structure through hydrogen bonding. At pH 4.0, 

albumin is partly unfolded which exposes more hydrophilic residues. 
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Chapter 7 

Effect of incubation temperature on albumin adsorption 

This chapter describes the results of albumin adsorption on PS/PMMA blend 

surface from 0.004 mg/ml aqueous solutions at different adsorption temperatures: 15, 37, 

and 60°C. The main result is that albumin shows a dramatic increase in the adsorbed 

amount at 60°C adsorption temperature with unfolding of albumin. 

§ 7.1 Introduction 

It is important to study the adsorption behavior of albumin at different 

temperatures for clinical use. For example, albumin is heated to 60°C for about 10 h to 

inactivate the hepatitis virus. However, most research studies albumin adsorption at 

room temperature. Sakiyama et al. [STN&98] studied the adsorption and desorption 

behavior of bovine serum albumin (BSA) on the surface of stainless steel particles. It 

was found that the amount of BSA adsorbed increases significantly with temperature 

above 60°C which was attributed to thermal aggregation of albumin molecules at the 

surface through intermolecular thiol-disulfide interchange reactions. 

Following up the study of albumin adsorption at different concentrations and 

exposure times (Chapter 5), and pHs (Chapter 6), this chapter studies the adsorption 

behavior of albumin on a PSIPMMA surface at three different incubation temperatures: 

15,37, and 60°C at a concentration of 0.004 mg/ml unbuffered water solutions. 
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All the albumin solutions used in this work were prepared from unbuffered de-

ionized water. A 0.004 mg/ml solution, diluted from stock 0.1 mg/ml solution, was used 

for adsorption study with 20 min exposure time at three different solution temperatures: 

15,37, and 60°C. 

Fig. 7.1 shows the setup for temperature-controlled protein adsorption. A water 

bath with a beaker of ~ 100 ml de-ionized water was heated to a specific temperature 

using a hot plate. Two glass vials filled with the same amount of protein solutions were 

then introduced into the water bath. One vial was used for preparation of the protein 

covered sample while the other was used to observe the temperature under the same 

condition as protein adsorption to avoid any contamination from the thermometer. A 

thermometer was inserted into the protein solution in one of the glass vial. When the 

protein solution stabilizes at the specific temperature (in ~ 15 min), a piece of PSIPMMA 

sample was placed into the solution of each glass vial. The temperature varied by < 0.2°C 

with the introduction of the PS/PMMA sample. After 20 min, the glass vial without 

thermometer was taken out from the water bath and the protein solution was removed 

partly using glass pipet from the vial until the solution level is down to the upper edge of 

the Si wafer covered with PSIPMMA film. The heated de-ionized water was added into 

the vial to dilute the protein solution and then was removed in the same way. During the 

third time of adding de-ionized water, the solution was removed completely from the 

vial. Another two washings were performed in the same way and then the PSIPMMA 

sample was taken out from the vial to dry and cool down at room temperature. The 
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sample in the other vial with thermometer was discarded. For the protein adsorption at 

15°C, ice was used to control the temperature. For each case, the temperature was stable 

within O.3°C. 

Glass vial with 
thermometer in 

Thermometer---+ 
Glass vial with cover 

Heat plate 

Fig. 7.1 Experimental setup of protein adsorption at a controlled temperature. 

§ 7.3 Data analysis and results 

The results from a stack fit analysis of the C Is X-PEEM data for albumin 

adsorption at 15°C are presented in Fig. 7.2 in the form of maps of each component: ( a) 

PS, (b) PMMA, (c) albumin, as well as (d) the sum of these components, (e) the residual 

of the fit, and (f) the color coded composite map (red is PS, green is PMMA, and blue is 

albumin). The details of the analysis method were discussed in Chapter 5. The gray 

scale limits are the minimum and maximum thickness per pixel. Lighter intensities 

indicate locations where there is more of that component. The component maps show that 
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Fig. 7.2 Component maps of (a) PS, (b) PMMA and (c) albumin for a PSIPMMMA 
blend substrate exposed to a 0.004 mg/ml HSA at 15°C, derived from pixel-by-pixel 
curve fits of a CIs image sequence. The numbers in the upper and lower right of each 
component map are limits of the thickness gray scales in nm. (d) sum of the PS, PMMA 
and albumin thickness component maps. (e) map of the residual of the fit. The gray scale 
in the latter case is the deviation of the fit and the measured signal, averaged over all 
energies. (f) color-coded component map (red is PS, green is PMMA and blue is 
albumin). 

the PS domains are continuous and the PMMA domains are discontinuous, as found in 

previous studies of PS/PMMA blends prepared from high MW PS and PMMA [M IT 

&01]. The color-coded composite map reveals the spatial correlation of the chemical 

components. This is obtained by combining the component maps of PS, PMMA and 

albumin, with the PS signal in red, the PMMA signal in green, and the HSA signal in 

blue. The color-coded map shows a distinct blue band at the interface between the PS 

and PMMA domains. The discontinuous PMMA domains are turquoise rather than green 
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indicating the presence of HSA on their surface, while the continuous PS domains are 

nearly red, indicating there was very little HSA on the PS domains. 

The color-coded composite maps for the other samples (37 and 60°C) were 

obtained in a similar way as that for albumin adsorption at 15°C. Fig. 7.3 shows the 

color-coded composite maps for albumin adsorption at three temperatures: 15, 37, and 

60°C. The maps on the left column are not rescaled, which means a common thickness 

scale (minimax over all 3 components) is used for all three components. The maps on the 

right column are rescaled, which means that the intensity of each color is adjusted to fill 

the full-scale of the associated component map. The non-rescaled maps show there is a 

dramatic increase in the amount of albumin adsorbed on the surface at the adsorption 

temperature of 60°C compared with other cases. The rescaled maps better show how the 

spatial distribution of the albumin changes with adsorption temperatures. 

The non-rescaled maps show that the color of the continuous PS domains remains 

'almost red' and PMMA domains also remains 'almost green' at the adsorption 

temperature of 15 and 37°C. However, at adsorption temperature of 37°C, the PS and 

PMMA domains change to 'purple rather than red' and 'turquoise rather than green', 

respectively. These results show that there is relatively little albumin on both the PS and 

PMMA domains for 15 and 37°C adsorption, while the albumin component becomes 

much thicker at 60°C adsorption. In all cases, the interfaces of the PS and PMMA show a 

distinct blue color, indicating strong adsorption at the PSIPMMA interfaces. The blue 

band around the interfaces of the PS and PMMA domains is much clearer in the rescaled 
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map. These results indicate that, under these adsorption conditions, the preferred 

adsorption site of albumin is the PS/PMMA interface. 

To obtain the relative amount of albumin on different regions, signals specific to 

the PS and PMMA domains were extracted by using threshold masking of the component 

maps to select only those pixels where the signal was above a defined threshold. The 

interface signal from a ~80 nm band at the PS-PMMA interface was obtained by 

selecting those pixels not present in either the masked PS or masked PMMA maps. The 

amount of each component (PS, PMMA and albumin) in each region [PS, PMMA, 

interface] was then obtained by fitting the extracted spectrum using the same reference 

spectra used in generating the component maps by the stack fit. As an example, the 

analysis of albumin adsorption at 15°C is shown in Fig. 7.4. Fig. 7.4 a displays the 

masks while panels (b-d) display the curve fit to each extracted spectrum. The points 

with estimated uncertainties are the experimental spectra. The dark solid curves are the 

fits to the masked experimental spectra and the color curves are the weighted reference 

spectra. The results ofthese fits are reported in Table 7.1, along with the results obtained 

in similar way from other samples of different adsorption temperatures. 

Table 7.1 lists the thicknesses of different components [PS, PMMA, and albumin] 

on each region [PS domains, PMMA domains and PSIPMMA interfaces] at each 

adsorption temperature. There are around 15-20% PMMA on the PS region while there 

is around 20-25% PS on the PMMA region due to the microdomains [M IT &01] 

associated with incomplete phase separation of PS and PMMA. The interface region 

consists of similar amounts of PS and PMMA. 
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Fig. 7.3 Color-coded component maps of 
albumin covered PSIPMMA for the 
indicated adsorption temperature. Left 
column: non-rescaled map; Right 
column: rescaled map 
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PS, PMMA, Interface 

PS region 

PMMA 
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Fig. 7.4 (a) Masks used to extract spectra of 
specific regions. [red = PS > 4 nm, green = 
PMMA> 4 nm, blue = PSIPMMA 
interface (all pixels not identified in the 
masks of the PS and PMMA domains)]. (b
d) Curve fits to the average Cis spectra 
extracted from the masked regions (data -
points, fit - thick solid line, components -
thin lines). 
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Consistent with the color-coded maps, the adsorbed amount of albumin on both 

the PS and PMMA domains are much smaller at 15 and 37°C adsorption temperatures 

than that at 60°C. At 15 and 37°C adsorption temperatures, the amount of albumin on the 

PMMA domains is also nearly the same but larger than that on the PS domains. Both 

adsorptions show strong preference to the PSIPMMA interfaces. However, the amount of 

albumin adsorbed on each region increases dramatically when the adsorption increases to 

60°C but the difference in the preference on different regions gets smaller. 

Table 7.1 Temperature dependence of adsorption of HSA on PS/PMMA from de-ionized 
water solution: Composition ofPS, PMMA and PSIPMMA interfaces (uncertainty: ± 0.1 
nm*). 

Region Composite 15°C 37°C 60°C 

(nm /pixel) 

PS region PS 7.9 7.6 5.8 

PMMA 1.5 1.6 1.7 

Albumin 0.6 0.8 2.5 

PMMAregion PS 1.9 2.5 2.2 

PMMA 7.0 6.5 4.9 

Albumin 1.1 1.0 2.9 

Interfacial PS 3.8 4.1 3.5 
region PMMA 3.8 4.0 3.5 

Albumin 2.0 1.9 3.3 

Preference factor of albumin 0.5/1.011.8 0.8/1.011.9 0.9/1.0/1.1 
on PSIPMMAlInterface 

* See Section 4.6.1. 
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It was reported that HSA denatures around 60°C [GV92]. Consistently, HSA was 

found to unfold suddenly in a very narrow temperature range of 58-60°C over the studied 

temperature range of 45-80°C [WCM&OO]. The unfolding of HSA at 60°C can explain 

the dramatic increase in the adsorbed amount of albumin at 60°C adsorption temperature 

found in our study (See Fig. 7.5) since the unfolded HSA has a larger surface area 

available for interacting with the substrate. Upon unfolding, albumin exposes more 

hydrophobic residues to the solution [WCM&OO], and thus the albumin adsorbed on the 

hydrophobic PS domains increases. Furthermore, more water species are released from 
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Fig. 7.5 Adsorbed amount thickness (nmlpixel) on different regions of the PSIPMMA 
blend surface: triangle (.) is albumin_on_PS, rectangle (_) is albumin_on_PMMA and 
round (.) is albumin_on _interface. The two adsorbed data points on each region are 
connected by a strange line. 
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the hydrogen bonds inside the albumin [WCM&OO]. The released hydrogen binding sites 

inside the albumin result in increasing hydrogen bonding between the albumin and 

PMMA domains. 
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Chapter 8 

Comparison of albumin and fibrinogen adsorption 

This chapter compares the adsorption of two proteins (human serum albumin and 

fibrinogen) onto a PS/PMMA blend surface from 0.05 and 0.01 mg/ml phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) solutions (PH 7.2). The main result is that fibrinogen shows 

weaker adsorption and it undergoes conformation changes when the concentration 

increasesfrom 0.01 to 0.05 mg/ml. 

§ 8. 1 Introduction 

Due to its significance in biotechnology in designing blood-compatible surfaces 

and devices, adsorption of blood proteins has been extensively studied with many 

different experimental techniques in an attempt to understand the complex process of 

protein adsorption (See Chapter 5). In the context of this chapter, recently Roach et al 

[RFP05] have compared adsorption of albumin and fibrinogen (0.05~1.0 mg/ml 

phosphate-buffered saline solutions) on model hydrophobic hetanethiol and hydrophilic 

mercaptoethanol surfaces using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and grazing angle 

infrared spectroscopy. It was found that albumin has a much higher binding affinity to 

the hydrophobic surface than to the hydrophilic surface. Fibrinogen has much stronger 

absorption to both surfaces than albumin. Albumin was found to have a lower degree of 

ordered structure on the hydrophobic surface than on the hydrophilic surface and albumin 

shows a single stage adsorption process within the concentration 1.0 mg/ml. Fibrinogen 
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was found to have greater conformation deformation induced by adsorption on the 

hydrophobic surface than on the hydrophilic surface and fibrinogen undergoes a 

multistage adsorption process at concentration higher than 0.5 mg/ml. Johnson et al 

[JWC05] have used sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy to study fibrinogen 

adsorption from 1 mg/ml phosphate-buffered saline solution on a PS surface, PMMA 

surface and 1: 1 PS/PMMA blend surface in order to investigate the property of the blend 

surface. It was found the fibrinogen structure changes slightly on the PS surface whereas 

it changes significantly on the PMMA surface within a 65 min adsorption time. The 

adsorption of fibrinogen on the PS/PMMA blend surface was dominated by contributions 

from fibrinogen molecules adsorbed on the PMMA domains within a 30 min adsorption 

time. 

In this work I compare adsorption of two different proteins, human serum 

albumin and fibrinogen, from two concentrations of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

solutions onto the same type of PSIPMMA surface as used for other studies in this thesis. 

Albumin is the most abundant protein in blood with a molecular weight of 66 kDa. It has 

an ellipsoid shape with size of 4 by 14 nm. Fibrinogen is the key structural glycoprotein 

in blood clotting with a molecular weight of 340 kDa. It is rod shaped with a long 

dimension of 46 nm [RFP05]. 

In addition to X-PEEM, 125I-Iabeling results of the adsorption isotherms of the 

two proteins onto pure PS, pure PMMA and the PS/PMMA blend surfaces are presented. 

Details of that technique were presented in Chapter 3. By combining the results of the 

two different studies, the differences in adsorption of HSA and fibrinogen on this surface 
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have been derived and interpreted. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a large 

difference in the adsorption behavior of different proteins has been measured using X-ray 

microscopy and also the first time for a competitive adsorption study using X-ray 

microscopy. 

§ 8. 2 Experimental 

The preparation ofPSIPMMA blend films have been discussed in Chapter 3. 

Protein solutions were prepared from phosphate buffered saline (PBS, PH=7.2) at two 

concentrations: 0.05 and 0.01 mg/ml, by diluting 0.5 mg/ml solutions. The mixtures of 

the two proteins were prepared by mixing the two single protein solutions at the same 

concentration with volume ratio of I: 1. 

The sample exposure method and 1251 -label technique have been discussed in 

Chapter 3. 

The X-PEEM at ALS bending magnet beamline 7.3.1 [APD&99] was used for 

this work. The same experimental condition used in the work of [LHR&06] was used in 

this work. Image sequences (stacks) [CSG&OO] of the CIs edge were recorded at several 

different areas for analysis in order to map the PS, PMMA and albumin distributions. 

§ 8. 3 Data analysis 

As an example, the fitting result from a CIs stack of 0.0 1 mg/ml PBS fibrinogen 

adsorption is presented in Fig. 8.1 in the form of the maps of each component: a) PS, b) 

PMMA, c) albumin, d) sum of all components, and e) residue of the fit, as well as f) the 
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color-coded composite map ofPS, PMMA and albumin (red is PS, green is PMMA and 

blue is albumin). The numbers showed on the right hand side of each map are the 

minimum and maximum thicknesses of 10 nm (See Chapter 5) based on normalizing the 

total signal to a sample depth of 10 nm ofX-PEEM in our system. The color-coded map 

shows a strong blue band at the interface between the PS and PMMA domains. This 

indicates a preference for albumin adsorption at the PSIPMMA interfaces. 

To obtain the relative amount of albumin on different regions, signals specific to 

only the PS domains, only the PMMA domains, and to a ~80 nm band at the PS-PMMA 

interface were extracted by using threshold masking. The masks of the PS, PMMA and 

interface are shown in Fig. 8.2 a. The masks of the PS, PMMA and interfacial regions 

are mapped with red, green and white colors individually. The extracted spectrum from 

each masked region was fit using the reference spectra to obtain the average amount of 

each component (PS, PMMA and protein) in each type of surface region. The curve fit to 

each extracted spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.2 (b)-(d). The points with estimated 

uncertainties are the experimental spectrum. The dark solid curve is the fitting curve and 

the color curves are the weighted reference spectra. The fitting results are reported in 

Table 8.1. 

As shown in Table 8.1, there is around 15-20% PMMA in the masked PS region 

and 20-25% PS in the masked PMMA region, which is associated mostly with 

micro domains [M IT &01]. The interfacial region contains about the same amount of PS 

and PMMA, as expected from the spatial location. The amount of albumin on the 

chemically different regions of the surface, which is of most interest, is highlighted in 
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Table 8.1 in bold font. The last column of the tables shows the ratio of albumin on 

different regions. Similarly, the same information can be generated for other samples and 

summarized in Table 8.2 in the section of 'Results and discussions'. 

Fig. 8.1 Maps of PS, PMMA and albumin 
produced by stack fit of a Cis image 
sequence of 0.01 mg/ml PBS fibrinogen 
adsorption (the scale bar is 1 !lm). The 
numbers at the lower and upper right-hand 
side of each component map are the 
maximum and minimum thickness per 
pixel with a linear color gradient as 
indicated by the grayscale bar. Lighter 
intensities indicate locations where there 
is more of that component. The color
coded map is rescaled. 
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Fig. 8.2 Masked maps (a) ofPS, PMMA 
and interface of PSIPMMA and the 
corresponding curve fittings (b-d) of the 
Cis spectrum extracted from the masked 
regIOn. 
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Table 8.1 Adsorption of albumin on PSIPMMA film from O.01mg/ml PBS solution: 
Composition ofPS, PMMA and PSIPMMA interfaces (nmlpixel) (uncertainty ±O.1 nm*) 

ROIA PS PMMA HSA Preference factor of 
composition composition composition HSAon 

PSIPMMAlInterface 

PS region 6.5 1.7 1.8 

PMMA 2.3 6.1 1.6 
region 1.111.0/1.3 

Interfacial 3.9 3.9 2.1 
region 

• See Section 4.6.1 . 

§ 8. 4 Results and Discussions 

§ 8. 4.1 125I-Iabeled Adsorption Isotherms ofHSA and Fibrinogen 

Fig. 8.3 shows isotherms for adsorption of 125r-Iabeled fibrinogen and HSA from 

phosphate buffer onto pure PS, to pure PMMA and to the PS/PMMA blend surface. 

Different from the albumin adsorption isotherm in Fig 3.6, the absorbed amounts of 

proteins in mass per unit are converted to molar per unit area in Fig. 8.3. The protein 

concentrations are in unit of mg/ml in Fig. 8.3a while in unit of mol/ml in Fig. 8.3b. The 

fibrinogen adsorption results are from the measurements conducted by Rena Cornelius 

and Cynthia Morin. The amount of HSA or fibrinogen adsorbed onto the PSIPMMA 

blend as a function of exposure time is fit with a Langmuir-like isotherm formula 

(Equation 8.1) (HSA - black; Fibrinogen - blue). 

e = aC /(b+C) (8.1) 
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where e is the fraction of surface coverage, a and b are constants, and C is the 

concentration of protein solution (See Equation 3.2 for Langmuir equation). Since the two 

constants a and b do not have any physical meanings, then their fitting values are not 

presented here. 

The adsorptions of two proteins onto either the PS or the PMMA surfaces also 

follow the Langmuir-like model and the fitting results are plotted as thinner curves. In 

the radio-labeling isotherms in Fig. 8.3b, the protein concentrations in the X-axis are in 

units ofmollml while the adsorbed amounts in the Y-axis are in units ofmollcm2• The 

isotherms show that the molar (i.e number) of adsorbed albumin molecules is larger on 

each studied surface (PS, PMMA and PSIPMMA blend) than the molar per area (i.e 

number per area) of adsorbed fibrinogen molecules when adsorption from the solutions 

with the same concentrations in units of moll ml. This indicates that albumin has stronger 

adsorption than fibrinogen. Furthermore, HSA shows a larger difference than fibrinogen 

in the amount adsorbed on different surfaces (PS, PMMA and PSIPMMA blend). 
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Fig. 8.3 1sothenns for adsorption of fibrinogen and albumin on pure PS, pure PM and the 
blend measured using 1251 radiolabeling. a) Adsorption amount in mole/area versus 
concentration in mg/ml; b) Adsorption amount in mole/area versus concentration in 
mol/ml. The lines are fits to the Langmuir-like isothenn model. Black lines are used for 
albumin adsorption on different surfaces [PS (triangle), PMMA (rectangle) and 
PSIPMMA blend (round), while the blue lines are used for fibrinogen adsorption on 
different surfaces [PS (triangle-dot), PMMA (rectangle-dot) and PS/PMMA blend (round
dot)]. The error is estimated from the four repeat measurements. 
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§ 8. 4. 2 X-PEEM Study of Adsorption of HSA and Fibrinogen 

The adsorption of albumin and fibrinogen from 0.01 and 0.05 mg/ml PBS 

solutions was studied. Fig. 8.4 presents color-coded composite maps for these four 

systems, derived from stack fits [HM&05] of Cis image sequences. Within the 

presentation for each protein solution concentration, the maps in the top row are not 

rescaled and a common thickness scale is used across all three components. The maps on 

the bottom row are rescaled and the intensity of each color is adjusted to fill the full-scale 

of the associated component map. The non-rescaled maps show the absolute protein 

thickness in the different systems, while the rescaled maps show the variation in the 

spatial distributions of the proteins. 

0.01 mg/ml 0.05 mg/ml 

HSA Fg 
Rescaled 
R G B 

10 

I 
o 

Non-rescaled 
R G B 

IIi 
o 0 0 

Fig. 8.4 Color-coded component maps of albumin and fibrinogen covered PSIPMMA at 
concentrations of 0.01 and 0.05 mg/ml. Top: rescaled maps; Bottom: non-rescaled maps. 
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The non-rescaled maps show that the thicknesses of the adsorbed proteins increase 

with concentrations. The rescaled maps show that both proteins have strongest 

preference to the PS/PMMA interfaces in all cases, especially for the case ofO.Olmglml 

fibrinogen. 

The protein thicknesses obtained from fitting are summarized in Table 8.2. 

Fibrinogen shows strong absorption preference onto the PS/PMMA interfaces at 

O.Olmglml while only a slight preference to the PSIPMMA interfaces at 0.05 mg/ml. 

Table 8.2 Adsorptions of albumin and fibrinogen on PSIPMMA film from PBS 
solutions: thickness (nmlpixel) of each component (PS, PMMA and protein) on the 
regions ofPS, PMMA and PSIPMMA interfaces (uncertainty: ± 0.1 nm*). 

Thickness of each component 0.01 mglml 0.05 mg/ml 
on different region (nm/pixel) 

HSA fibrinogen HSA fibrinogen 

PS region PS 6.5 7.6 5.7 5.4 

PMMA 1.7 1.9 1.1 1.2 

protein 1.8 0.5 3.2 3.4 

PMMAregion PS 2.3 2.6 1.5 1.7 

PMMA 1.6 6.9 4.5 4.1 

protein 1.6 0.5 4.0 4.1 

Interfacial region PS 4.0 4.5 3.0 2.8 

PMMA 3.9 4.4 2.9 2.7 

protein 2.1 1.1 4.2 4.4 

Preference factor of proteins on 1.111.0/1.3 1.011.012.2 0.8/1.011.0 0.8/1.0/1.1 
PSIPMMAlInterface 

* See Section 4.6.1. 
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§ 8. 4. 3 Comparison of 125I_label and X-PEEM Studies 

Radio-labeling detects the number density of absorbed protein without spatial 

resolution, while X-PEEM detects the thickness of absorbed protein in a spatially 

resolved manner. Radio-labeling cannot differentiate the contributions from the separate 

types of surface adsorption sites (PS domains, PMMA domains, or PSIPMMA 

interdomainal interfaces). However, some information can be derived by comparison of 

the results from the two different techniques. 

Fig. 8.4 compares the adsorption of albumin and fibrinogen from the studies of 

radio-labeling (a) and X-PEEM (b) at the two concentrations (0.01 and 0.05 mg/mI). For 

0.01 mg/ml albumin, the radio-labeling study shows that the amount of absorbed albumin 

molecules is largest on the PS surface, smaller on the PSIPMMA blend surface, and 

smallest on the PMMA surface. The X-PEEM study also shows than the albumin 

thickness on the PS domains is thicker than that on the PMMA domains of the PSIPMMA 

bend. This is consistent with the radio-labeling result that more adsorbed albumin 

molecules are on the PS surface than on the PMMA surface (starts from the same mg/ml 

solutions) but the difference in the thickness (i.e. surface coverage in the sub-monolayer 

adsorption in our case) detected by X-PEEM is smaller than the difference in the number 

adsorbed albumin molecules detected by radio-labeling technique. 

For 0.01 mg/ml fibrinogen, the radio-label study shows that the number per area 

of absorbed albumin molecules is almost the same on the PS, PMMA and PS/PMMA 

blend surfaces. Consistently, X-PEEM study shows that the albumin thickness on the PS 

and PMMA domains of the blend is identical. However, the albumin thickness on the 
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PSIPMMA interfaces is around twice of that on the PS or PMMA domains. This 

indicates that the PSIPMMA interfaces are the first binding sites, as found in the previous 

study [LHR&06]. 
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Fig. 8.5 ( a) Radio-label measurement of albumin and fibrinogen adsorption onto the PS 
(white bar), PMMA (black bar) and PSIPMMA blend (grey bar) surfaces from 0.01 and 
0.05 mg/ml PBS solutions. The error is estimated from the four repeat measurements (b) 
X-PEEM measurement of albumin and fibrinogen adsorption onto the PS (white bar), 
PMMA (black bar) and PSIPMMA interface (grey bar) regions ofthe PS/PMMA blend at 
0.01 and 0.05 mg/ml PBS concentrations. See Sections 3.3 and 4.6.1 and for the estimate 
of error bar. 
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Interestingly, for 0.05 mg/ml albumin and fibrinogen adsorption, the radio-label 

study shows that the adsorbed number of both albumin and fibrinogen molecules on the 

PS surface is larger than that on the PMMA surface, while X-PEEM study shows an 

opposite case: the adsorbed thickness on the PS domains is smaller than that on the 

PMMA domains. 

§ 8. 4. 4 Discussion 

As has been discussed previously [LHR06], the interface preference can be 

explained as a result of cooperative action of the hydrophobic interactions between the 

hydrophobic fragments of a protein and the PS and the hydrogen bonding between the 

hydrophilic fragments of a protein and the PMMA. 

A fibrinogen molecule (6x6x45 run3
) is larger than an albumin molecule (4x4x14 

nm3
). It has been reported that albumin has a preference to adsorb with the long axis 

parallel to the surface and thus the maximum thickness is 4 run under submonlayer 

adsorption level [JJC&97]. The adsorption of fibrinogen is more complex. Roach et al. 

[RFP05] proposed that fibrinogen undergoes a multistage adsorption process at high 

concentration ((> 0.5mglml) based on studies in the concentration range of 0.05-1.0 

mg/ml. Roach [RFP05] propose that fibrinogen initially adsorbs rapidly with its long axis 

parallel to the surface to cover the surface quickly, and then the adsorbed fibrinogen 

undergoes rearrangement to a perpendicular orientation to allow further adsorption onto 

newly free adsorbed sites. The proposed mechanism for the rearrangement is the 

resulting increased hydrophobic interactions between fibrinogen molecules when 
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fibrinogen molecules align with long axis parallel to each other but not the surface (See 

Fig. 8.6). 

In our study, when the concentration increases from 0.01 to 0.05 mg/ml, the 

number of absorbed albumin per area detected by radio-labeling increases by a factor of 

~ 1.3 on the PS surface and ~ 1.5 on the PMMA surface. The thickness of adsorbed 

albumin per pixel detected by X-PEEM increases by a factor of ~ 1.8 on the PS domains 

and ~2.5 on the PMMA domains. For fibrinogen, the number of adsorbed fibrinogen per 

area increases by a factor of ~2 on the PS surface and ~1.4 on the PMMA surface which 

is similar to that of albumin. However the thickness of adsorbed fibrinogen per pixel 

detected by X-PEEM increase by ~7 factor on the PS domains and ~8 factor on the 

PMMA domains which is much larger than that for albumin. This indicates that a 

multistage adsorption process can occur in the adsorption of fibrinogen onto the 

PS/PMMA surface at a low concentration of 0.05 mg/ml (compared with the 

concentration of 0.5 mg/ml reported by Roach et al. [RFP05]). As sketched in Fig. 8.6, at 

0.01 mg/ml, both fibrinogen and albumin align their long axes parallel to the surface but 

fibrinogen shows lower affinity to the surface (less adsorbed number per area when starts 

from the same mol/ml solution). At 0.05 mg/ml, fibrinogen undergoes rearrangement to 

align the long axis normal to the surface to allow more fibrinogen to adsorb onto the 

surface. The rearranged fibrinogen may also align on the surface with the long axis 

against the surface at an angle smaller than 90° (see Fig. 8.6). This can explain why the 

thickness of adsorbed fibrinogen has an unusual increase rate when the concentration 

increases from 0.01 to 0.05 mg/ml. 
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Fig. 8.6 Adsorption process of albumin and fibrinogen. 

Following up the comparison of the adsorptions of fibrinogen and albumin, I 

explored application ofX-PEEM to study competitive adsorptions of the two proteins - ie 

exposure to a mixed fibrinogen and albumin solution. This part of the work is not 

presented in this thesis since it needs more analysis. 
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Chapter 9 

Albumin adsorption in presence of solution 

This chapter describes a Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM) study 

of albumin adsorption onto a PS/P MMA blend surface, where the sample is in a wet cell 

with a residual aqueous layer of the 0.05 mg/ml human serum albumin (HSA) solution. 

The result is consistent with X-PEEM in that the first adsorption site is the PS/PMMA 

interfaces but the difference in the adsorbed amount on the PS and PMMA domains is 

larger than that detected by X-PEEM This is possibly due to sample heating by the 

strongly focused X-rays which could excite motion of the albumin molecules. 

§ 9.1 Introduction 

Albumin adsorption on the PSIPMMA blend surface under a variety of solution 

conditions has been investigated using X-PEEM, as discussed in Chapter 5 through 

Chapter 8. A major concern and limitation of X-PEEM is that the sample is in an 

ultrahigh vacuum (P < 10-8 torr) which could lead to denaturation. STXM is less surface 

sensitive than X-PEEM but it has the advantage of being able to measure the C Is signals 

from samples which have up to ~ 2~m of aqueous solution in the path ofthe X-rays. This 

makes it possible to study protein adsorption under very natural conditions, namely in the 

presence of the protein solution. Such measurement is closer to the real protein 

adsorption issue in biological science. This is the first X-ray microscopy study of protein 

adsorption on a PSIPMMA blend surface in solution. An earlier study by Cynthia Morin 
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[HMH&02] presented STXM results for fibrinogen adsorption on a filled polyurethane 

sample, in the presence of an aqueous overlayer solution. 

§ 9.2 Experimental 

§ 9.2.1 Sample Preparation 

For the preparation of PSIPMMA blend films, please see Chapter 5. Human 

serum albumin (HSA) was obtained from Behringwerke AG, Marburg, Germany, and 

found to be homogeneous as judged by sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The 0.05 mg/ml albumin solution used in this work were 

prepared from unbuffered de-ionized water, diluted from 0.1 mg/ml albumin solution, 

Two ShN4 windows were used for making a wet cell. One window was covered 

with PS/PMMA blend (see Chapter 3 for how to float a PSIPMMA blend film onto a 

ShN4 window). One side of a ShN4 window is flat while the other side is a 200 micron 

deep well, created by the back etching used to make the 100 nm free standing ShN4 

membrane. The flat sides of the windows are used for the inner surfaces of the wet cell. 

Fig. 9.1 shows the procedure used to make a wet cell for STXM measurements. A drop 

of ~ 10 JlI albumin solution was put on a ShN4 window using the micropipette. The outer 

perimeter (~1 cm) of the ShN4 window was glued with epoxy. A second ShN4 window 

was placed on the first window and then the two windows were aligned. A needle was 

then used to clear away the epoxy squeezed out from the windows. The epoxy was 

allowed to dry before putting the wet cell into the experimental chamber of STXM. In 
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order to avoid the contamination of epoxy to the sample, a ShN4 window with larger 

frame is recommend. 

1. Put a drop of protein 
solution on the Si3N4 
window covered with 
PS/PMMA film 

epoxy 

2. Glue epoxy along the four 
edges of the Si3N4 window. 

3. Put the second Si3N4 
window on the first Si3N4 
window. 

4. Adjust the position of the 
two Si3N4 windows and then 
clear up the epoxy 
squeezed out. Let the epoxy 
to dry before put into the 
STXM chamber. 

Fig. 9.1 Diagram of making a wet cell for STXM measurement. 

§ 9.2.2 STXM 

The measurements were carried out on the interferometrically controlled STXM 

[KTS&03] located at bend magnet beamline 5.3.2 [WAK&02] at the Advanced Light 

Source (ALS). The very thin (100 nm) Si3N4 member can be easily broken by gas/liquid 

pressure if the STXM chamber is pumped. Thus the sample loading procedure used was 

as follows. Before the wet cell was put into the STXM chamber, the chamber was 

pumped and then filled with He gas to one atmosphere pressure until the 0 1 s signal 

leveled off. The gas was left flowing while the wet cell was placed into the chamber. 

After that the He gas was flowed for another 10 minutes without any pumping. The level 
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of the N2 signal at 401.1 eV was monitored to ensure minimal residual air, although in 

fact there was significant signal from the 02 of the residual air in the results. 

Image sequences [JWF&OO] were used in this work. However, before recording 

an image sequence, an 0 1 s point spectrum was measured to check if the wet cell was still 

wet, by comparing that spectrum to the 01 s spectrum of water. In Fig. 9.2a, the thicker 

curve is the 0 1 s point spectrum recorded on the sample. The sharp peak at around 531 

eV shown is due to the overlap of the Is ~ 1t* transition in 02 (530.8 eV) and the peaks 

of 0 Is (O=C)~ 1t*o=c transitions of PMMA and albumin. The peaks at around 539 and 

542 eV are due to the presence of O2, as indicated by the 0 Is spectrum of 02 in the 

thinner curve shown in Fig. 9.2a. The 02 signal is from the residue of O2 that was not 

replaced by the flowing He gas. The O2 signal can be subtracted from the recorded 

sample spectrum. The corrected sample spectrum (with 02 signal subtraction) is plotted 

in Fig. 9.2h in the thicker curve, which also plots the 0 Is spectrum of water expected 

from 160 nm thickness (thinner curve). Fig. 9.2c is the ratio of the corrected spectrum to 

the 0 Is spectrum of water. The ratio curve has a nearly flat line above 533 eV, 

corresponding to a thickness of -130 nm water layer on the sample, as indicated by the 

dashed line. 
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Fig. 9.2 (a) The 0 Is point spectrum on the sample (heavy curve) and the 0 Is spectrum 
of 02 with a quantitative linear absorbance scale (thinner curve); (b) the sample spectrum 
subtracted with the O2 signal (thicker curve) and the 130 fold of the 0 Is spectrum of 
water (a) (thinner curve); (c) the ratio of the corrected sample spectrum with O2 signal 
subtraction to the spectrum of water with a quantitative linear absorbance scale. 
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The quantitative chemical maps derived from a stack fit analysis of the C Is 

STXM data for albumin adsorption in presence of 0.05 mg/ml unbuffered water solution 

are presented in Fig. 9.3 in the form of maps of each component: (a) PS, (b) PMMA, (c) 

albumin, as well as (d) the sum of these components, (e) the residual of the fit, and (f) the 

color coded composite map (red is PS, green is PMMA, and blue is albumin). The details 

of the analysis method were presented in Chapter 5. In contrast to PEEM data, STXM 

detects the X-rays transmitted through samples and the OD from STXM is quantitatively 

related to the amount of each compound present in the column at each pixel. The gray 

scale limits are the minimum and maximum thickness per pixel. Lighter intensities 

indicate locations where there is more of that component. The color-coded map shows a 

distinct blue on the interfaces between the PS and PMMA domains and on the PS 

domains. It indicates that most albumin molecules are sitting on the continuous PS and 

the interfaces of PSIPMMA. 

To obtain the relative amount of albumin on different regions, signals specific to 

the PS and PMMA domains were extracted by using threshold masking of the component 

maps to select only those pixels where the signal was above a defined threshold. The 

interface signal from a ~80 nm band at the PS-PMMA interface was obtained by selecting 

those pixels not present in either the masked PS or masked PMMA maps. The amount of 

each component (PS, PMMA and albumin) in each region [PS, PMMA, interface] was 

then obtained by fitting the extracted spectrum using the same reference spectra used in 

generating the component maps by the stack fit. The analysis of albumin adsorption is 
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shown in Fig. 9.4. Fig. 9.4 a displays the masks while panels (b-d) display the curve fit 

to each extracted spectrum. The points with estimated uncertainties are the experimental 

spectra. The dark solid curves are the fits to the masked experimental spectra and the 

color curves are the weighted reference spectra. Table 9.1 reports the results of these fits. 

The thicknesses of different components [PS, PMMA, and albumin] on each 

region [PS domains, PMMA domains and PS/PMMA interfaces] and the total thickness 

of each region are summarized in Table 9.1. There are large PMMA signals (around 

47%) on the PS region, different from the X-PEEM measurement [LHR&06]. 

As we can calculated from Table 4.1, X-PEEM study shows that the ratio of 

PMMA to PS on a PS region on the surface ofPSIPMMA is ~0.21, while the ratio ofPS 

to PMMA on a PMMA region is ~0.36, due to the microdomains [MIT&OI] associated 

with incompletely phase separation of PS and PMMA. The comparison of X-PEEM and 

STXM studies suggests that there is an underlying PMMA layer on the PS region in 

addition the PMMA microdomains on the surface. The amount of PMMA on PS regions 

is much smaller (~20-30%) in the X-PEEM due to its limited sampling depth (~1O nm) 

that prevents the detection of underneath PMMA layer. This underneath PMMA layer 

can also explain why the surface area ratio of PS to PMMA is two (measured by X-

PEEM), although PMMA is the major component in the blend (PS/PMMA =30/70 weight 

ratio). As a result of signal from the underlying PMMA layer, the interface region 

consists of much less of PS than PMMA. However, the total thickness of each region of 

PS/PMMA film is almost the same (~ 2 nm difference). 
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a) PS d) sum 

f) color-coded map 

Fig.9.3 Component maps of (a) PS, (b) 
PMMA and (c) albumin for a 
PS/PMMMA blend substrate exposed to a 
0.05 mg/ml HSA unbuffered water 
solution, derived from pixel-by-pixel 
curve fits of a CIs image sequence. The 
numbers in the upper and lower right of 
each component map are limits of the 
thickness gray scales in nm. (d) sum of 
the PS, PMMA and albumin thickness 
component maps. (e) map of the residual 
of the fit. The gray scale in the latter case 
is the deviation of the fit and the measured 
signal, averaged over all energies. (f) 
color-coded component map (red is PS, 
green is PMMA and blue is albumin). 
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Fig. 9.4 (a) Masks used to extract spectra 
of specific regions. [red = PS > 11 nm, 
green = PMMA > 16 nm, blue = 
PSIPMMA interface (all pixels not 
identified in the masks of the PS and 
PMMA domains)]. (b-d) Curve fits to the 
average CIs spectra extracted from the 
masked regions (data - points, fit - thick 
solid line, components - thin lines). 
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Table 9.1 Adsorption ofHSA on PS/PMMA in presence of 0.05 mg/ml unbuffered de
ionized water solution: Composition ofPS, PMMA and PS/PMMA interfaces 
(uncertainty: ± 0.5 nm). 

Composite PS region PMMAregion Interface 
(nmlpixel) region 

PS 16.4 4.8 8.8 

PMMA 18.6 30.9 24.7 

Albumin 4.3 1.0 5.6 
Surface PMMA * 3.4 13.5 8.4 

Underneath PMMA * 15.2 17.4 16.3 

Total thickness of polymer mm 

(PS and PMMA) 35.0 35.7 33.5 
* Not from the direct stack analysis but from the calculations based on some 

assumptions (see text for detail). 

Assuming that the ratio of PS microdomains on PMMA regions (~0.21) or the 

ratio of PMMA microdomains on PS regions (~0.36) detected by X-PEEM is near the 

same for each PSIPMMA blend system in our work, we can estimated the thickness of the 

postulated underneath PMMA layer. Also as shown in Table 9.1, On the PS region, we 

can calculate that there is 3.4 nm surface-PMMA microdomains associated with 16.3 nm 

PS. On the PMMA region, we also can calculate that there is 13.5 nm surface-PMMA 

associated with 4.8 nm PS microdomains. By subtracting the surface-PMMA 

microdomains from the total PMMA film (the second row of the table), we can estimate 

the thickness of underneath PMMA layer, which is 15.2 nm on the PS region and 17.4 nm 

on the PMMA region. The average of the underneath PMMA layer on PS and PMMA 

regions is then 15.2 nm. By subtracting this from the total PMMA thickness on the 
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interface, we get 8.4 run surface-PMMA on the interface which is similar to the thickness 

ofPS on the interface (8.8 nm), as expected. 

s 
b 

Based on Table 9.1, Fig. 9.5 is proposed as the structure of the PSIPMMA blend. 
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PMMA: I PMMA= b (-16 nm) + 5 (-14 nm) 

~~E PS: I ps= b (0 nm) + 5 (-16 nm) 

Fig. 9.5 The scheme of the phase separation ofPS/PMMA blend (only show one repeat 
unit of the surface). 

The amount of albumin on different regions is highlighted in bold font in Table 

9.1. Consistent with the color-coded maps, the amount of albumin on the PMMA 

domains is very small (1.0 nm) compared with the amount on PS domains (4.3 nm) and 

the amount on the PSIPMMA interfaces (5.6 run). Therefore albumin shows stronger 

absorption on the PS region and the interface of PS/PMMA domains. This strong 

preference to the PSIPMMA interface for albumin adsorption is consistent with all other 

cases where albumin adsorption under different conditions was measured by X-PEEM. 

The stronger preference to the PS domains than to the PMMA domains is also consistent 

with what was found for albumin adsorption at similar conditions detected by X-PEEM 

(See Chapter 5). However the difference between the adsorption on the PS and PMMA 
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detected in presence of albumin solution is much larger than that detected for the dried 

sample by X-PEEM. This is possibly due to sample heating by the strongly focused X-

rays which could excite motion of the albumin molecules. This results in a weak 

hydrogen bonding between albumin molecules and the PMMA since hydrogen bonding 

needs to look for specific binding sites and is stabilized by multiple bindings. However 

the hydrophobic interactions between albumin molecules and PS are driven by the 

entropy gain from the dehydration of both albumin and PS surface, as discussed in 

Chapter 5. The albumin adsorption difference between X-PEEM dried sample and 

STXM wet cell measurements are also possibly due to the different sample preparations. 
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§ 10. 1 Summary 

Chapter 10 

Summary and further work 

The work presented in this thesis shows that XRM can detect protein adsorption 

on a patterned PS/PMMA blend surface at sub-monolayer levels with a spatial resolution 

of 50-70 nm. This confirms the original work in this area by my predecessor Cynthia 

Morin [M04]. The technique and its applications have been extended as follows. 

Albumin adsorption under different conditions (concentration, pH, ionic strength and 

temperature) has been studied using X -PEEM. The adsorption of two different proteins 

(albumin and fibrinogen) has been compared. Furthermore HSA adsorption in presence 

of solution has been studied using STXM. 

Under all the adsorption conditions studied, the proteins (albumin or fibrinogen) 

always show the strongest preference for adsorption at the PSIPMMA interfaces. 

However different preferences for the PS and PMMA domains were observed under 

different adsorption conditions. 

This work has significant impact to the biological world, including: development 

of two quantitative techniques, further understanding of protein adsorption behavior 

theoretically and potential for contribution to the development of improved biomaterials. 
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§ 10. 2 Suggestion for Further Work 

§ 10. 2. 1 Clarification of Issues Raised in Thesis 

There are still some issues which require more exploration. 

The area ratio of PS to PMMA is 60/30 on the surface of a PSIPMMA blend 

studied in this work although the mass ratio of PS to PMMA is 30/70. Why? As 

discussed in Chapter 9, I suspect that there is a thin layer of PMMA between the substrate 

and the PS/PMMA blend surface. Is this really true? This question could be addressed by 

making a series ofPS/PMMA blend films on a Si wafer with different thicknesses (for 

example, 2, 5, 16,32,50 nm) by controlling the concentrations ofPSIPMMA solutions 

used for spin coating and the spin coating speed, as what was done for the preparation of 

PS films with different thicknesses. From the ratio of the intensities of the two peaks at 

285.15 eV (specific to PS) and 288.45 eV (specific to PMMA) in the spectrum of each 

film, it may be possible to determine if there is an underlying PMMA layer at the Si 

surface. This issue can also possibly be solved by floating the polymer films onto a Si 

wafer from the mica with the underlying side up, as was done to make the samples for 

STXM measurements discussed in Chapter 3 and then examining them by X-PEEM. If 

the signal of this polymer film is dominated by PMMA signals then it is true that there is 

an underlying layer of PMMA. 

§ 10.2.2 Extension in New Directions 

There are a number of possible studies extending from work shown in the thesis. 

• Different substrates for protein adsorption study. 
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The work presented in this thesis used a PSIPMMA blend film as a substrate for 

protein study. It would be of interest to study different substrates. I did some research of 

this type. Unfortunately there were some problems with all of the alternate substrates I 

explored. The criteria used for selecting different substrates are: (1) they are a patterned 

surface with domain sizes larger than the spatial resolution of XRM (~50 nm); (2) they 

form a flat, conducting surface «10 nm rms, < 50 nm thick, with no asperities); (3) the 

chemical components are able to be differentiated from each other, and from protein by 

NEXAFS spectroscopy. Following these criteria, the first substrate I explored was a 

blend of polystyrene/polyethyleneoxide (PS/PEO) since PEO was reported to resist 

protein adsorption. However the PEO used was water-soluble (MW = 1 x 105 Dalton) and 

thus the PEO was washed away during protein exposure. The second substrate I explored 

was polystyrene grafted butanol (PS-g-butanol). I expected that butanol groups and PS 

would be phase-separated after annealing due to their different properties. However it 

was found that the sample I ordered from a commercial supplier (Polymer Source) was 

impure and that the grafted percentage (~4%) was too low. I think this system deserves 

further exploring if a sample with a graft percentage of 50% or higher could be obtained. 

The third substrate I explored was a polystyrene/ polysulfone (PSIPSF) blend since 

polysulfone is used widely in medical devices. The blend phase separated after annealing 

but the polysufone dewetted from the substrate. This system is also worth further 

studying by exploring how to eliminate the dewetting issue. 
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• Protein competitive adsorption. 

I did study the competitive adsorption of albumin and fibrinogen although the 

result is not presented in this thesis. It would be much more exciting if one used two 

proteins whose NEXAFS are more different for a competitive adsorption study. Jacob 

Stewart-Ornstein (in Dr. Hitchcock's group) has developed a program to predict the 

NEXAFS spectrum of a protein from its amino acid sequence. This tool will be useful to 

identify pairs of proteins with distinguishable NEXAFS spectra. 

• Protein patterning. 

Protein patterning can be used for biosensors and other biomaterials applications. 

This is another new direction for applying the tools used in this work. There are a few 

ways to pattern proteins and other biomolecules onto material surfaces, such as 

photolithography [CYH&96, SRR&98], soft lithography [KAK&95, XW98, KTO&99], 

spotting techniques [MM99], and microcontact printing techniques [LOW99, YCOO]. 

• AFM study of protein adsorption. 

In practice, there are lots of issues in the application of AFM to biological 

science. The limitation and solutions for achieving high spatial resolution remain poorly 

understood despite rapidly growing applications. Many factors contribute to an AFM 

image in addition to the topography of the sample surface. These include the size and 

shape of the tip, properties of the feedback loop, and the mechanical and chemical 

properties of the sample and imaging environment. For small molecules such as proteins 

or other polymers with a radius of 5-20 nm, the interacting part of tip is often larger than 
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the scanned structures. In such cases, the image is as much a representation of the tip as 

it is a representation of the probed molecules. Therefore it is important to have a sharp tip 

for AFM studies of protein molecules. For adsorbed protein molecules, if a constant 

morphology is observed over an entire image, it suggests that there are contributions of 

tip structure to the image of the sample since adsorbed protein molecules are typically 

rotationally disordered. Furthermore, more than one tip on the same scale (multiple 

tipping) during the examination of a sample can cause shadowing of the image and other 

artificial structure in the images. 

Chapter 3 shows an AFM image of the albumin covered PSIPMMA blend 

surface. I did try to image the albumin structure on the PS and PMMA domains of the 

blend but the results are not presented in this thesis since more work needs to be done in 

order to have reliable AFM images. This would include careful characterization of the 

AFM tip and optimizing the scanning parameters. 

• Operation of PEEM 3. 

This work used the second generation ofX-PEEM microscope at the ALS (PEEM 2). 

The third generation ofX-PEEM (PEEM 3) is being commissioned and Dr. Hitchcock's 

group has requested beam time with it. It is predicted and designed to have much better 

spatial resolution: 5 nm spatial resolution at comparable transmission to PEEM 2 (a few 

%) and 50 nm resolution at almost 100% transmission. This improved performance will 

be very beneficial for the study of our very radiation-sensitive samples. PEEM 3 will 

also use a better beamline equipped with an elliptically polarizing undulator (EPU) with 
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higher energy resolution (EI ~E = 3000~ 1 0000), polarization control, and better control of 

the flux. 

In summary, starting from the work presented in this thesis, there are many 

follow-up experiments that could be potentially productive. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A 

This appendix gives a list all the software packages I used for my PhD. 

1. aXis2000 (versions between Jun 2005, Jan 2006) 

aXis2000 is a freeware program written in Interactive Data Language (IDL) by 

Adam Hitchcock, and it is available from http://unicorn.mcmaster.ca/aXis2000.html.It 

was used for the spectromicroscopy data analysis: images, stack and spectral analyses. 

2. Nanoscope III V5.12r2 

This software, by Digital Instruments, was used to acquire and analyse the AFM 

images that were generated with the Digital Instruments, Nanoscope IlIA. This 

instrument is located in the Brockhouse Institute for Materials Research at McMaster. 

3. PaintShop Pro, version 4 

PaintShop Pro, from JASC Incorporated, was used to write images as jpeg files 

for presentations. These images were either screen saved from the aXis2000 software, 

pasted from constructed figures in powerpoint, or read from other image formats from 

aXis2000 and other software. 

4. Sigma Plot 6.0 

Sigma Plot 6.0 (by Jandel Scientific) was used for graphical representations. 

5. Microsoft Office, versions 97, 2000, XP and 2003 

Word and Powerpoint were used to write reports and prepare oral and poster 

presentations. Excel was used for organizing data sets and cataloguing samples, 
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Appendix A 

performing regression analyses (on data not shown in this thesis) and making graphical 

representations. 

6. STXM Control 

This software was initially written by Dr. Tolek Tyliszczak (McMaster) and Peter 

Hitchcock, and extensively further developed from 2002-2006 by Dr. Tyliszczak (ALS). 

It controls the beamline (slit sizes and monochromator), the STXM microscope motors, 

and acquires the data at STXM 5.3.2. 

7. X-PEEM software packages 

The software used for operating the X-PEEM at the ALS, PEEM2, are detailed in 

the following table. Except for Image Pro 4.0, the commercial camera software, these 

programs were written by various members of the PEEM2 team. 

Table A.l List ofPEEM2 software 

Pro~ram Function Computer 
Frontend 

monochromator, stigmator control, 
ring current recording bI7-49.als.lbLgov (SUN) 

PEEM2power PEEM power supplies, 
bI7-49.als.lbLgov (SUN) Hotdeck power supply 

Image Pro 4.0 camera software, image analysis Peem2 (PC) 

Connect Sun 
spectromicroscopy, interfaces PC - Peem2 (PC) 
SUN 
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